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Abstract 

Cerro Negro near Léon, Nicaragua is a very young (163 years), relatively small basaltic 

cinder cone volcano that has been unusually active during its short lifespan (recurrence 

interval 6-7 years), presenting a significant hazard to nearby communities.  Previous 

studies have raised several questions as to the proper classification of Cerro Negro and 

its relation to neighboring Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcano.   

Analysis of Bouguer gravity data collected at Cerro Negro has revealed connected 

positive density anomalies beneath Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo.  These findings 

suggest that eruptions at Cerro Negro may be tapping a large magma reservoir beneath 

Las Pilas-El Hoyo, implying that Cerro Negro should be considered the newest vent on 

the Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex.  As such, it is possible that the intensity of 

volcanic hazards at Cerro Negro may eventually increase in the future to resemble those 

pertaining to a stratovolcano. 

Keywords:  Cerro Negro; Las Pilas-El Hoyo; Bouguer gravity; magmatic plumbing 
systems; potential fields; volcano 
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1. General Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1. Introduction 

Volcanoes, active, dormant, and extinct, occur across the globe in a variety of 

tectonic environments and are fundamental to the cycles of Earth’s evolution.  Crucially, 

many of these volcanoes form part of the landscape in which humans have settled, 

setting the stage for potentially disastrous loss of human life.  To mitigate the hazards 

volcanoes pose to humanity, the study of volcanology is essential for understanding the 

processes that control volcanic eruptions and related volcanic hazards. 

The subsurface structures at active volcanoes can play a major part in 

determining the timing and intensity of eruptions, yet they are not visible from the surface 

except through indirect techniques.  Geochemical studies of eruption products can shed 

some light on processes at depth, yielding information regarding the interconnectedness 

of magma chambers (e.g., McKnight, 1995; McKnight and Williams, 1997), relative 

depths of magma storage and bubble nucleation (e.g., Roggensack et al., 1997; 

Vigouroux et al., 2008; Portnyagin et al., 2012), and deep source locations for magmas 

(e.g., Carr, 1984; Carr et al., 2007; Phipps Morgan et al., 2008; Bolge et al., 2009).  

However, this structural knowledge is imprecise at best.   

Cerro Negro is a small basaltic volcano approximately 300 m in height and 1200 

m in diameter located in Nicaragua, 20 km northeast of the city of León,  part of a chain 

of subduction-related volcanoes that runs from Mexico to the tip of South America 

(Figure 1.1).  Although it is a very young volcano, only existing since 1850, it has been 

unusually active, with a recurrence interval of approximately 7 years (Siebert and 

Simkin, 2002).  One explanation for this high level of activity is that Cerro Negro 

represents a juvenile stratovolcano (e.g., McKnight and Williams, 1997), the initial stages 

of a much larger volcanic system;  however, some previous geochemical studies have 

linked Cerro Negro to the neighbouring Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex (Carr, 1984; 
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McKnight and Williams, 1997; Roggensack et al., 1997; Hill et al., 1998).  To date, there 

have been no geophysical surveys to delineate deep structures that might better explain 

the nature of Cerro Negro. 

 

Figure 1.1. Cerro Negro and vicinity.   

Inset map shows location of study area in Nicaragua (red box).  Black solid lines indicate faults 
mapped by La Femina et al. (2002), and red dots indicate gravity measurement locations.  
“HOTEU” marks the location of our secondary gravity base station in León, “BOUG1” marks the 
location of our primary gravity base station, and “CNG2” marks the location of the continuous 
GPS station operated by Pennsylvania State University used as our GPS base station. 

Geophysical techniques such as seismology, gravity, and magnetics (among 

others) can yield much more detailed information about subsurface structures, including 

locations of faults, dike swarms, and intrusive complexes (Telford et al., 1990).  Seismic 

tomography techniques (active or passive) arguably give the best resolution and depth 

coverage, however, gravity and magnetic surveys can also yield reasonably detailed 

structural data at typically a fraction of the cost and time.   
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Gravity surveys measure small spatial changes in the Earth’s gravitational field.  

After corrections, these data can then be inverted with the use of computer software to 

yield a three-dimensional model of subsurface density contrasts.  Similarly, a magnetic 

survey measures spatial changes in the Earth’s magnetic field to yield a model of 

subsurface changes in magnetic susceptibility (Telford et al., 1990).  Many studies have 

successfully used either gravity or magnetic surveys to identify subsurface structures at 

volcanoes – gravity surveys have been conducted at several Icelandic volcanoes (e.g. 

Gudmundsson and Milsom, 1997; Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir, 2007), Poás volcano 

in Costa Rica (e.g., Fournier, 2004), on Kilauea volcano and the island of Hawaii as a 

whole (e.g., Broyles et al., 1979; Kauahikaua et al., 2000; Zurek and Williams-Jones, 

2013), Piton de la Fournaise, France (Rousset et al., 1989), and Mt. St. Helens in 

Washington State (Williams et al., 1987).  Ground-based magnetic studies have 

revealed subsurface structure at volcanoes such as El Chícon in México (Jutzeler et al., 

2011), the Ustica volcanic complex (e.g., Napoli et al., 2007) and Mt. Etna (e.g., Del 

Negro and Napoli, 2002) in Italy, and Usu in Japan (e.g., Nishida and Miyajima, 1984). 

 In this thesis I use data from gravity and magnetic surveys at Cerro Negro 

volcano to delineate subsurface structures beneath Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo.  

These data sets, unprecedented for this volcano, complement already existing 

geochemical, seismic, and soil gas data to give a more complete picture of the 

controlling structures at Cerro Negro.  The insight given by this detailed structural 

information will attempt to answer the questions concerning Cerro Negro’s role in the arc 

relative to nearby volcanic centers, and associated future volcanic hazards. 

1.2. Location and Geologic Setting 

Cerro Negro is one of the many volcanoes related to the subduction of the Cocos 

plate beneath the Caribbean plate.  Volcanism in Central America, atypically for most 

convergent margins, is distinguished by primarily basaltic magmas (Carr, 1984).  

Relative to the rest of Central America, in Nicaragua the crust is thinner (about 32 km on 

average), elevations and volcanic edifice heights are lower, magmas are denser with 

lower silica content, magma volumes are smaller, and the dip angle of the subducting 

slab is higher (Carr, 1984).  Many volcanic cones in this region, despite their small size, 
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have polygenetic histories and composite morphologies (Carr, 1984).  Carr (1984) 

argues, using a hydrostatic model proposed by Rose et al. (1977), that Nicaragua’s 

thinner crust and higher magma densities prevent Nicaraguan volcanoes from attaining 

higher edifice heights.  In order to rise into the lower crust, basaltic magma to the north 

in Guatemala must fractionate more to attain a sufficiently low density to overcome 

greater compression from the thicker Guatemalan crust.  However, in Nicaragua a 

thinner crust compresses magma less, allowing denser, less fractionated basaltic 

magma to penetrate the lower crust more easily.  Nicaraguan magmas are then more 

easily trapped by lower density upper crustal rock, often forming shallow intrusions.  

However, this relationship between thin crust, denser magmas and lower edifice height 

is dependent on a continuous hydrostatic equilibrium between the volcanic edifice and 

the deeper magma chamber, which Carr (1984) proposes is maintained by conduit 

excavation by frequent explosive ash eruptions.   

 

Figure 1.2. Cerro Negro cone and southern ash-plain, viewed from the south. 

 

Figure 1.3. Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex viewed from the west.  The prominent 
peak to the left of the photo is Las Pilas. 
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Cerro Negro (Figure 1.2) is one of a cluster of volcanoes along a NNW alignment 

west of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex (Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.3).  Features 

surrounding Cerro Negro, such as eruptive fissures, phreatic pit craters, and other cinder 

cones, also follow this NNW trend (Connor et al., 1996).  La Femina et al. (2002) 

observe that the alignment of Cerro La Mula (NNW of Cerro Negro) and Cerro Negro is 

consistent with the regional stress field.  Studies by McKnight (1995) found a possible 

geochemical link between Cerro Negro and the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex (Figure 1.3) 

based on whole-rock analysis of samples from Las Pilas, Cerro La Mula and Cerro 

Negro.  The geochemistry of these three eruptive centers form a distinct trend (Al2O3; 

Na2O+K2O; and MgO vs SiO2), with products from Cerro Negro defining the more mafic 

end of the trend (McKnight, 1995).   McKnight (1995) also suggested that an increase in 

the eruption rate of Cerro Negro after 1947 could be indicative of an increase in the 

efficiency of a possible magmatic conduit between Cerro Negro and the Las Pilas-El 

Hoyo complex, allowing larger volumes of melt to travel from a source beneath Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo to erupt at Cerro Negro. 

1.3. Eruptive Style and Significant Eruptions 

Cerro Negro is a very young volcano – all of its eruptions have occurred in 

historic times.  There have been 23 eruptions since the first eruption in 1850, with the 

most recent eruption occurring in 1999 (Table 1-1).  Cerro Negro’s average eruption rate 

over its lifespan has been 1.6 km3 yr-1, and its peak eruption rate (since the 1947 

eruption) has been 3.1 km3 yr-1 (McKnight and Williams, 1997).  Tephra from earlier 

eruptions (pre-1970) tend to have a dense rock equivalent (DRE) on the order of 0.001 

km3 while later eruptions have tephra volumes on the order of 0.01 km3.  As of this 

writing, the cumulative volume of erupted material (DRE) at Cerro Negro is 0.22 km3 

(McKnight and Williams, 1997; Siebert and Simkin, 2002).  Sustained eruptive column 

heights range from 5 to 9 km, and eruptions range in explosivity from Volcanic 

Explosivity Index (VEI) 2 to 3, with earlier eruptions typically VEI 2 and more recent 

eruptions commonly VEI 3 (McKnight and Williams, 1997).  Tephra clasts are usually 

ash to lapilli sized.  Cerro Negro’s eruption style fits within the Strombolian range as 

defined by Wood (1980), but eruptions can be more explosive than those from Paricutín 
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(Mexico), which is considered to be on the more violent end of the Strombolian range 

(McKnight and Williams, 1997).  Eruptions often include both explosive and effusive 

activity (Viramonte and Di Scala, 1970; Siebert and Simkin, 2002) (Figure 1.4). 

Of these eruptions, the 1968, 1992, 1995, and 1999 eruptions are described in 

more detail below.  These eruptions present a representative picture of the range and 

scale of recent activity at Cerro Negro, as well as the importance of local structures in 

eruption dynamics, information that provides constraints on our model of the magma 

plumbing system at Cerro Negro.   

 

Figure 1.4. Lava flows from Cerro Negro, pre-1992 

 Map of lava flows from Cerro Negro, reprinted with permission from McKnight and Williams 
(1997).  A) Lava flows and cones mapped based on aerial photography taken between 1963 and 
1968. B) Lava flows and cones mapped based on aerial photography taken in 1985.  Products of 
the 1992, 1995, and 1999 eruptions are not shown. 
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Table 1-1. Eruptions at Cerro Negro 

Eruption Start 
Year 

Total Volume  
(m3, DRE) 

Tephra Volume 
(m3, DRE) 

Lava Volume 
(m3, DRE) 

VEI 

1850 6.10 X 106 6.50 X 105 5.40 X 106 2 

1867   8.60 X 106   2 

1899   1.70 X 106   2 

1914   2.80 X 106   2 

1919       2 

1923 4.60 X 107 3.60 X 107 1.00 X 107 3 

1929     1.00 X 105 2 

1947 3.50 X 107 3.10 X 107 3.80 X 106 3 

1948       2 

1949       2 

1950 3.80 X 107 3.80 X 107 1.00 X 105 3 

1954       2 

1957 7.30 X 106 2.80 X 106 4.50 X 106 2 

1960 3.90 X 107 3.40 X 107 5.20 X 106 3 

1961       1 

1962       2 

1963       1 

1964       2 

1968 3.40 X 107 2.70 X 107 6.90 X 106 3 

1969       1 

1971   5.80 X 107   3 

1992   2.60 X 107   3 

1995 9.50 X 106 5.80 X 106 3.70 X 106 2 

1999 1.00 X 106 1.00 X 106 6.00 X 105 2 

Data from Smithsonian Institute Global Volcanism Project (Siebert and Simkin, 2002) 
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1968 Eruption 

The 1968 eruption was a violent eruption with voluminous lava flows (Siebert and 

Simkin, 2002).  The eruption began with tremor and lava flows from fissures on the 

southwest side of the main cone.  The flow achieved a maximum length of 1700 m and a 

maximum width of 700 m, and hosted numerous high temperature fumaroles that 

emitted chlorine gas and deposited abundant sublimates.  The 1968 flow also 

reactivated low temperature fumaroles on the 1957 lava flow (Viramonte and Di Scala, 

1970).   

Explosive activity at the principal cone ejected gasses, ash, lapilli, and bombs.  

The eruptive column, deflected to the west by wind, rose to an altitude of 1000 to 1500 

m, and produced measurable ashfall in the city of León.  Viramonte and Di Scala (1970) 

observed volcanic bombs up to 40 cm in diameter mainly on the slopes of the volcano, 

with some landing up to 250 m in diameter to the southwest in the predominant wind 

direction. Eruptive activity also formed a small secondary cone on the southwest flank of 

Cerro Negro on October 24th.  Interestingly, the eruption produced both basaltic and 

siliceous material from both cones at the same time, although only a very small portion 

of the material was siliceous (Viramonte and Di Scala, 1970).   

After the eruption, subsidence was observed in both the lava flows from the 

eruption and in the secondary cone.  The eruption left two craters oriented NW-SE in the 

principal crater.  Intense fumarolic activity in this principal crater followed the eruption 

(Viramonte and Di Scala, 1970). 

1992 Eruption 

The 1992 eruption was brief and intense, depositing 4 cm of ash in Leon and 

causing widespread roof collapse (McKnight and Williams, 1997; Hill et al., 1998; 

Salazar et al., 2001; Siebert and Simkin, 2002).  Activity began on April 9, immediately 

preceded by five low magnitude felt earthquakes within 5 km of the volcano (Siebert and 

Simkin, 2002).  The initial eruption plume reached 4 km in height, and contained bomb 

sized (> 65 mm diameter) material.  Prevailing winds deflected the plume to the WSW.  

The eruption column was nearly continuous until ceasing temporarily on April 12.  
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Additional activity occurred on April 13 and 14, with Strombolian activity ejecting bombs 

as high as 300 m and a small ash cloud that rose to 3.5 km.  The interval between 

explosions was about 5 seconds until activity ceased in the evening of April 14.  

Explosive activity from this eruption widened the summit crater and revealed a dike 

oriented west-southwest (Siebert and Simkin, 2002).  After the eruption, there was no 

additional degassing, and thermal features soon returned to normal (Connor et al., 

1996).  There were no lava flows associated with this eruption (Siebert and Simkin, 

2002). 

1995 Eruption 

The 1995 eruption featured both explosive and effusive activity.  Precursory 

seismic swarms began on May 24th.  A pulse of radon gas along north-northwest 

structural trends occurred simultaneously with the early stages of the eruption (Connor 

et al., 1996; Siebert and Simkin, 2002).  The eruption consisted of two distinct phases, 

one lasting from May until November 1995, and the other from November until May 1996 

(Siebert and Simkin, 2002).   

The first stage began with phreatic eruptions from May 28 until August 16, 1995, 

with plumes usually reaching less than 1000 m that were deflected by predominantly 

easterly winds.  By early June, discrete explosions were occurring every 8 ± 5 minutes 

(100 to 150 explosions per day), with little or no degassing visible between explosions.  

These explosions had sufficient energy to eject ballistics approximately 1 m in diameter 

to the base of the cone.  On June 2, a dilute low energy pyroclastic flow occurred on the 

northwest flank.  There was also a small eruption of lava into the crater on July 24-25, 

1995 (Siebert and Simkin, 2002).   

The second and final eruptive phase (November to December) was considerably 

more voluminous than the first.  This phase began with an increase in seismic activity 

followed by 13 days of magmatic eruptions that caused light ashfall in León.  Low energy 

Strombolian activity ejected bombs, scoria, and minor amounts of ash that constructed a 

new cone in the 1992 crater.  By November 28, a continuous ash column developed with 

magmatic pulses every 2-7 seconds.  This ash column reached a height of 2- 2.5 km 

and prevailing winds deflected the plume to the WSW.   
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In addition to explosive eruptions, the second phase of the eruption also 

produced significant lava flows.  A lava flow emerged from the western base of the 1995 

cone and flowed down the north flank of Cerro Negro.  These lava flows continued north 

and slightly east until November 26, ending 1-1.5 km from the base of the cone, covering 

0.65 km2 in area with lobes 2-10 m thick.  Following the end of eruptive activity, the cone 

subsided slightly (Siebert and Simkin, 2002). 

1999 Eruption 

The 1999 eruption, although a very minor one, is interesting as it is possible that 

regional tectonic earthquakes triggered the eruption (La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 

2005).  In all, the eruption only lasted two days (Siebert and Simkin, 2002).  La Femina 

et al. (2004) classify this eruption as a mild Strombolian eruption.  Activity began 11 days 

after three magnitude 5 earthquakes occurred within 3 hours 1-2 km east-southeast of 

Cerro Negro.  Three new vents developed in areas of previously high radon 

concentrations formerly associated with a north-south trending fault (Connor et al., 1996; 

La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005).  The first vent was phreatic in nature, and the 

following two vents produced lava fountaining that reached heights as high as 500 m.  

Simultaneously with the lava fountaining, a set of fissures oriented NS appeared south of 

the volcanic edifice.  The large fountains built two scoria cones that later coalesced and 

produced two small lava flows (La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005).  Aftershocks 

clustered to the northwest and southeast of the original epicenters along known faults, 

and earthquakes associated with eruptive activity were located along the Cerro Negro-

Cerro la Mula alignment (La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005). 

1.4. Relevant Prior Work 

Structure 

Although no geophysical surveys (other than a ground penetrating radar survey 

by Courtland et al., 2012) have been performed to date on Cerro Negro, other methods 

have yielded some structural information, in particular concerning the NNW alignment 

that controls the location of volcanic features around Cerro Negro and also influences 

the location of features within Cerro Negro.  Repeated soil gas surveys of radon gas by 
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Connor et al. (1996) in 1994 and during the initial phases of the 1995 eruption observed 

high temperature fumaroles (about 350 ˚C) in the cone’s crater, and lower temperature 

fumaroles (<100 ˚C) in arcuate fractures on the crater rim and in phreatic pit craters 

between Cerro La Mula and Cerro Negro.  Fumaroles and other thermal features outside 

the cone itself lie on a NNW alignment (Connor et al., 1996).  A gridded soil gas study of 

diffuse CO2 by Salazar et al. (2001) showed CO2 highs on the SW and NE parts of the 

crater rim, and also at the 1995 and 1999 eruptive centers.  A thermal study conducted 

during the same survey revealed thermal anomalies that generally correlated with the 

CO2 anomalies, with anomalies located on the summit on the NE flank and on the rim of 

the 1995 crater.  The highest temperatures were measured at the 1999 eruption site 

(Salazar et al., 2001). 

Melt inclusion studies by Roggensack et al. (1997) of Cerro Negro lavas found 

minimum crystallization depths of 1-2 km for the 1995 eruption and 6 km for the 1992 

eruption.  The same study also suggested a magma source depth of approximately 6 km 

based on the degree of vesiculation in lavas from the 1992 eruption.  Additionally, 

Portnyagin et al. (2012) suggested a source region for Cerro Negro magmas of 14 km 

depth based on studies of melt inclusions in tephras from the 1867, 1971 and 1992 

eruptions of Cerro Negro.   

There has been some debate over whether Cerro Negro should be classified as 

a polygenetic cinder cone or longer-lived stratovolcano.  A polygenetic cinder cone 

would represent a shorter-lived, lower intensity volcanic system, whereas a 

stratovolcano represents a longer-lived system with the potential for higher-intensity 

volcanic behavior.  McKnight and Williams (1997) argue that Cerro Negro, despite its 

cinder cone appearance, should be regarded as a very young stratovolcano based on 

similar cone morphology to other stratovolcanoes and also eruptions that are more 

explosive than would be expected for typical cinder cones.  However,  Walker and Carr 

(1986) classified Cerro Negro as a parasitic cinder cone on the Las Pilas-El Hoyo 

complex, and Hill et al. (1998) consider the volcano to be a particularly long lived 

basaltic cinder cone based on mass eruption rates, which that study judged to be similar 

to mass eruption rates from other known cinder cone volcanoes.   
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McKnight and Williams (1997) compare changes in Cerro Negro’s cone 

morphology over time to known morphology trends for cinder cones and stratovolcanoes 

(Figure 5 in McKnight and Williams, 1997), and show that a majority of Cerro Negro’s 

eruptions have left it with a morphology closer to the stratovolcano trend.  McKnight and 

Williams (1997) use this comparison to argue that most of Cerro Negro’s eruptions have 

maintained a stratovolcano morphology; however, four of the cone morphologies plot on 

the cinder cone trend while five of the cone morphologies plot on the stratovolcano 

trend.   

Hill et al. (1998) point out that “mass-flow rates are a more important parameter 

in evaluating volcanic hazards, and Cerro Negro clearly is a typical basaltic cinder cone 

in this regard,” comparing Cerro Negro’s mass eruption rate with eruptions from 

Parícutin (Mexico)  and Eldfell (Iceland) volcanoes, both of which have mass eruption 

rates within an order of magnitude of Cerro Negro’s.  However, Hill et al. (1998) do not 

provide any data for typical mass eruption rates from stratovolcanos for comparison, and 

fail to take into account changes in mass eruption rate over time.  Cerro Negro’s mass 

eruption rate has demonstrably changed since 1947, increasing from 0.07 km3 yr-1 

before the 1947 to 3.1 km3 yr-1 after the 1947 eruption (McKnight and Williams, 1997). 

McKnight and Williams (1997) also offer an explanation for the relatively small 

size of Cerro Negro, specifically that the thin crust in Nicaragua prevents volcanoes from 

attaining much altitude, and for this reason Cerro Negro may be considered a 

stratovolcano with accompanying stratovolcano activity in spite of its relatively small size 

(Carr, 1984).  Based on these arguments alone, it seems best to regard Cerro Negro as 

a young, small stratovolcano in the long term, although it may be advisable, for purposes 

of hazard mitigation, to regard Cerro Negro as a basaltic cinder cone in the short term 

based on its eruptive behavior (McKnight and Williams, 1997; Hill et al., 1998). 

Stress Regime 

To accommodate the fast, oblique subduction of the Cocos plate, segments of 

the arc rotate clockwise about a vertical axis, causing slip along the left lateral strike-slip 

faults that bound these blocks (Figure 1.5).  Within the block, these left lateral faults 

create an east-west extensional stress regime, leading to many NNW trending normal 
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faults, such as the ones observed at Cerro Negro (La Femina et al., 2002)(Figure 1.5).  

Faults northwest of Cerro Negro and southeast of Rota volcano and the La Paz Centro 

fault zone bound the block containing Cerro Negro and create a stress regime congruent 

with the NNW alignment of volcanic features near Cerro Negro (La Femina et al., 2004). 

 

Figure 1.5. Schematic of bookshelf faulting along the Nicaraguan volcanic arc 

Slip along northeastern trending faults rotates blocks clock-wise around a vertical axis, creating a 
stress regime in the center of the block that favors north-trending normal faults. 

Studies of the 1999 eruption strongly suggest that the three tectonic earthquakes 

that preceded the eruption triggered the eruptive activity (La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 

2005).  Dike formation and new vents occurred in alignments parallel to the direction of 

greatest horizontal principal stress.  Seismic activity in the region, not all of it related to 

eruptive activity, remained elevated for 11 days after the main eruptive events, 

suggesting tectonic influence on eruptive activity, rather than the reverse (La Femina et 

al., 2004). 

La Femina et al. (2004) found that lavas from the 1999 eruption were very 

compositionally similar to the lavas from the 1995 eruption.  Modeling of flow rates 

corresponding to different magma pressures by La Femina et al. (2004) shows that 

lower flow rates during the 1999 eruption correspond to lower magma pressure, such 

that tectonic fracturing would be necessary to bring magma to the surface.  La Femina et 

al. (2004) thus concluded that the 1999 eruption represented a still-molten portion of the 

1995 magma that tectonic fracturing had allowed to reach the surface. 
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Modeling of regional stress field changes brought about by the three tectonic 

earthquakes further supports this hypothesis.  Modeling by Díez (2005) shows that the 

earthquakes would have reduced 3 by 0.08 MPa at 7 km depth, which is within the 

range of stress changes observed preceding other volcanic events.  The model shows 

that the earthquakes created high stress gradients on a north-south plane beneath Cerro 

Negro and Cerro La Mula, and that some parts of the plane would experience stress 

reduction, which would lead to dilation.  Interestingly, the model also showed a stress 

increase at depths greater than 10 km, accompanying a stress reduction between 5 and 

10 km, suggesting that the three earthquakes may have created a stress environment 

that squeezed magma out rather than simply allowing magma to passively escape (Díez, 

2005). 

Geochemistry and Petrology 

A comprehensive chemical study of Cerro Negro’s eruptive products by Walker 

and Carr (1986), analyzed lava samples from the 1923, 1947, 1957, 1968, and 1971 

eruptions.  This study observes that eruptive products from Cerro Negro are distinctively 

high in phenocrysts (35% by volume) compared to other Nicaraguan basalts, and these 

phenocrysts are predominantly plagioclase.  Phenocrysts are relatively large, with sizes 

ranging from 1-6 mm (Walker and Carr, 1986).  Sedimentary xenoliths are also common 

in lavas, along with many accidental sedimentary clasts and other igneous clasts.  

Walker and Carr (1986) argue that inter- and intra-lava flow compositional variability is 

due to differences in the effectiveness of phenocryst settling in the magma chamber.  In 

samples of Cerro Negro lava, they observed primary compositional control by olivine, 

and secondary clinopyroxene control in Mg-rich lavas.  There was no apparent 

compositional control from plagioclase, but plagioclase phenocryst accumulation was 

observed.  Walker and Carr (1986) observe that no significant compositional gradients 

have developed at Cerro Negro in the last 60 years, implying that the magma system 

directly under Cerro Negro is invariant.  Therefore, changes in the effectiveness of 

crystal setting, as crystals grow during magma ascent, determines composition of the 

resultant lavas.  The settling control implies that lavas originate in a basic magma 

chamber without compositional sorting, and that magma ascends via widening diapirs or 

crack propagation, as evidenced also by abundant xenolith inclusions and accidental 
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components to lavas.  These inclusions of wall rock also imply that a proposed NS dike 

feeding Cerro Negro may be widening (Walker and Carr, 1986). 

Work by Hill et al. (1998) also supports this idea of phenocryst settling.   They 

observe that the 1995 deposit is petrographically uniform, with no significant difference 

between fall deposits and lava flows.  The 1992 deposit, by contrast, displays some 

variation; tephra in the upper section of the fall deposit is less vesicular and more mafic, 

with more olivine and augite in the upper section (Hill et al., 1998).  Hill et al. (1998) 

attribute this difference to phenocryst accumulation between the two eruptions.   

Roggensack et al. (1997) compare volatile contents of the 1992 and 1995 

eruptions to determine a cause for differences in eruptive activity between the two 

eruptions.  The 1992 eruption, although of shorter duration than the 1995 eruption, is 

considered to have been a much more intense eruption (Connor et al., 1996; 

Roggensack et al., 1997; Hill et al., 1998; Salazar et al., 2001).  Roggensack et al. 

(1997) found that, although products from the 1992 and 1995 eruptions are largely 

compositionally similar, they have different volatile contents, with 1995 melt inclusions 

containing significantly less volatiles than those from 1992.  This indicates that 1995 

magmas were at a shallower depth than 1992 magmas prior to eruption, and thus 

experienced significant volatile loss, leading to a much less explosive eruption.  By 

contrast, 1992 magmas stayed at deeper mid-crustal levels prior to eruption, and 

thereby retained more volatiles, leading to a far more explosive eruption (Roggensack et 

al., 1997). 

Hazards 

The primary hazard from Cerro Negro is the risk of ashfall on nearby 

communities.  Ashfall from the 1992 eruption killed nine people due to building collapse, 

contaminated water supplies, and caused widespread crop damage (Hill et al., 1998).  

Predominantly easterly winds mean that ash and lapilli from eruptions often reach the 

densely populated city of León (McKnight and Williams, 1997).  Modeling by Hill et al. 

(1998) predicts thick ashfall in León.  This model calculates that the annual risk of ashfall 

in León is 2.2 mm yr-1 until 2006 (Hill et al., 1998). 
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The cinder cone vs. stratovolcano debate for Cerro Negro has important 

implications for hazards at Cerro Negro.  If Cerro Negro is a cinder cone, eruptions will 

be short lived, and hazards will be limited to ashfall, ballistics, diffuse degassing, and 

lava flows, with no risk of large eruption columns, pyroclastic flows, and other 

phenomenon typically associated with stratovolcanos.  If a stratovolcano, Cerro Negro 

could display activity similar to Izalco (El Salvador), a parasitic stratovolcano that usually 

produces Vulcanian eruptions but has been known to produce pyroclastic flows 

(McKnight and Williams, 1997).  Base-surge deposits have been observed at outcrops 3 

km southwest of Las Pilas, and a dilute, low energy pyroclastic flow was observed during 

the 1995 eruption (McKnight, 1995; McKnight and Williams, 1997; Siebert and Simkin, 

2002).   However, Hill et al. (1998) argue that although Cerro Negro could evolve into a 

larger stratovolcano, its current activity falls within the violent Strombolian range, so any 

hazard mitigation should deal with hazards from this type of eruption. 

1.5. Thesis Structure 

The central portion of this thesis that contains the bulk of my data collection and 

analysis, as well as a review comparison of two gravity inversion programs, are 

presented in manuscript format for eventual publication.  As such, there may be some 

redundancy between these chapters and other parts of the thesis.   

Over the course of this master’s work several other projects were undertaken to 

support the central work of imaging volcanic plumbing systems at Cerro Negro, and 

these are included in a number of appendices following the principle manuscript.  These 

projects include the following:  

 Four chapters (following the introductory chapter), including: 

o An extended methodology section for gravimetry covering data 

acquisition, instruments, data processing, survey planning, and a 

detailed comparison of inversion programs 

o A review comparison of the GROWTH and GRAV3D gravity 

inversion programs, in manuscript form for eventual publication 
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o Presentation and analysis of gravity data collected at Cerro Negro, 

in manuscript format for eventual publication 

o General conclusions from the preceding four chapters and 

suggestions for future work based on the findings of this thesis 

 Four appendices, including: 

o A book chapter (also for eventual publication) on magnetic survey 

best practices in volcanic areas 

o Presentation and brief discussion of magnetic data collected at 

Cerro Negro 

o Documentation of the dynamic gravity network installed for 

monitoring purposes at Cerro Negro 

o Presentation and documentation of Matlab codes used for gravity 

survey planning and data formatting and display for the inversion 

program GROWTH 

o The complete gravity and GPS data set collected at Cerro Negro 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Gravity Survey Methodology 

2.1.1. Introduction 

The spatially and temporally varying geophysical properties of the Earth are 

typically the only practical way of observing subsurface structure and movement.  

Measuring variations in the Earth’s gravitational field is one such method.   

 

Equation 2-1. Gravitational Force 

Earth’s gravitational field obeys Newton’s law (Equation 2-1), where Fg is the 

gravitational force, G is the gravitational constant (6.67 x 10-11 m3 kg-1 s-2), Me is the 

mass of the Earth, m is the mass of an object in the Earth’s gravitational field, and r is 

the distance between the center of gravity of the Earth and the object. Gravity 

measurements are typically reported in mGal or µGal, where 1 Gal = 1 cm s-2.  When 

measuring the gravitational field of the Earth, this means that the gravitational field will 

vary primarily as a function of elevation and the density distribution of the material 

between the observation point and the center of the Earth.  Therefore, if we correct for 

differences in elevation and other factors, we can measure changes in the Earth’s 

gravitational field to detect subsurface density changes.  If we repeat these 

measurements in consistent locations over time, we can measure temporal changes in 

these subsurface density distributions.  For example, in a volcanic environment, changes 

in gravity may correspond to subsurface magma movement (e.g., Rymer and Brown, 

1986).  The methods used in measuring Earth’s gravitational field were initially 

developed for use in resource exploration, but have been adapted to better conform to 

the needs of volcanology.   
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2.1.2. Corrections 

A Bouguer gravity survey is a static gravity survey where corrections have been 

applied such that the gravity map reflects changes in gravity due only to distribution of 

subsurface mass.  To extract the desired information from a spatial Bouguer gravity 

survey, that is, the subsurface density distribution, several corrections must first be 

applied to the data to remove gravitational signals that are not of interest.  Prior to 

making these corrections, gravity data collected at all the survey points are normalized 

to a base station, permitting data comparisons between surveys separated in time.   

The changing gravitational pull of the Sun and Moon as they progress through 

their respective orbits will create solid Earth tides, which are easily calculated and 

removed through computer programs (e.g., Crossley, 2008).  In the case of our survey, 

these Earth tides were calculated and removed simultaneously with data collection. 

Because of the inverse relationship of gravitational force and distance as in 

Equation 2-1, corrections include a free air gradient correction in which the gravitational 

effect of the distance between the measurement point and the center of the Earth 

relative to a uniform surface (typically sea level or a defined ellipsoid) is removed 

(Telford et al., 1990).  The free air gradient, the rate at which the gravitational force 

changes with elevation, is either used as an average value (0.3086 mGal m-1) or, better, 

is measured at the site, as this actual local value will depend on the local topography 

and density changes underground (Nettleton, 1939; Nowell, 1999).   

For dynamic or temporal gravity surveys, the above corrections are sufficient, but 

for Bouguer gravity surveys, which map subsurface density distributions, further 

corrections are necessary to remove shallow effects that may mask deeper signals.  

While a free air gravity correction removes the gravitational effects of changes in 

elevation, a Bouguer correction removes the gravitational effect of the mass that causes 

these elevation changes, i.e., the gravitational effect of the column of material in 

between the point of measurement and center of the Earth.  This is accomplished by 

assuming an infinite slab of material with a uniform density, and then calculating the 

effect of an increase of material for topography higher than the measurement elevation 
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and a decrease of material for topography lower than the measurement elevation 

(Telford et al., 1990).   

A terrain correction corrects for upward oriented gravitational forces from 

adjacent terrain that cause a decrease in the gravity signal.  For example, when 

measuring gravity at the base of a sharp cliff, the material at the top of the cliff will exert 

an upward pull of gravity at the measurement point, thus causing the gravity 

measurement to be artificially lower.  Two types of terrain corrections are often 

employed to remove this effect  - a near terrain correction and a far terrain correction.  A 

near terrain correction relies on slope data collected at distances ranging from 2 to 50 m 

at each gravity measurement point.  These slope data are then used to calculate the 

gravitational effect of the missing or additional material caused by terrain close to the 

gravity station (Telford et al., 1990).  A far terrain correction uses a digital DEM of the 

target area to calculate the effect of terrain outside a certain distance from the survey 

area.  The ability to apply this correction is limited by the computing power available, as 

high resolution DEMs can make this correction very costly in terms of computing time 

(Telford et al., 1990). 

Further corrections account for gravitational effects due to the shape of the Earth 

on a large scale.  A Bullard correction adds to the Bouguer correction the curvature of 

the Earth, and a latitude correction accounts for the non-spherical shape of the Earth 

(Telford et al., 1990). 

2.1.3. Instruments 

The gravitational field of the Earth can be measured using either absolute or 

relative gravity meters.  Absolute gravity meters measure the gravitational acceleration 

at a point on the Earth’s surface by dropping an object in a vacuum and measuring its 

acceleration using laser interferometry (Niebauer et al., 1995).  While this method 

produces highly accurate results, measurement of one point can require that the meter 

be allowed to measure for several hours, making surveys requiring a large number of 

points impractical with these instruments.  In addition, these gravimeters are vastly more 

expensive and require much more training to operate effectively (J. MacQueen, personal 

communication, 2013). 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of a LaCoste-Romberg G-Meter. 

Relative gravity meters are more widely used for volcanological applications, as 

data acquisition is much faster and the instruments are far more robust.  A relative 

gravity meter, at its core, is simply a mass on a spring.  Relative differences in 

gravitational acceleration from place to place will extend the spring to different lengths, 

yielding a relative measurement of gravity.  The LaCoste Romberg G-127 and G-513 

meters used for the survey at Cerro Negro use a “zero-length spring”, a spring 

manufactured such that if zero force were applied to the spring, the spring would 

contract to a length of “zero” if not physically prevented from doing so by the coils of the 

spring (Figure 2.1).   
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Equation 2-2.  Hooke’s Law 

The zero-length spring permits a more direct reading of the force applied to the 

spring through gravity by using Hooke’s Law (Equation 2-2), in which F, force, is 

negatively proportional to x, the length of the spring, multiplied by a characteristic spring 

constant k.  The force exerted on the zero-length spring will be proportional to the force 

of gravity at the measurement location. 

Spring meters work well for surveys on volcanoes as they need less time to 

measure each location (5-15 minutes), are less costly, more portable, and easier to use 

than absolute gravity meters.  The drawbacks of spring meters center around the 

properties of the spring.  The spring in each spring meter will have a slightly different k, 

so data collected using different spring meters will not be the same;  comparing survey 

data collected with different instruments can therefore be problematic.  This can be 

corrected by conducting a calibration survey over a range of altitudes with each 

instrument used in the survey, or simply using the same instrument for the entire survey.  

The spring in the meter will also drift over time, rapidly when the meter is new, and 

imperceptibly when the meter is older.  The G-127 meter drifts at a rate of 0.28 Gal h-1. 

Typically this drift can be accounted for with a linear fit derived from repeat 

measurements of a single station.   

Spring meters are also vulnerable to tares, high frequency noise spikes that 

occur when the spring is physically jolted or subjected to rapid temperature fluctuations.  

Permanent tares, in which there is a jump in the gravity reading that the meter does not 

recover from, can usually be corrected for, while tares in which the meter partially 

recovers are not correctable as it is impossible to constrain the jump in gravity readings.  

In the latter case, it is often necessary to discard all data recorded after the tare occurred 

(e.g., Zurek et al., 2012).   

Upgrades applied to the spring meter do not change the basic apparatus for 

measuring gravity but rather the ease of operation of the instrument, reducing the 

possibility for user error.  The G-127 instrument used in the first season of the Cerro 
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Negro survey has been upgraded with an Aliod feedback that streams data at 2 Hz to a 

hand-held Palm device, removing the possibility of user error generated by reading the 

optical gauges and allowing for rapid repeat measurements.   

2.1.4. Surveys 

Gravity data at Cerro Negro were collected in two different types of surveys – a 

Bouguer survey and a dynamic survey.  The goal of the Bouguer survey was to map 

subsurface density contrasts at Cerro Negro, and the goal of the dynamic survey was to 

provide a baseline survey for future monitoring of subsurface mass movement. 

Bouguer Surveys 

Bouguer surveys are performed in order to map subsurface density contrasts, for 

example to locate and identify ore bodies, faults, or groundwater trapping structures 

(Telford et al., 1990).  This type of survey usually takes days to weeks or weeks to 

months to complete, and covers an areal extent of 10s to 100s of km2.  Ideally, the 

measurement points would be distributed in a uniform grid, but difficult conditions in 

mountainous or volcanic terrain often precludes a regular grid.  In the survey at Cerro 

Negro, measurements were taken on a regular grid within 2.5 km of the cone, and along 

roads and paths in an irregular distribution at more distal points.   

To constrain errors and increase precision, stations in a Bouguer survey will 

typically be measured repeatedly.  At minimum, a Bouguer survey will have a base 

station that is measured at the beginning and end of each survey day to which relative 

data can be normalized and to check for tares or drift.  A tare can be identified as an 

abrupt jump between two readings of the same station in the same survey day, and drift 

is often identified by a gradual change in the readings at the base station.  In most 

cases, the difference in the readings at the base station between the beginning and end 

of the day will be due to a combination of drift and many small tares.  In an ideal case, all 

stations measured in each day of surveying would be measured at least twice, but often 

time and terrain preclude this possibility.  At Cerro Negro, due to extremely rough terrain, 

the only station that was measured repeatedly was the base station, BOUG1, to which 

we normalized our relative data, and HOTELEU, a station we measured at the beginning 
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and end of each day of surveying to provide a tie point should BOUG1 become 

inaccessible through future volcanic activity (Figure 1.1).   

Anomalies measured in Bouguer surveys are usually 1 to 50 mGal in amplitude, 

while the sensitivity of spring meters is around 5 µGal, and the error from terrain 

corrections is usually on the order of 50 µGal (e.g. Nowell, 1999; Zurek and Williams-

Jones, 2013).  Even on very difficult survey days (rough terrain, high wind, etc.), our 

daily closures never exceeded 200 µGal, still well below the amplitude of observed 

anomalies. 

Dynamic Survey 

Dynamic gravity surveys measure changes in subsurface mass distribution by 

measuring fixed benchmarks repeatedly over time.  These surveys aim to quantify 

dynamic changes in mass flux from volcanic events such as dyke intrusion, magma 

recharge, and the migration of gasses and fluids in the system (e.g., Rymer and Brown, 

1986).  Such events usually result in very small gravity changes (on the order of 10s of 

µGal), so great care needs to be taken to avoid errors that would mask such small 

signals.  Error-reducing measures include measuring a base station that is consistent 

between surveys and outside of the active area and taking multiple repeat 

measurements of each benchmark within the same survey.  One rigorous method of 

doing this is known as the double-loop method, in which the base station is measured, a 

set of stations is measured, the base station is measured again, the same set of stations 

is measured again, and finally the base station is measured.  The repeat measurements 

of the base station constrain drift on the meter, and repeat measurements of stations 

allow the identification and possible elimination of tares from the data.  Surveys are 

usually performed every few months to years, depending on the needs and resources of 

the researchers and conditions at the volcano. 

As a dynamic gravity survey will measure changes in mass distribution from all 

events in the area, not only those of volcanic origin, it is important to constrain such 

signals where possible.  Some signals, such as those arising from mass wasting events, 

meterological variations, and anthropogenic activities, occur on the surface and are thus 

easily observed and accounted for.  However, subsurface signals from changes in 
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groundwater storage and ground deformation are more difficult to observe and require 

additional data sets.  To monitor changes in groundwater, it is ideal to have several wells 

in the area (e.g., Williams-Jones et al., 2008).  In some environments where the water 

table can be safely assumed to be either effectively invariant between surveys or far 

deeper than the area of interest this can be cautiously neglected (Johnson et al., 2010).  

To assess the effects of ground deformation, precise locations of gravity benchmarks 

are measured concurrently with the gravity survey, usually through levelling surveys, 

differential GPS, or InSAR methods (Fedi and Rapolla, 1999; Kauahikaua et al., 2000; 

Fournier, 2004; Cassidy et al., 2007). 

Conclusion 

Gravity surveys of any type measure mass and density distributions.  Bouguer 

surveys measure static distributions of density, revealing subsurface structure.  Dynamic 

surveys measure temporal changes in density, revealing important information about 

volcanic processes.  For both gravity methods to yield useful results several corrections 

must be applied to isolate the gravity signal of interest, and care must be taken during 

the survey to minimize and isolate error wherever possible.  The surveys at Cerro Negro 

used spring gravimeters that give relative gravity data rather than absolute gravity data, 

but when normalized to a base station these data still yield a good picture of subsurface 

mass distribution and flux.  Data from static Bouguer surveys can be inverted using 

computer software to yield detailed images of subsurface density distributions.  

Unfortunately, software to invert dynamic gravity data is not widely available at this time, 

although it is still possible to make powerful inferences about volcanic behavior from 

some forward modeling and the observations themselves.   

2.2. Gravity Survey Planning 

Since almost no structural data were previously available for Cerro Negro, 

considerable forward modeling was performed to verify if the proposed survey grid would 

permit detection of probable density anomalies.  This modeling was primarily performed 

in Matlab using simple spherical sources to gain a rough idea of the grid geometry’s 

resolution capabilities for target sources of different density contrasts, depths, and 
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volumes.  These exercises also yielded information on the spatially variable resolution 

capabilities of the grid, and allowed for more intelligent selection of measurement 

locations based on considerations of location accessibility, grid resolution, and target 

structures.  Prior to the first field season, I wrote the GridSensitivity codes (Appendix D)  

to plan and assess my survey grid, and I wrote the SensitivityMap.m code (Appendix D) 

in between the first and second field seasons to optimize and asses the extension of my 

grid in the area of interest around Las Pilas-El Hoyo identified in the first field season. 

2.2.1. Introduction 

With the exception of this study, the only published work that yielded deep (>100 

m) structural information for Cerro Negro is work by Roggensack et al. (1997), in which 

melt inclusion data suggest minimum source depths of 6 km for the 1992 eruption, and 

1-2 km for the 1995 eruption (at the time I planned my survey in 2011, the 2012 paper by 

Portnyagin et al. proposing a 14km depth had not yet been published).  Thus I attempted 

to design my survey grid such that it would be possible to detect sources at a maximum 

depth of 6 km.  In an ideal situation, this would entail a regularly spaced grid at least 12 

km across.  However, the rugged terrain at Cerro Negro and in the surrounding area 

made this logistically unfeasible.  Accordingly, my survey grid is a compromise – a 

regularly spaced grid within 2 km of Cerro Negro’s cone, combined with distal stations 

spaced 1-2 km at >5 km distance, and stations spaced 500 m to 1 km within 

approximately 5 km of Cerro Negro in accessible areas. 

With such an irregular grid, the question of resolution becomes non-trivial.  

Having a reasonable idea of the measurement capabilities of the gravity grid is important 

for having confidence in anomalies that are positively detected, and deciding if the 

absence of an expected feature is due to the non-existence of the feature, or the 

resolution capabilities of the grid.  The forward modeling methods I developed to answer 

these questions are contained in three Matlab functions I wrote – CNGridSensitivity.m, 

CNDikeGridSensitivity.m, and SensitivityMap.m (Appendix D).   
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2.2.2. CNGridSensitivity.m and CNDikeGridSensitivy.m 

CNGridSensitivity.m and CNDikeGridSensitivity.m calculate, for a given source 

location, noise level, and detection threshold, the range of volumes, density contrasts, 

and source depths that will be detectable at the given location.  CNGridSensitivity 

performs these calculations for a spherical geometry (approximating a magma chamber 

or intrusive complex) and CNDikeGridSensitivity uses a semi-infinite vertical thin sheet 

(simulating dikes and dike swarms) after Branca et al (2003). 

   

Equation 2-3.  Gravitational acceleration due to a sphere 

2 ln 	 

Equation 2-4.  Gravitational acceleration due to a semi-infinite vertical thin 
sheet 

In both equations, “g” is the residual gravity in kg m s-2, after corrections, “G” is 

the gravitational constant (6.67x 10-11 m3kg-1s-2), and “ρ” is the density contrast in kg m-3 

between the source and the surrounding rock.  For Equation 2-3 for a spherical source, 

“V” is the volume of the source in m3, “d” is the depth from the ground surface to the 

center of the spherical source in m, and “r” is the horizontal distance from the source to 

the measurement point in m (Figure 2.2).  For Equation 2-4 for a semi-infinite vertical 

thin sheet, “t” is the thickness of the sheet in m, “h” is the depth from the surface to the 

top of the sheet in m, “l” is the vertical extent of the sheet in m, and “x” is the horizontal 

distance from the center of the sheet to the measurement point in m (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2. Diagram of modeling parameters used in GridSensitivity codes.  

Left: Parameters for a spherical source. Right: Parameters for a semi-infinite vertical thin sheet 
(dike). 

For the spherical source geometry, I modeled a range of different combinations 

of source depth, volume, and density contrast, and then noted which combinations the 

survey geometry could detect.  The expected noise level of the survey (100 µGal for 

Bouguer surveys) together with the number of stations detecting a signal above this 

noise level (“tolerance”) determined whether a particular source was considered 

“detectable”.  For example, if a spherical source (for a given depth, volume, and density 

contrast) located beneath the cone of Cerro Negro produced a gravity signal above 100 

µGal at more than 5 stations (100 µGal noise, 5 station tolerance), this source was 

considered “detectable”.  This tolerance level depended on the location of the source; if 

the source were located in a part of the survey with dense station coverage, more 

stations would be needed to detect a signal for it to be credible.  Conversely, a source in 

an area of less dense station coverage could be considered credibly detectable with 

fewer stations. 

I followed very similar procedures to test the semi-infinite vertical thin sheet (dike) 

source geometry.  For this source geometry, I varied four parameters: depth to source, 

thickness of the dike, vertical extent of the dike, and density contrast.  Since assuming a 

dike of infinite length would make little geological sense in the context of my survey, and 

would allow artificially high numbers of stations to detect a signal from the dike by 

including stations that would be beyond the ends of a dike of realistic length, it was 

necessary to address this in the modeling scheme.  In order to model a finite dike rather 
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than one of infinite horizontal extent, I artificially imposed a horizontal surface length on 

the simulated vertical dike, and then only considered the gravity signal at stations within 

a zone defined by the artificially imposed ends of this vertical dike (Figure 2.3).  In this 

way the forward modeling generated useful information without the need for a more 

mathematically complex model to address more complicated edge effects at the ends of 

the dikes.  As for the spherical source geometry, a source was considered detectable 

based on the number of stations that detected a gravity signal above the noise level. 

 

Figure 2.3. Visual explanation of stations included in dike modeling.   

In order to more properly understand the signal from a finite dike, stations beyond the endpoints 
of the modeled dike are not included in modeling calculations. 

Source locations were chosen based on previous literature documenting activity 

at Cerro Negro and possible volcanic connections and lineaments (e.g., Connor et al., 

1996; Salazar et al., 2001; La Femina et al., 2002; La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005).  

For the spherical source geometry, I tested sources located beneath Cerro Negro’s cone 

and in the approximate center of the neighboring Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex, simulating 

intrusive complexes beneath each of the volcanoes, respectively.   

For the vertical dike geometry, I primarily investigated sources oriented NNW, 

along the dominant structural trends of the area (Figure 1.1).  Areas of focus included 

the region between Cerro Negro and Cerro la Mula to the north, and the area south of 

Cerro Negro near the site of the most recent 1999 fissure eruption. Although I 
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considered an east-west trending dike a much less likely scenario, as this does not run 

parallel to the dominant structural trends in the region, I also modeled a dike complex 

running from Cerro Negro to the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex, as McKnight (1995) 

suggested a possible connection between Las Pilas-El Hoyo and Cerro Negro based on 

their related geochemical signatures. 

Modeling parameters were chosen based on specific information about typical 

eruptive behaviour at Cerro Negro, where available, and more general dike 

characteristics where not.  For the spherical source geometry, modeled depths ranged 

from 0.5 to 10 km, volumes ranged from 106 to 1010 m3, and density contrasts ranged 

from 100 to 1000 kg m-3.  For the vertical dike geometry, dike thickness ranged from 0.5 

to 5 m, depth to dike ranged from 0.5 to 6 km, vertical extent of the dike ranged from 0.5 

to 5 km, and density contrast ranged from 100 to 1000 kg m-3 (e.g., Rymer et al. 1995; 

McKnight and Williams, 1997; Branca et al., 2003; La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005). 

Work by previous authors places some constraints on what we might expect to 

see at Cerro Negro.  Given a background density of 1608 kg m-3 based on tephra and 

lava density and the relative distributions of each (McKnight and Williams, 1997; Hill et 

al., 1998), and a magma density of 2600 kg m-3 (estimated for the 1995 eruption), we 

could expect to encounter density contrasts up to 990 kg m-3 (McKnight and Williams, 

1997; Hill et al., 1998).  Since Cerro Negro, whether connected or not, is likely very 

geologically similar to Las Pilas-El Hoyo, it is reasonable to assume similar density 

contrasts for that volcano as well.  If we assume that a magmatic source at Cerro Negro 

will be similar in volume to its eruption volumes, then we should expect sources 

approximately 107 m3 in volume (McKnight and Williams, 1997; Hill et al., 1998).  The 

only depth estimates currently in the literature places the magmatic source for the 1995 

eruption at 1-2 km depth and the 1992 eruption at 6 km depth (Roggensack et al., 1997). 

To gain a relative idea of the reasonable limits of detection for any survey grid at 

Cerro Negro, I also applied the same forward modeling procedures to an ideal grid 

covering the same area as the actual proposed survey grid, but with stations spaced 

uniformly throughout, 50 stations on each side, with station spacing of approximately 20 

m and approximately 18 km across at its widest dimension (Figure 2.4).   
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Figure 2.4. Reference map for 2012 forward modeling in GridSensitivity.m 
codes 

Real grid locations are marked with black triangles, ideal grid locations with small black dots, 
spherical source locations with green circles, and dike endpoints with red triangles.  Please note 
that modeling in 2012 was done in geographic coordinates (latitude/longitude) whereas most 
other calculations in this work were done in UTM coordinates. 
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Figure 2.5. Forward modeling results for a spherical source at Cerro Negro 

Forward modeling results for a spherical source at Cerro Negro using (a-c)  the proposed grid 
and (d-f) the ideal grid. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f)
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Figure 2.6. Forward modeling results for a spherical source located at Las 
Pilas-El Hoyo 

Forward modeling results for a spherical source located underneath Las Pilas-El Hoyo, using (a-
c) the proposed grid and (d-f) the ideal grid. 

(b) (c) (a) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the modeling results for spherical sources at Cerro 

Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo, respectively, for a proposed (a – c) and ideal (d – f) grid 

(see also Table 2-1).  Red circles represent parameter combinations that the grid will 

never detect and blue stars represent parameter combinations that the grid will always 

detect.  Blue stars within red circles indicate combinations that the grid will detect only if 

conditions on the third parameter not plotted on that chart are favourable.  For example, 

a circle/star on the depth/volume chart indicates that for some densities, that 

depth/volume combination is detectable, while for other densities it is not. 

Comparing this ideal grid to the actual grid for a source at Cerro Negro, we see 

that the ideal grid (Figure 2.5 d – f ) gives only slightly better detection than the actual 

grid (a minimum volume of 1 x 107 m3 for the ideal grid versus 1.6 x 107 m3 for the actual 

grid) (Figure 2.5 a – c), indicating that the station distribution around Cerro Negro in the 

actual grid is close to ideal, and that attempting to detect smaller or deeper sources 

would not be feasible for a gravity survey at this location (Figure 2.5).  Thus, if my survey 

does not detect anything beneath Cerro Negro, it is either because the source is too 

small to be reasonably detected with a gravity survey, or because there are no density 

anomalies to be found within the depth range (0 to -10 km a.s.l.) investigated. 

Forward modeling for sources at both locations for the spherical source show 

that source detection is most dependent on the volume of the source (Figures 2.5 and 

2.6 a, c, d, and f).  Depth vs. density contrast shows little change in detection ability – all 

of the depth/density contrast combinations plot as sometimes detectable except for four 

combinations at the lowest density contrast and four deepest depths (Figures 2.5 and 

2.6 b and e).   

Accordingly, the smallest spherical source I could reasonably detect beneath 

Cerro Negro has a volume of approximately 1.6 x 107 m3, and would need to have a very 

high density contrast (1000 kg m-3) (Figure 2.5 a – c, Table 2-1).   At very low density 

contrasts (100 kg m-3), detection requires a source volume of approximately 1.6 x 108 m3 

(Figure 2.5 a, Table 2-1).  Viewed in depth/volume space, sources at greater depths (10 

km) would require a volume of 109 m3, while shallower sources (500 m) would be 

detectable at 1.6 x 107 m3 (Figure 2.5 a, Table 2-1).   
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Due largely to a much sparser station coverage at Las Pilas-El Hoyo, sources at 

this location are much harder to detect (i.e., minimum source volumes need to be much 

larger for detection).  Furthermore, because of the sparse station coverage, very shallow 

sources are difficult to detect, as a shallow spherical source will produce a very tight 

spatial gravity signal, meaning that the likelihood of detecting this signal in an area of 

sparse station coverage is lower.  Detection is optimal for a source at depths between 1 

and 3 km, where the minimum volume necessary for detection reaches approximately 

2.5 x 108 m3 (Figure 2.6 a, Table 2-1).  For high density contrasts (1000 kg m-3), the 

minimum volume for detection is approximately 2.5 x 108 m3, and for low density 

contrasts (100 kg m-3) this minimum volume increases to 2.5 x 109 m3 (Figure 2.6 c, 

Table 2-1).   

Based on these values for depth, volume, and density contrast, the survey grid 

will only be able to detect spherical sources at Cerro Negro or Las Pilas-El Hoyo if these 

sources are either shallower or larger than the values in the literature.  At Cerro Negro, a 

108 m3 volume, 6 km deep source with a density contrast of 990 kg m-3 would be just 

below the level of detection.  However, it is not unreasonable  to assume a shallower 

intrusive complex, or an intrusive complex of larger volume, as it is not necessary that an 

eruption would completely clear a magma chamber (indeed, La Femina et al., 2004 

suggests that the source for the 1999 eruption was un-erupted magma from the 1995 

eruption).  A large intrusive complex such as those below Kilauea, Mt. St. Helens, and 

many volcanoes in Iceland could be on the order of 109 m3 in size, a volume that the 

current grid could easily detect (Broyles et al., 1979; Williams et al., 1987; 

Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir, 2007). 

The case is less encouraging for a source at Las Pilas-El Hoyo, as the ideal grid 

gives much better results than the actual grid for a source in this location (Figure 2.6).  

This is not surprising, as the rough terrain and lack of discernible roads in the area 

drastically limited possible station sites.  What is most striking in the contrast between 

the results is the lack of resolution for shallow sources.  Using the ideal grid, sources 

shallower than 2 km are much more easily detected than using the actual grid (Figure 

2.6).  Thus it is possible that shallower sources may be missed in the gravity survey. 
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Table 2-1. Summary of forward modeling parameters and results for spherical 
source 

Parameter Ranges 

Parameter Range Tested 

Depth -0.5 to -10 km a.s.l. 

Volume 106 to 1010 m3 

Density Contrast 100 to 1000 kg m-3 

Minimum Volumes for Detection – Cerro Negro 

Minimum Depth 1.6 x 107 m3 

Maximum Depth 1 x 109 m3 

Minimum Density Contrast 1.6 x 108 m3 

Maximum Density Contrast 1.5 x 107 m3 

Minimum Volumes for Detection – Las Pilas El Hoyo 

Minimum Depth 2.5 x 108 m3 

Maximum Depth 1 x 109 m3 

Minimum Density Contrast 2.5 x 109 m3 

Maximum Density Contrast 2.5 x 108 m3 

 

The forward modeling results for the vertical dike geometry show that the grid is 

reasonably capable of detecting dikes near the Cerro Negro cone.  The results were 

surprisingly uniform for the three dike locations investigated using the actual survey grid 

(Figure 2.7, Figure 2.9, and Figure 2.11, Table 2-2).  To be detected by at least 5 

stations, dikes in these locations must be at least 2 m thick and 1 km in vertical extent,  

have a density contrast of at least 400 kg m-3, and the top of the dike must be shallower 

than 4 km.  As for the spherical sources, I performed the same forward modeling using 

the ideal grid for the dike sources (Figure 2.8, Figure 2.10, and Figure 2.12, Table 2-2).  

The results for the ideal grid were nearly identical to the results using the actual grid. 

One goal in this forward modeling was to determine if the gravity grid could 

detect a dike that could have been intruded due to the stress changes caused by the 

1999 earthquakes.  Modeling by Díez (2005) predicted a region of stress change along a 

fault south of Cerro Negro extending from  5 to 10 km depth.  My modeling shows that 
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the gravity grid could detect a dike of this vertical extent (5 km), but not at this depth, as 

the minimum depth for detection is 4 km (Table 2-2).  However, it is possible that a dike 

could form at shallower depths (and would, prior to eruption).  What is more of a concern 

is the 2 m minimum thickness for detection the model predicted, which is much larger 

than the 0.5 m dike width predicted for the 1999 eruption (La Femina et al., 2004).  The 

1999 eruption was relatively small compared to other eruptions at Cerro Negro, 

however, so it may be possible to expect larger dike widths for larger eruptions.   

Furthermore, a Bouguer  gravity survey is likely to detect not just the dike from one 

eruption but from cumulative eruptions, which may produce a zone of dikes much larger 

than 2 m. 

Table 2-2. Summary of forward modeling parameters and results for dike 
source 

Parameter Ranges 

Minimum Value for Detection Parameter Range Tested 

Thickness 0.5 to 5 m 2 m 

Depth to Dike 0.5 to 6 km 4 km (maximum depth) 

Vertical Extent 0.5 to 5 km 1 km 

Density Contrast 100 to 1000 kg m-3 400 kg m-3 
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Figure 2.7. Forward modeling results for a dike location north of Cerro Negro 
using the proposed gravity grid.   
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Figure 2.8. Forward modeling results for a dike location north of Cerro Negro 
using the ideal gravity grid.  
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Figure 2.9. Forward modeling results for a dike location south of Cerro Negro 
using the proposed gravity grid. 
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Figure 2.10. Forward modeling results for a dike location south of Cerro Negro 
using the ideal gravity grid.  
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Figure 2.11. Forward modeling results for a dike extending from Cerro Negro to 
Las Pilas-El Hoyo using the proposed gravity grid.  
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Figure 2.12. Forward modeling results for a dike extending from Cerro Negro to 
Las Pilas-El Hoyo using the ideal gravity grid. 
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2.2.3. SensitivityMap.m 

When the results of the first field season revealed a potentially large positive 

density anomaly centered on the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex, expanding the gravity grid 

to better cover the complex became an imperative.  The Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex is 

marked by several cones with steep topography, and much of the complex is covered 

with dense dry tropical forest, making a large scale grid logistically unfeasible.  

Accordingly, a set of measurement locations were chosen to lie on paths visible in 

Google Earth, on the grounds that these sites would be accessible with minimal tree 

cover such that GPS satellites would be visible to the receiver.   

The SensitivityMap.m code was developed to provide a visual determination of 

what potential information would be lost by choosing points only in accessible areas 

versus measuring on a regularly spaced grid with smaller station intervals.  The code 

performs the same calculations as in the GridSensitivity codes, but at a network of points 

specified by the user rather than one point.  The user provides the coordinates for the 

proposed survey grid, an ideal grid (as described above), and a regular grid of source 

locations, and a specified tolerance and noise level (as described above).  The user also 

provides a matrix containing combinations of the parameters of density contrast, depth, 

and volume for the forward modeling sources. 
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Figure 2.13. Flowchart of the SensitivityMap algorithm 

The process begins at the top step, and repeats for each source location. 

With these inputs, the code calculates at each source location and for each set of 

the three modeling parameters whether a source at that location with those parameters 

is detectable using the survey grid and the ideal grid.  For each source location point, the 

number of parameter sets determined detectable by the survey grid and the number of 

parameter sets determined detectable by the ideal grid detected is counted (Figure 

2.13).  A score is then determined for that source location point by dividing the number 

of parameter sets detected by the survey grid by the number of parameter sets detected 

by the ideal grid and multiplying the resulting number by 100 (Figure 2.13).  At the 

completion of the run, each source location coordinate has an assigned score indicating 

how well the survey grid fared relative to the ideal grid (Figure 2.13).  These results can 

then be gridded and mapped using programs like Surfer or the capabilities within Matlab 

to generate a map of areas of good and poor coverage (Figure 2.14). 
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Figure 2.14. Results of SensitivityMap analysis of proposed station sites on Las 
Pilas-El Hoyo, for different source sizes and depths.   

Proposed station locations are marked with filled squares, ideal station locations are open 
squares, and source locations are black dots.   

A) Shallow depth and small volume sources. B) Shallow depth and large volume sources.          
C) Intermediate depth and large volume sources. D) Deep depth and large volume sources.   

Here 1 x 108 m3  is the volume cut-off between “small” and “large” source volumes.  Depths less 
than 3 km are “shallow”, between 3 and 6 km are “intermediate”, and greater than  6 km are 
“deep”.  Small sources were not detectable below 3 km for either grid. 

This capability made it possible to determine that stations located in accessible 

areas would give adequate information for the target area and the probable source 

characteristics.  As is clear from Figure 2.14, the greatest sacrifice with the survey 
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locations is in resolution of small, shallow sources, so this network would be inadequate 

for investigating finer structures in the different cones of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo.  

However, at greater depths for larger sources, the coverage achieved using the 

proposed survey grid is essentially the same as the coverage with the ideal grid, as 

indicated by the large areas of scores of 95 or higher.  This analysis gave me confidence 

that the goal of investigating the possibility of a deeper, large Las Pilas-El Hoyo source 

feeding a shallower Cerro Negro source could reasonably be achieved without a time 

and labor intensive regular grid of closely spaced stations.  

2.2.4. Caveats 

These methodologies are not without their drawbacks.  Clearly, the results 

depend heavily on the characteristics of the ideal grid to which the proposed survey grid 

is compared, such that the results generated must be considered in a qualitative sense.  

Assumptions about noise and tolerance levels are also very subjective and difficult to 

constrain.  Differences in these parameters can cause large changes in the results of the 

forward modeling.  The forward modeling involved is also a vast oversimplification of 

potentially complex volcanic structures, and in fact, as in the case of a large spherical 

source at shallow depths, may be physically improbable in some cases.  Crucially, the 

information provided about grid resolution through forward modeling will not match 

exactly the resolution achieved with the inversion process, the ultimate source of  

information about subsurface structures. 

A more rigorous procedure for the evaluation of grid suitability would incorporate 

the inversion method to be used with the final data set, evaluating the effects of the 

proposed survey grid on a set of inversions using a variety of synthetic data sets 

representing a range of density models.  However, covering a suitable range of 

parameters with this procedure would likely be intensively time consuming in terms of 

development and processing on the part of the scientist.  This would also likely require a 

large amount of computer processing time. 

As such, my methods, in spite of their limitations, provide a relatively quick and 

simple way to evaluate the efficacy of an irregular grid, when considerations are taken to 

choose parameters properly and view results qualitatively.  This method could easily be 
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applied to other field areas, as the main inputs required are mainly coordinates for 

survey locations and a general idea about possible source locations. 
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3. Modeling – Inversion Programs Comparison 

As part of my thesis work, inversions on a synthetic data set were performed 

using two inversion software packages, GROWTH (Camacho et al., 2011) and GRAV3D 

(UBC Geophysical Inversion Facility, 2006a), to evaluate the suitability of these 

programs for working with my data set, which features highly irregularly gridded, 

occasionally sparse, data and a lack of a priori information.  GROWTH was eventually 

judged to be more fitting for inverting my gravity data due to its superior handling of 

irregularly gridded, sparse data sets.  

3.1. Introduction 

The UBCGIFGRAV3D and GROWTH gravity inversion software packages  

(Camacho et al., 2002; UBC Geophysical Inversion Facility, 2006a; Camacho et al., 

2011) are both available free for academic researchers and offer relative ease of use, 

making them both ideal platforms for inverting gravity data obtained from surveys on 

volcanoes.  Although both programs have the same end goal, namely, inversion of 

surface gravity data to yield a three-dimensional model of subsurface density contrasts, 

their methods to achieve this differ.  The UBCGIF GRAV3D program (Figure 3.2) uses a 

more traditional and well-established method of optimization, whereas the GROWTH 

program (Figure 3.1) uses a non-linear “growth” method whereby empty cells are 

randomly searched and filled with data according to a mixed minimization regularization 

scheme (Camacho et al., 2002).  Both programs allow the user to specify certain a priori 

data to be used in the process of data inversion. 

To evaluate the programs, I determined which a priori information has the 

greatest effect on the inversion process by purposely perturbing the inversion with 

incorrect a priori information and evaluating the effects of this perturbation on the 

inversion process.  This process of perturbation also yields valuable insights into the 
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ability of the programs to deal with irregular gridding as well as the general user-

friendliness of the programs.  Ultimately, GROWTH proved to be the more effective tool 

for inverting data  from volcanological applications due to its superior ability to handle 

irregularly gridded data and regional trends as well as its general ease of use for the 

non-specialist. 

3.2. GROWTH 

The GROWTH approach to inversion of gravity data uses random exploration 

and filling of irregularly gridded cells to iteratively build a model that fits the data to within 

certain tolerances (Camacho et al., 2002).  Before inverting data, a subprogram, 

GRID3D, first determines an irregular mesh of rectangular prisms determined by the 

sensitivity of the gravity station distribution, such that subsurface zones that are poorly 

sampled by gravity station placement will not be included in the inversion.  For each step 

in the inversion process, the program randomly selects a cell to be filled, and chooses a 

density contrast value to fill the cell such that model smoothness and fit to data are 

maximized, subject to a balance factor .  The balance factor is chosen either by the 

user or, when the “Adj” option is selected, by the program (Figure 3.1), in which case the 

program finds an optimal balance factor given defined density contrast bounds.  The 

balance factor adjusts the trade-off between smoothness and data fit – a smaller 

balance factor emphasizes data fit, and a larger balance factor emphasizes model 

smoothness.  After the density contrast of a cell is determined, the program adjusts for 

the parameters determining regional trend and terrain effect.  The scale factor, f,  is a 

value relating the volume of the immature model to the final volume determined by the 

density contrast bounds and the input gravity data.  The inversion program continues 

randomly exploring and filling cells until f equals 1, i.e., the model is complete.  To obtain 

a faster but coarser inversion, the user can also specify a search coefficient that 

decreases the number of cells randomly explored to m/r, where m is the total number of 

cells and r is the search coefficient.  This produces a faster calculation but a less precise 

model, useful for preliminary inversions that allow the user to determine starting points 

for inversion parameters. 
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Figure 3.1. Graphical user interface for GROWTH gravity inversion program, 
displaying input and output files and inversion parameters. 

At the end of the inversion, the program will display an autocorrelation value that 

provides a measure of the quality of the model.  The magnitude of the autocorrelation 

value corresponds to how much signal to noise, as determined by covariance analysis, 

remains unaccounted for in the final model (Camacho et al., 2007).  Thus a smaller 

autocorrelation value indicates that the inversion process extracted as much model 

information as possible from the given data.  GROWTH also provides a variety of 

options for viewing various aspects of the input data and calculated model.  Using the 

data viewing subprogram VIEW, the operator can view the measured data, the 

calculated data, the residual, the calculated regional trend, the autocorrelation function, 

and 2-D slices through the 3-D models of cell sensitivities and the 3-D density contrast 

model generated by the inversion program.   

3.3. GRAV3D 

The GRAV3D inversion program, developed at the University of British 

Columbia’s Geophysical Inversion Facility (UBCGIF), operates as an optimization 

problem that seeks to minimize the residual between the measured and the predicted 

data subject to certain constraints and tolerances.  The program uses a regularly gridded 

mesh for the inversion process in which grid spacing and the lateral extent of the mesh 

are defined by the user (advanced users can create a non-regularly spaced mesh by 

altering the mesh file format, but the total mesh will still be a rectangular prism).  
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Predicted data are generated from a forward model calculated during the actual 

inversion step of the process.  This model is then iteratively improved to minimize an 

objective function that  maximizes model smoothness, and in the case of a reference 

model m0=0, minimizes model volume, given a certain balance coefficient (here referred 

to as the “tradeoff value” for this program) that determines the trade-off between fit to 

data and model smoothness.  “Misfit” is the difference between the predicted data from 

the model and the measured data set.  Typically, the user assumes a uniform noise level 

for the data set and will attempt to find a model for which the misfit is less than this noise 

level. 

 

Figure 3.2. The graphical user interface for GRAV3D gravity inversion program   

This screenshot of the GRAV3D user interface shows the fields for input files and primary 
inversion parameters.  The two different modes of incorporating a reference model are boxed in 
red. 

The graphical user interface allows a choice of 3 methods for achieving this 

minimization and determining the tradeoff value: “GCV”, “Chifact”, and “constant 

tradeoff”.  In Chifact mode, the user supplies a target value for the misfit, the Chifact 
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value, where the misfit is equal to the Chifact*N, where N is the number of data.  The 

inversion program then searches for a tradeoff value that will yield this target misfit.  A 

smaller value for Chifact indicates a closer fit to the data and less smooth model, while a 

larger value for Chifact indicates a looser data fit and smoother model.  In GCV mode, 

the inversion program iteratively determines the optimal tradeoff value through a 

generalized cross validation analysis, displaying the corresponding Chifact at the 

conclusion of a successful inversion.  In constant tradeoff mode, the tradeoff value is 

supplied directly.  Additional a priori information such as bounds on density contrast, 

depth weighting, and variations in directional smoothness are incorporated as weighting 

coefficients. 

Once the program has minimized the objective function, the user is then able to 

view the predicted data, residuals between predicted and measured data, and a 3-D 

density model.  The inversion log produced by the program also provides a misfit value 

that can aid in model comparisons.  When using Chifact mode, the final achieved misfit 

value should be close to misfit/Ndata, where Ndata is the number of data points (UBC 

Geophysical Inversion Facility, 2007).  When using GCV mode, the equivalent Chifact 

value can also be calculated with misfit/Ndata (UBC Geophysical Inversion Facility, 2007).  

In this case, as small a Chifact as possible is desirable, as this indicates a closer fit to 

the data.  However, in all cases the final decision on model quality is determined by the 

geologic feasibility of the model via visual inspection. 

 

3.4. Methodology 

In order to ascertain which a priori information the user should ideally have in 

hand when using each program, I ran a series of inversions in each program whereby I 

supplied the inversion program with incorrect a priori information.  Perturbations included 

incorrectly assuming a stratified background (GROWTH only), assuming incorrect 

density contrast bounds, incorrectly assuming the absence of a regional trend, and 

assuming an incorrect reference model.  “Incorrect” in this case refers to any parameter 

that does not match the parameters of the synthetic model, i.e., assuming the presence 
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of a stratified background when there is no stratified background in the synthetic model.  

As I ran these inversions, I noted the various features of the program that were of use in 

guiding the user away from the incorrect a priori information, if possible.   

3.4.1. Synthetic Data Set 

For all of these inversions, I used a synthetic data set generated from a model, created 

using UBCGIF’s MeshTools3D program (Shekhtman, 1998), that approximates a 

possible subsurface density distribution at Cerro Negro volcano determined from 

preliminary inversions of the Bouguer gravity measurements from the first season of 

fieldwork at this volcano and inference about possible structures from knowledge of local 

volcanic lineaments.   Features of the synthetic model, shown in (Figure 3.3 A), include a 

large spheroidal positive anomaly of +763 kg m-3 (LPEH), a slightly smaller spheroidal 

positive anomaly of the same magnitude (ROTA), a positive rectangular prism anomaly 

of 585 kg m-3 (DIKE), and a very small negative spheroidal anomaly  in the middle of 

DIKE of -75 kg m-3 (CN).  This model was then forward modeled to produce a gravity 

data set using station locations and elevations from both existing and proposed gravity 

survey locations at Cerro Negro Volcano (Figure 3.3 B).  I then added a regional trend 

approximating that calculated from preliminary gravity data inversion from Cerro Negro 

Volcano, before adding Gaussian noise (see Table 3-1 for model characteristics).  The 

noise level was chosen to be somewhat lower than the noise level expected for actual 

field conditions such that the effects of the noise level would not obscure the effects of 

perturbing a priori data. 

 

 

Table 3-1. Synthetic model characteristics. 

Block name Density (g cm-3) 

CN -0.75 

EHLP 0.763 

ROTA 0.763 

DIKE 0.585 

Gaussian Noise (mGal) 1%(data)+0.01 mGal 

Regional Trend Trend = (1.137x+0.645y) mGal 
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Figure 3.3. Synthetic density anomaly model 

A) Synthetic model of density anomalies used in this study.  CN is not visible in this view as it is 
covered by the upper portion of DIKE.  B) Synthetic gravity data forward modeled from the 
synthetic model with Gaussian noise and northeast-southwest regional trend added.  
Measurement locations indicated with small black dots. 

3.5. Results 

3.5.1. Correct Inversion 

GROWTH 

As a benchmark for comparison with models produced with perturbed inversion 

parameters, I first ran a “correct” inversion of the synthetic data set using correct a priori 

information in both programs.  Using GROWTH, I was able to recover LPEH and 
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CN/DIKE with reasonable accuracy with respect to position and intensity, although 

CN/DIKE was stretched downward compared to the synthetic model (see Table 3-2 for 

inversion specifics, Figure 3.4 for the recovered model).  ROTA was only partially 

recovered, although comparison with the 3-D model of gravity station sensitivity by 

GROWTH revealed that the ROTA anomaly is positioned on the edge of the grid’s 

sensitivity, such that a partial recovery is to be expected (Figure 3.4).  The final 

autocorrelation value was 0.00, indicating that the inversion was able to fit the entirety of 

the signal, implying a good quality inversion (0.03 with the same inversion parameters 

and a search coefficient of 5) (Table 3-2).  The final density contrast bounds recovered  

(-100 kg m-3 to 800 kg m-3) were very close to the density contrast bounds of the true 

model (-75 kg m-3  to +763 kg m-3) (Table 3-2).  However, the GROWTH model does 

display some noisy features, for instance a positive “tail” on the southern end of the 

LPEH anomaly, and a faint connection of the LPEH and DIKE anomalies (Figure 3.4).  I 

also used a search coefficient of 3 (as opposed to 1 for systematic exploration) in the 

final model to speed the inversion process, as for the purposes of this study I was more 

concerned with the general inversion process than delicate fine tuning of the model.  

Table 3-2. Inversion parameters and outcome for correct GROWTH inversion. 

Parameter Value 

Density contrast bounds -100 to 800 kg m-3 

Balance factor 5 

Search coefficient 3 

Homogeneity 0.3 (default 0.2) 

Autocorrelation value 0.00 (0.03 when search coefficient = 5) 
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Figure 3.4. Model produced using correct a priori information in GROWTH. 

Note that the negative CN anomaly appears as a break in the DIKE anomaly, and that both are 
stretched downward somewhat.  LPEH is recovered nearly perfectly.  The ROTA anomaly is 
visible, although much reduced in size and intensity.  The tail on the south end of the ROTA 
anomaly and the faint connection between the CN/DIKE and ROTA anomalies are extraneous 
noise structures. 

GRAV3D 

The “correct” GRAV3D inversion yielded similar results, although the recovery of 

ROTA was considerably weaker (see Table 3-3 for inversion specifics and Figure 3.5 for 

the recovered model).  Prior to inversion, the gravity data were detrended with a linear fit 

using the data mapping program Surfer.  As seen in Figure 3.5, LPEH and CN/DIKE 

were recovered well with respect to location and relative density contrasts values.  

ROTA, however, is visible only as a very faint patch of weakly positive anomaly that 

would likely be considered noise in an inversion of real data where the true model is not 

known.  The GRAV3D model displayed less noisy features on the anomalies than the 
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GROWTH model, although I observed some faint negative noise in the northwest of the 

model and faint positive noise in the southwest of the model that may be artifacts from 

inverting irregularly gridded data onto a regularly gridded mesh.  The emphasis of the 

GRAV3D inversion methodology on model smoothness meant that it was impossible 

(using the parameters in the graphical user interface) to recover the full density bounds, 

although relative changes in anomaly intensity were preserved.  It was necessary to alter 

the depth weighting parameters to prevent stretching downward of the LPEH anomaly.  

Using the GCV mode of inversion, the Chifact for the final model was 1.60, indicating 

that the model was able to fit the data very well. 

Table 3-3. Inversion parameters and outcome for correct GRAV3D inversion. 

Parameter Value 

Inversion mode GCV 

Density contrast bounds -0.75 to 0.763 g cm-3 

Depth weighting Exp =1; z0=.001 

Recovered density contrast bounds -0.306 to 0.648 g cm-3 

Misfit 1.87.647 

ChiGCV 1.60 

 

Figure 3.5. Model produced using correct a priori information in GRAV3D. 

The CN/DIKE and ROTA anomalies are recovered well with respect to position, size, and relative 
intensity.   As with the GROWTH correct model, CN appears as a slightly negative break in DIKE.  
The ROTA anomaly is only recovered as a patch of very weakly positive density contrast to the 
northwest of CN/DIKE.  There is also some positive noise/downward stretching at the base of the 
ROTA anomaly. 
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3.5.2. Background Density Gradient 

GROWTH 

An important feature of the GROWTH inversion program is the ability to specify a 

background density gradient for use in the inversion.  The user has the option of 

specifying either a linear or exponential density increase with depth.  For this study, I 

inverted models with linear density increases of 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, and 80 kg/m3/km (see 

Table 3-4 for inversion results).  Using the correct density contrast bounds (-100 kg m-3 

to 800 kg m-3), it was only possible to achieve a successful inversion using smaller 

density gradients (5, 10, and 20 kg/m3/km), and in these cases the autocorrelation value 

achieved was larger (0.28, 0.24, and 0.21, respectively) than the autocorrelation value 

achieved without assuming a background density gradient (0.03) (Table 3-4). 

The results of this perturbation highlighted the need for geologic interpretation 

skills in evaluating the results of an inversion.  In inversions that completed successfully, 

adding a background density gradient caused the large positive LPEH anomaly to 

assume a long tubular shape (Figure 3.6), a morphology that is not outside the realm of 

possibility for structures in a volcanic region (Gudmundsson, 2006).  Thus in a case in 

which there was no other geophysical or other data to constrain the possible 

morphologies of the anomaly, the user would have to either have a priori information 

about background density gradients to either accept or reject this result, decide between 

models based on his or her knowledge of what geometries should be expected, or 

simply accept both the spheroidal and tubular morphologies as two valid possibilities in 

the absence of better data about background density gradients. 
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Table 3-4. Results of perturbing an inversion in GROWTH with an incorrect 
background density gradient. 

Run 
Background density gradient 

(kg/m3/km) 
Density Contrast Bounds (kg 

m-3) 
Autocorrelation 

value 

1 50 -300 to 300 0.18 

2 80 -100 to 800 Failed inversion 

3 50 -100 to 800 Failed inversion 

4 30 -100 to 800 Failed inversion 

5 20 -100 to 800 0.21 

6 10 -100 to 800 0.24 

7 5 -100 to 800 0.28 

All inversions used a search coefficient of 5. 

 

Figure 3.6. Model produced in GROWTH using an incorrectly assumed 
background density gradient  

A model produced in GROWTH using an incorrectly assumed background density gradient of 20 
kg/m3/km and the correct density contrast bounds (-100 kg m-3 to 800 kg m-3).  The ROTA 
anomaly has been severely lengthened into a tube-like shape, although the CN/DIKE anomaly is 
relatively unchanged. 
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GRAV3D 

It should be noted that while it is possible to specify background density contrasts 

in GRAV3D by supplying a separate file that defines the density gradient on a cell by cell 

basis, this feature was not examined in the current study due to time constraints.  Also, 

considering the much more complex way in which the user is required to supply this 

information to the GRAV3D inversion program, I assumed this process should be viewed 

as an “advanced” technique for GRAV3D, and thus not a technique a user working from 

a volcanological background would typically use in the initial stages of inverting gravity 

data, as this would be an unnecessary level of detail.  By contrast, adding a background 

density contrast using GROWTH is as simple as checking a box and filling in a few fields 

in the GROWTH graphical user interface, so with GROWTH investigating the possibility 

of a stratified background is something that could be easily done in the initial stages of 

inverting a gravity data set. 

3.5.3. Density Contrast Bounds 

Although one can obtain punctual density measurements of surface rocks 

relatively easily, only occasionally will there be data to constrain the full range of density 

contrasts in subsurface rocks.  It is very easy in both programs to specify bounds on the 

density contrasts used in the inversion, so I investigated to what extent the programs 

were capable of guiding the user away from incorrect a priori assumptions of density 

contrast bounds.  The density contrast bounds investigated were, in kg m-3, -100 to 100, 

-300 to 300, -800 to 800, -1000 to 1000, and 0 to 900. 

GROWTH 

GROWTH will satisfactorily lead the user to the correct range of density contrast 

bounds, although the exact numerical values of the density contrast bounds do not need 

to match those of the synthetic model for a successful inversion so long as the range 

covered is correct, since we are inverting for density contrast values rather than absolute 

densities. Because the GROWTH inversion, as a nonlinear inversion, works by altering 

geometries to fit given density contrast bounds, an excessively small range of density 

contrast bounds will cause the model to become inflated, and an excessively large range 
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of density contrast bounds will cause the model to appear skeletal (Camacho et al., 

2011) ( Figure 3.7). 

 

Figure 3.7. Skeletal, inflated, and optimal GROWTH models 

These models were produced using data from Chapter 4 rather than the synthetic models used in 
the rest of this chapter.  Skeletal anomalies have a smaller spatial extent and are more 
concentrated.  Inflated anomalies have a larger spatial extent and are more diffuse.              
A:  A skeletal model produced by using an excessively large range of density contrast bounds.   
B:  An inflated model produced by using an excessively small range of density contrast bounds.  
C:  An optimal model produced by using the correct range of density contrast bounds. 
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Table 3-5 displays the results of these inversions.  If the a priori density contrast 

bounds supplied to the program are excessively small (in this case, -100 kg m-3 to 100 

kg m-3), the inversion will not finish properly, and the resulting model will display high 

levels of noise and inflated structures (Table 3-5).  If the density contrast bounds 

supplied are only slightly too small (in this case, -300 kg m-3 to 300 kg m-3), the inversion 

will finish normally, but the autocorrelation value will be higher than for an inversion 

using the correct density bounds, anomalies will be slightly inflated compared to the 

correct model, and all anomalies will have increased intensities such that the density 

difference between different anomalies will be lost (Table 3-5, Figure 3.8).  Excessively 

large density bounds (-1000 kg m-3 to 1000 kg m-3) will produce an sparse model that is 

geologically unrealistic, but in the case where the positive density contrast bound is 

correct and the negative density contrast bound is too large (-800 kg m-3 to 800 kg m-3) 

the inversion does not utilize most of the negative portion of density range provided. 

If, however, the density contrast bounds cover the correct range but are simply 

shifted from the correct density contrast bound values (0 kg m-3 to 900 kg m-3 vs. -100 kg 

m-3 to 800 kg m-3), the result will be comparable to the correct inversion in terms of 

structures recovered and the autocorrelation value (Table 3-5).  This is not necessarily 

worrisome, as we are inverting for density contrast, rather than density values, such that 

any numbers for density contrast we produce from the inversion would need to be tied to 

actual density values.  Thus as long as relative anomaly intensities are preserved all that 

matters is that the correct range of density contrasts is recovered.  Nonetheless, it is 

somewhat concerning that GROWTH permits an inversion without negative density 

contrasts – if we assume the background density contrast is zero, negative anomalies 

will disappear and positive anomalies will be given excessive intensity.  Thus users of 

GROWTH should be careful not to assign density contrast bounds that exclude the 

possibility of negative density contrasts. 
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Table 3-5. Results of perturbing an inversion in GROWTH with incorrect 
density contrast bounds. 

Run Density contrast bounds (kg m-3) Autocorrelation value 

1 -100 to 100 Failed inversion 

2 -300 to 300 0.49 

3 -800 to 800 0.02 

4 -1000 to 1000 0.01, model excessively sparse 

5 0 to 900 0.06 

 

Figure 3.8. Model produced in GROWTH with a slightly reduced density 
contrast range. 

Anomalies are all slightly inflated.  The CN/DIKE anomaly also has approximately the same 
density contrast as the LPEH anomaly, although it should have a smaller density contrast.  

GRAV3D 

GRAV3D also does a satisfactory job of guiding the user to the correct range of 

density contrast bounds, perhaps more so than GROWTH because GRAV3D will not 
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permit all-positive density contrast bounds if the true model contains a negative 

anomaly.  As with GROWTH, if the density contrast bounds specified are much too 

small, the inversion will either fail or produce a model with high amounts of noise (Figure 

3.9, Table 3-6).  Density contrast bounds that are only slightly too small will yield an 

acceptable model, but this model, when using GCV mode, will produce a misfit that 

corresponds to a slightly higher Chifact than that produced by a model using the correct 

density contrast bounds (Table 3-6).  When excessively large density contrast bounds 

are used, the Chifact of the model will be the same as that of the correct model, but the 

model produced in these instances will not use the whole range of density contrast it 

was supplied in the inversion parameters, and use only the range of density contrasts 

necessitated by the inversion, including the negative portion. 

Table 3-6. Results of perturbing an inversion in GRAV3D with incorrect density 
bounds, using the default depth weighting. 

Run Density contrast bounds (g cm-3) ChiGCV 

1 -0.1 to 0.1 18.62 

2 -0.3 to 0.3 6.01 

3 -0.8 to 0.8 5.63 

4 -1 to 1 5.63 

5 0 to 0.9 1121.62 

6 -0.75 to 0.763 (correct) 5.63 
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Figure 3.9. A model produced in GRAV3D using excessively small density 
contrast bounds  

A model produced in GRAV3D using density contrast bounds of -0.1 to 0.1 g cm-3.  Note the 
extremely high levels of noise and dramatic inflation of the LPEH anomaly. 

3.5.4. Regional Trend 

GROWTH 

Although sometimes the need for detrending gravity data is obvious, it is 

conceivable that gravity data could contain a trend small enough to miss while viewing 

data, but large enough to decrease inversion quality and potentially obscure fainter 

anomalies.  One very useful feature of GROWTH is its ability to automatically calculate 

and remove a simple linear regional trend simultaneously with the inversion process.  To 

more accurately compare GROWTH with GRAV3D, which does not have an option for 

subtracting a regional trend, I ran inversions in GROWTH in which I purposely fixed all 

the regional trend parameters to zero, thus preventing the inversion from automatically 

subtracting a regional trend.  As it is also possible in GROWTH to set a user-defined 

regional trend, this provides a useful comparison for scenarios in which the user 

incorrectly defined the regional trend using other methods.  Unsurprisingly, removing the 

possibility of a regional trend forces the inversion to include regionally trending noise to 

compensate for the trend in the data.  In this case, with a NE-SW increasing positively to 

the northeast trend added to the data, the noise in the model followed suit, with negative 
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noise to the southwest and positive noise to the northeast (Figure 3.10).  It was also 

impossible to complete a successful inversion when the correct density contrast bounds 

were specified – to compensate for the regional trend, the trending noise had to be of a 

larger magnitude than the actual anomalies (Table 3-7). 

Table 3-7. Results of running inversions in GROWTH in which the program is 
prevented from automatically subtracting a regional trend. 

Run Density contrast bounds (kg m-3) Autocorrelation value 

1 -100 to 800 Failed inversion 

2 -800 to 800 0.09 

3 -1000 to 1000 0.06, excessively sparse model 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Model Produced in GROWTH without regional trend correction 

A model produced in GROWTH in which the program was prevented from automatically 
subtracting a regional trend, such that the model displays trending noise patters to compensate 
for the trend in the data.  Also, the model requires a much larger range of density contrasts to 
create this compensating noise trend.  
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GRAV3D 

Working with undetrended data in GRAV3D produced similar noise results, 

although in this case it was possible to complete an inversion with the correct density 

bounds.  If data were not corrected for a regional trend prior to inversion, the final model 

would display a slightly positive background density contrast (as opposed to the desired 

zero background density contrast) to the northeast and a slightly negative background 

density contrast to the southwest.  This effect appeared as positive and negative noise 

when the default depth weighting was employed (Figure 3.11).  The location and 

intensity of the actual anomalies was unaffected, and it was possible to complete an 

inversion using the correct density contrast bounds.  From this it appears that for mild 

regional trends it is still possible to recover anomalies, although residual trending noise 

should alert the user that the data should be detrended for greater inversion quality. 

 

Figure 3.11. Model produced with undetrended data in GRAV3D  

A model produced using undetrended data and default depth weighting in GRAV3D that displays 
trending noise to compensate for the trend in the gravity data. 

3.5.5. Reference Model 

In cases where a priori density data do exist independent of the gravity survey 

data, it is helpful to be able to incorporate this information into the inversion process via 

a reference model.  Use of a reference model could also be a method of testing 

hypotheses concerning proposed structures – the operator could conceivably build a 

model corresponding to what he or she assumes to be a potential subsurface structure, 
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and then use this model to guide the inversion.   To test the effects of using an incorrect 

reference model, I used UBCGIF’s MeshTools3D (Shekhtman, 1998) to create a model 

using the same mesh as the correct synthetic model that contained only one large, 

spheroidal positive anomaly centred beneath Cerro Negro (Figure 3.12).   

 

Figure 3.12. Incorrect reference model 

The model contains one large, spheroidal positive anomaly beneath Cerro Negro.  Measurement 
locations (small white dots) included for reference. 

GROWTH 

The method for incorporating a reference model using GROWTH is not 

particularly direct, and in fact functions more as a seed for inversions rather than a full 

reference model.  In GRID3D, the program used prior to inversion to create the irregular 

mesh, it is possible to use an existing density model as a “seed” for the construction of 

the irregular grid, such that GRID3D will define a grid only in cells that held an 

anomalous density contrast in the previous grid and the closest nearby cells.  To create 

this incorrect model in GROWTH, it was necessary to first forward model the incorrect 

reference model using MeshTools3D (Shekhtman, 1998), and then use this calculated 

data to perform an inversion in GROWTH, which then produced the incorrect reference 

model using GROWTH’s file format (Figure 3.13).  I then created a grid for inversion of 

the synthetic data set in GRID3D using the original synthetic data set for gravity station 

locations and the incorrect reference model as a model seed. 
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Figure 3.13. Incorrect reference model for GROWTH 

The incorrect reference model used to seed the grid used in GROWTH inversions. 

The effects of this process were almost undetectable.  The only noticeable 

change from the correct inversion was a slight increase in the intensity of the anomalies, 

but to a small enough degree that it was impossible to distinguish the effect of the 

random exploration from the effect of the incorrect reference model.  The autocorrelation 

produced using the incorrect reference model was comparable to that from the correct 

inversion, 0.06 vs. 0.03, respectively.  It is unclear whether such similar model quality is 

a result of the inversion successfully moving away from an incorrect starting point, or 

simply the different method of gridding having little to no effect on the inversion process. 

Clearly, using a model as a “seed” in this way is meant as a method for speeding 

calculations and refining previous models, rather than a way of incorporating a priori 

density data.  It is unclear from the available resources on GROWTH (Camacho et al., 

2002; Camacho et al., 2007; Camacho et al., 2011) how correct a priori information 

would be incorporated, if the researcher had such information at hand . 
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GRAV3D 

By comparison, the addition of a reference model using GRAV3D produced 

much more marked effects, depending on the method used to incorporate this 

information.  In GRAV3D, it is possible to include a reference model as either a 

“reference” model or an “initial” model (Figure 3.2).  An “initial” model, somewhat 

similarly to GROWTH, uses the reference model as a starting point for inversion.  When 

I employed the incorrect reference model in this way, the final outcome of the inversion 

was unchanged from a “correct” inversion – the inversion program simply moved away 

from the supplied initial model as it did not fit the data properly. 

Results from the “reference” model method were much more drastic.  In an 

inversion without a user-supplied reference model, the inversion process optimizes for 

the smoothest and smallest model, because the reference model in this case is held to 

be a model with zero anomalous density contrast.  When a reference model with non-

zero density information is supplied, the inversion optimizes for the smoothest model 

that also fits this supplied reference model while still trying to fit the data.  The resulting 

model recovered the actual anomalies to some extent, but essentially inserted a direct 

copy of  the reference model into the final model, with the effect that the actual 

anomalies are distorted around this reference model (Figure 3.14).  The Chifacts from 

inversions using this mode are low, which would normally indicate a good quality model, 

and in fact does correctly indicate a good model in this case given that the inversion 

considered the supplied reference model to be absolutely correct.  Thus in this case, 

visual inspection and determination of the geologic feasibility of the model would be 

necessary to determine if the model and choice of reference model were reasonable. 
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Figure 3.14. Model produced in GRAV3D using incorrect reference model 

A model produced in GRAV3D using the incorrect reference model in “reference model” mode.  
The incorrect reference model is inserted in the final model largely unaltered except for where 
anomalies recovered from the inversion have bled into it. 

Comparing the effects of these two different modes of adding a priori density 

information, it is clear that the “initial” model and the “reference” model are useful for two 

different styles of guiding the inversion.  The “initial” model is useful for either refining the 

model by incorporating information from a previous rougher model, or for testing 

hypotheses about proposed subsurface density structures.  The “reference” model is 

useful only when you have verifiably correct density data, such as density data from a 

well log. 

3.6. Discussion 

3.6.1. A Priori Information 

From these observations of how each program responds to perturbations of 

incorrect a priori information, we can determine which a priori information it is most 

important to have in hand when using each program.  With GROWTH, it is most 

important to either have information on density gradients in the study area or to have 

information about the approximate range of densities expected.  It was possible using 
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the synthetic data in this study to produce a model with an incorrect density gradient with 

a reasonable autocorrelation value, but only with an incorrect range of density contrasts.  

Conversely, using the proper range of density contrasts it was impossible to include a 

density gradient and get the same low autocorrelation value produced in inversions 

without a density gradient.  It follows that if the user knows the proper range of density 

contrasts, it will be possible to work out the proper background density gradient, and vice 

versa.  However, if both parameters are unknowns (as is likely to be the case), the user 

will have to decide between possible models based on knowledge of likely geologic 

structures.   The user should also be careful to not exclude negative density contrasts 

when assigning density contrast bounds, unless there is a very compelling reason to do 

so. 

Unless the user has in hand regional gravity data that suggest a different regional 

trend from that automatically calculated by GROWTH, he or she should avoid specifying 

regional trend information, as supplying an incorrect trend will create unnecessary noise 

in an inversion program that already has a tendency to produce some degree of 

extraneous structure. 

Users of GRAV3D should be sure to either have adequate software for 

detrending data prior to inversion or regional gravity data that can be used to remove 

regional trends in the two-step inversion process described in the MAG3D/GRAV3D 

Workflow on the UBCGIF website (“MAG3D/GRAV3D Workflow,” 2001).  Using 

undetrended data causes spurious signals that can only be reduced, not removed, within 

the GRAV3D interface.  With the synthetic data used in this study, recovery of anomalies 

was largely unaffected by these regional signals, but it is conceivable that stronger 

regional trends encountered in real studies could obscure recovered anomalies. 

3.6.2. Usefulness of Programs for Volcanological Applications 

Given what we now know about the capabilities of GROWTH and GRAV3D, 

which program is more suitable for use in gravity studies in volcanic areas?  

Volcanologists, since they are typically affiliated with universities and government 

programs, often operate with significant constraints on budget, time, and manpower, in 

areas of little economic interest for resource extraction.  This means that access and 
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availability of other data sets, such as other geophysical data, well logs, and other 

structural data, will be limited.  For example, in this study of Cerro Negro I have a few 

published sources with information on geochemical data indicating possible depths for 

some magma sources (Roggensack et al., 1997; Díez, 2005) and relations between 

eruptions and neighboring volcanoes (Walker and Carr, 1986; McKnight, 1995; Hill et al., 

1998), earthquake data indicating regional stress regimes and lineaments (La Femina et 

al., 2002; La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005), soil gas data indicating active shallow 

structures (Connor et al., 1996; Salazar et al., 2001), and possible densities of surface 

materials (Carr, 1984).  However, I have no regional gravity data, information on local or 

regional density gradients, or any sort of deep geophysical data.   

Volcanic terrain is often highly irregular and hazardous, with steep topography, 

lava lakes, deep pit craters, areas of hazardous gases or high temperatures, and/or 

active lava flows and explosive centers that make regular measurement grids next to 

impossible.  The result is gravity surveys with highly irregular grids and variable and 

usually minimal station density (e.g., Figure 3.3).  Thus the key features of gravity data 

collected in a volcanological study are likely to be an irregular, sparse grid and a lack of 

good a priori information.  Also, as volcanology is by its nature a very interdisciplinary 

field, it is less likely that the volcanologist conducting the gravity study will be a 

traditional geophysicist or an expert in the science of potential field data inversion.   

GRAV3D is a powerful program for inverting gravity data and can complete 

successful inversions with very little a priori information beyond detrending of the data.  

However, several features of the inversion methodology can prove frustrating when 

working with gravity data from volcanic areas.  The requirement for a regular mesh can 

cause artifacts in the final model when data points are unevenly distributed and less 

well-sampled anomalies (such as ROTA in this study’s model) can disappear.  The 

emphasis on smoothness can also smooth away these fainter anomalies, and prevent 

the model from attaining the full range of density contrasts. 

Also, many of the parameters in the GRAV3D may prove obscure and difficult to 

use for volcanologists without a strong background in geophysics.  Although there is 

adequate coverage of most of the program features in the MAG3D/GRAV3D Workflow, 

translating such parameters as depth weighting and length scales into useful a priori 
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constraints or mechanisms for fine-tuning the model could be non-intuitive for the non-

geophysicist.  The inversion parameters in GROWTH are typically more geologically 

intuitive, for example, using a concept such as homogeneity in GROWTH versus various 

directional smoothing parameters in GRAV3D.  The concept of homogeneity maps much 

more closely to geological concepts about transitions between rock units or metamorphic 

facies.  Some geologically intuitive parameters that exist in GROWTH in the main 

inversion interface (such as homogeneity, downward density increase, and regional 

trend) either do not exist in GRAV3D or are fairly difficult to implement, requiring custom 

built files or additional data that a volcanologist is unlikely to have at hand.  More 

importantly, the criteria for evaluating the quality of the final model is very limited – the 

researcher essentially only has the misfit value (the meaning of which is variable 

depending on the mode of the inversion) and visual inspection of the data.  However, 

one advantage of GRAV3D is that in cases where there is verifiable density information 

available (as in the case of a well log or drill core), it is relatively easy to incorporate this 

as a priori information for the inversion, whereas it does not appear to be possible to do 

this using GROWTH. 

GROWTH is generally better suited for dealing with the scenario of irregular 

grids, limited additional data, and users primarily familiar with geological terms and 

concepts.  The irregular mesh generated by GRID3D eliminates the problem of forcing 

the inversion to supply information for subsurface regions “out of range” for the 

distribution of survey stations.  The ability for trend removal simultaneous with inversion 

is also useful when regional gravity data is unavailable, and much more convenient than 

removing the trend in an external program.  The inversion parameters generally 

correspond to more geological terminology and concepts, such as downward density 

increases in sedimentary basins (downward density increase) and sharp or smooth 

transitions between units (homogeneity). 

There is also much more information provided in GROWTH through the 

subprogram VIEW that aids in evaluation of model quality.  With this program, the user 

can view a 3-D map of cell sensitivities that is useful for understanding why some 

anomalies may be stronger than others, the autocorrelation function that can inform the 

user how to set the balance factor, the calculated regional trend, and distributions of 
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mass and volume with depth, in addition to the more standard viewing features such as 

predicted model, residuals, and predicted data.  The user is also able to calculate the 

mass of isolated anomalies.  Having more information with which to evaluate inversion 

quality gives the user more confidence in her or his results, and allows for more informed 

corrections to inversion parameters. 

3.7. Conclusion 

When using GROWTH software to invert gravity data, it is most important to have 

a priori information about either density gradients at the site or the range of densities 

expected.  Both GROWTH and GRAV3D do a satisfactory job of guiding the user to the 

correct range of density contrast bounds.  When using GRAV3D software, it is most 

important to either have software to detrend gravity data before inversion or to have 

regional gravity data to remove regional effects through a two-step inversion method.  A 

priori density information in the form of well-known subsurface density data can easily be 

incorporated into an inversion using GRAV3D, although this feature should only be used 

if the operator is very confident in the accuracy of the data.  A priori assumptions about 

possible subsurface density distributions in the form of a proposed model can be 

included as a starting point for inversion in GRAV3D, and as a seed for the irregular grid 

construction in GROWTH.  This should primarily be done to speed calculation times and 

refine existing models. 

As it handles irregular grids, regional trends, and lack of a priori data well and 

features a user interface with inversion parameter options that are more geologically 

intuitive, GROWTH is judged to be a more suitable program for volcanological and 

academic applications in which additional data sets are limited and measurement grids 

are irregular and sparse.  GRAV3D, on the other hand, is much better suited for industry 

and larger academic applications in which regular data grids are more common and 

there will likely be adequate existing data sets that need to be incorporated into the 

inversion process and that can aid in interpretation of the model. 
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4. Connected magma plumbing system between 

Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-el Hoyo Complex, 

Nicaragua revealed by Bouguer gravity 

survey 

4.1. Abstract 

Cerro Negro, near Léon, Nicaragua is a very young (163 years), relatively small 

basaltic cinder cone volcano that has been unusually active during its short lifespan 

(recurrence interval 6-7 years).  Multiple explosive eruptions have deposited significant 

amounts of ash on Léon and the surrounding rural communities.  While there have been 

a number of studies investigating the geochemistry, stress regime, and hazard 

implications of the volcano, subsurface structures have only been studied by shallow soil 

gas surveys.  These studies have raised several questions as to the proper classification 

of Cerro Negro and its place in the regional stress regime.  Should Cerro Negro, very 

young but very active, be considered a short lived, low intensity polygenetic cinder cone 

on the Cerro La Mula-Cerro Negro alignment, or as the  early stages in the development 

of a longer lived, higher intensity stratovolcano?  Is Cerro Negro a separate entity from 

neighboring Las Pilas-El Hoyo with a separate magma source, or merely the newest 

volcano on the Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex?  While surface features at Cerro 

Negro follow definite alignments that correspond to the regional stress regime, is this 

pattern continued and controlled by similar mechanisms at depth?  In order to address 

these questions, we collected Bouguer gravity data on Cerro Negro volcano in February 

and March of 2012 and 2013 in an attempt to delineate deep structures at the volcano. 

The gravity survey included a tight grid on Cerro Negro itself, an irregular grid of several 
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stations on Las Pilas-El Hoyo, and several distal stations forming a ring approximately 

24 x 31 km around Cerro Negro.  

Analysis of these gravity data has revealed both regional and local anomalies 

pertaining to the magmatic plumbing system.  Regional anomalies include a chain of 

large positive density anomalies trending with the Nicaraguan volcanic chain, and large 

negative density anomalies to the northeast and southwest of the volcanic chain 

corresponding to the Nicaraguan Depression.  In the vicinity of Cerro Negro, gravity 

inversions have revealed an approximately 2 km3 positive density anomaly (range with 

uncertainty 2 - 3 km3) approximately 1 km to the southeast of Cerro Negro connected to 

a 1 km3 positive density anomaly (range with uncertainty 1 - 2 km3) beneath Cerro La 

Mula and a 7 km3 positive density anomaly (range with uncertainty 6 - 10 km3) beneath 

the Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex.  These findings suggest that eruptions at Cerro 

Negro may be tapping an interconnected magma plumbing system beneath Las Pilas-El 

Hoyo, Cerro La Mula, and Cerro Negro, implying that Cerro Negro should be considered 

the newest cone on a Cerro Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex.  As such, it is 

possible that the intensity of volcanic hazards at Cerro Negro may eventually increase in 

the future to resemble those pertaining to a stratovolcano like its sister volcano, Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo. 

 

4.2. Introduction 

Cerro Negro is a small basaltic cone located approximately 20 km northeast of 

León, Nicaragua (Figure 4.1).  Although very young (first eruption in 1850) it is quite 

active, with a recurrence interval of 6 to 7 years, with a total of 23 eruptions to date;  

eruptions are typically Strombolian in nature (VEI 2 to 3), featuring sustained eruptive 

columns and significant effusive activity.  Eruptions at Cerro Negro frequently deposit 

ash on León and many nearby rural communities.   

There is some debate over the proper classification of Cerro Negro, with 

implications for the projected hazards of the volcano.  Some authors (e.g., Wood, 1980; 
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Hill et al., 1998) maintain that Cerro Negro is a temporary feature, either a long-lived 

polygenetic cinder cone or a parasitic cinder cone.  In contrast, McKnight and Williams 

(1997) hold that Cerro Negro should be considered a juvenile stratovolcano, the 

beginning of a longer-lived feature.  The distinction is important for more than 

classification purposes alone, as the hazards associated with cinder cone volcanoes are 

significantly different than those expected for even juvenile stratovolcanoes (McKnight 

and Williams, 1997; Hill et al., 1998).  These classification arguments derive their 

evidence mainly from external observations of the volcano, such as cone morphology 

and eruptive rate, and not from deeper structural data about the magmatic plumbing 

system of the volcano. 

Based on a Bouguer gravity survey completed in February and March of 2012 

and 2013 which identified subsurface structural connections between Cerro Negro, 

Cerro La Mula, and Las Pilas-El Hoyo, this study classifies Cerro Negro as the newest 

composite vent on a Cerro Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo (CNLPEH) complex.  This 

interpretation agrees with observations of changes in eruptive behavior, geochemical 

analyses, and structural controls for the area. 

4.3. Geological Setting 

Volcanism in Central America, atypically for most convergent margins, is 

distinguished by primarily basaltic magmas.  Relative to the rest of Central America, in 

Nicaragua the crust is thinner (about 32 km on average), elevations and volcanic edifice 

heights are lower, magmas are denser with lower silica content, and the dip angle of the 

subducting slab is higher (Carr, 1984).  Many cones in this region, despite their small 

size, have polygenetic histories and composite morphologies (McKnight and Williams, 

1997).  Carr (1984) argues, using a hydrostatic model proposed by Rose et al. (1977), 

that Nicaragua’s thinner crust and higher magma densities prevent Nicaraguan 

volcanoes from attaining greater edifice heights.   
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Figure 4.1. Reference map of Cerro Negro and vicinity 

Inset map shows location of study area in Nicaragua (red box).  Black solid lines indicate faults 

mapped by La Femina et al. (2002), and red dots indicate gravity measurement locations.  

“HOTEU” marks the location of our secondary gravity base station in León, “BOUG1” marks the 

location of our primary gravity base station, and “CNG2” marks the location of the continuous 

GPS station operated by Pennsylvania State University used as our GPS base station. 

Cerro Negro forms part of a NNW alignment of volcanic features west of the Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo complex in the Marabios Range northeast of León.  Features surrounding 

Cerro Negro, such as faults, fractures, eruptive fissures, phreatic pit craters, and other 

cinder cones, also follow this NNW trend (Connor et al., 1996) (Figure 4.1).  La Femina 

et al. (2002) observe that the alignment of Cerro La Mula (NNW of Cerro Negro) and 

Cerro Negro is consistent with the regional stress field caused by the oblique subduction 

of the Cocos plate beneath the Caribbean plate.   Oblique subduction of the Cocos plate 
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is accommodated by “bookshelf faulting” in which crustal blocks rotate along bounding 

strike-slip faults (La Femina et al., 2002).  The stress regime created by this rotation 

favors NNW trending normal faults in the center of these blocks as well as NNW trending 

dikes and volcanic features dilating in the direction of least compressive stress (La 

Femina et al., 2002). 

There have been 23 eruptions at Cerro Negro since the first eruption in 1850, 

with the most recent eruptions occurring in 1999, 1995, and 1992 (Siebert and Simkin, 

2002).  Cerro Negro’s average volumetric eruption rate over its lifespan has been 1.6 

km3 yr-1, and its peak eruption rate (since 1947) has been 3.1 km3 yr-1 (McKnight and 

Williams, 1997).  Tephra from earlier eruptions (pre-1970) typically have dense rock 

equivalents (DRE) on the order of 0.001 km3 while later eruptions have DREs on the 

order of 0.01 km3.  As of this writing, the cumulative volume of erupted material (DRE) 

from Cerro Negro is 0.22 km3 (McKnight and Williams, 1997; Siebert and Simkin, 2002).  

Eruptions range in explosivity from a Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) 2 to 3, with earlier 

eruptions typically VEI 2 and more recent eruptions commonly VEI 3 (McKnight and 

Williams, 1997).  Eruption style fits within the Strombolian range as defined by Wood 

(1980), but eruptions can be more explosive than those from Paricutín (Mexico), which is 

considered to be on the more violent end of the Strombolian range (McKnight and 

Williams, 1997).  Eruptions often include both explosive and effusive activity (Viramonte 

and Di Scala, 1970; Siebert and Simkin, 2002).   

Some limited information on magmatic plumbing systems at Cerro Negro is 

provided from melt inclusion studies that suggest minimum depths for the melt sources 

that fed eruptions at Cerro Negro.  Roggensack et al. (1997) calculated that magmas  

from the 1992 and 1995 eruptions came from depths of 6 km and 1-2 km, respectively.  

Additionally, Portnyagin et al. (2012) suggested a source region for Cerro Negro 

magmas of 14 km depth based on studies of melt inclusions in tephras from the 1867, 

1971 and 1992 eruptions of Cerro Negro.  These data suggest that Cerro Negro magmas 

begin crystallizing at both mid-crustal and shallow crustal levels.  However, it does not 

tell us the location of possible magma storage areas, or lateral variations in magma 

pathways.  It is also unclear if Cerro Negro’s plumbing system is independent of 
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neighboring volcanic cones, or connected at depth to a larger system incorporating 

Cerro Negro, Cerro La Mula, and Las Pilas-El Hoyo. 

Immediately to the east of Cerro Negro is the Las Pilas-El Hoyo stratovolcano, a 

complex of cones rising approximately 700 meters from the surrounding terrain (Figure 

4.1).  The two most prominent cones in the complex are El Hoyo on the eastern side, 

marked by a sharp collapse structure on its southern flank, and Las Pilas on the western 

side.  The most recent eruptions in 1952 and 1954 were phreatic explosions from a 

NNW trending fissure on the northeastern side of the El Hoyo cone (McBirney, 1955).  

The only known earlier eruption was reported in 1528 in the accounts of Spanish settlers 

in the area; the nature of this eruption, its duration, and even if the eruption was located 

at Las Pilas-El Hoyo (the report only references the Marabios Range) are unknown 

(McKnight, 1995).  Studies by McKnight (1995) found a possible geochemical link 

between Cerro Negro and the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex (Figure 1.3) based on whole-

rock analysis of samples from Las Pilas, Cerro La Mula and Cerro Negro.  The 

geochemistry of these three eruptive centers form a distinct trend (Al2O3; Na2O+K2O; 

and MgO vs SiO2), with products from Cerro Negro defining the more mafic end of the 

trend (McKnight, 1995).   McKnight (1995) also suggested that an increase in the 

eruption rate of Cerro Negro after 1947 could be indicative of an increase in the 

efficiency of a possible magmatic conduit between Cerro Negro and the Las Pilas-El 

Hoyo complex, allowing larger volumes of melt to travel from a source beneath Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo to erupt at Cerro Negro. 

4.4. Gravity Survey 

Bouguer gravity data were collected at Cerro Negro and the surrounding area in 

an irregular grid over two field seasons in February/March of 2012 and 2013 (Figure 

4.2).  Two LaCoste & Romberg spring gravity meters (G-127 and G-153) were used for 

the different field seasons due to technical problems with the gravity meter used in the 

first season (these technical problems arose after the first field season was completed, 

so the quality of the 2012 data was not compromised). The G-127 gravity meter used in 

2012 featured an Aliod feedback enabling automated data collection recorded in a Palm 
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device, while measurements collected using the G-153 gravity meter from 2013 were 

recorded manually from a reading from an analogue beam.  The two gravity meters used 

in the survey agree well in their measurements.  Based on a 4-D gravity surveys at 

Masaya volcano, Nicaragua in 2008, 2009, and 2011  in which both meters were used 

contemporaneously to measure the same stations, gravity measurements from G-513 

differ by 1.64% from those of G-127 meter (Glyn Willliams-Jones, personal 

communication, 2013).  The gravity data in this study have been adjusted to the G-127 

values by multiplying the G-153 gravity values by 1.64% and subtracting that value from 

the G-153 gravity values. 

 

Figure 4.2. Interpolated Bouguer gravity map of Cerro Negro and vicinity 

Gravity values have been corrected for free air, Bouguer, Bullard, latitude, near and far terrain, 

and bathymetry.  Black dots mark measurement locations.  Interpolated gravity data have been 

overlain on 100 m topography contours. 
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At the start of each day of surveying, a reading was taken at either the primary 

base station at Cerro Negro (BOUG1) or a secondary base station in León (HOTEU) 

(Figure 4.2).  One or both of these base stations was measured at the end of the day, 

thus “closing the loop”.  All gravity measurements were normalized to BOUG1 by 

subtracting the averaged measurement of the two daily readings of the base station from 

the measurement at each gravity station measured that day.   

Height control on gravity measurements was accomplished with differential GPS 

measurements using a dual-frequency Leica SR530 system.  Rover data were 

processed relative to data from a continuous GPS station (CNG2) operated by 

Pennsylvania State University (Figure 4.2).  During the first field season a temporary 

GPS base station was set up and taken down each day, however, these data were not 

used due to the higher error resulting in slight changes in positioning of the tripod from 

day to day.  As CNG2 was located approximately 1 km from our temporary base station 

in roughly the center of our measurement grid and had data spanning both field 

seasons, these continuous data were used instead of our temporary base.  A solution for 

the location for the CNG2 base station was found using WayPoint software with a dual-

frequency ionosphere free solution.  This location was then used for processing the 

rover data using Leica Ski-Pro software.  Phase or float solutions were found for 105 of 

the 119 measured stations, code solutions were found for 14 stations.  The height 

measurements obtained have a median height quality (standard deviation of the height 

component) of approximately 2 cm and an average accuracy of approximately 10 cm, 

and standard deviation approximately  30 cm, due to three stations with > 1 m error. 

4.5. Results 

In total, 119 gravity measurements were made on Cerro Negro and in the 

surrounding region, covering a total area of approximately 660 km2.  Station spacing is 

variable, with spacings from 250 to 500 m in a tight grid on Cerro Negro’s cone and the 

immediate surroundings, whereas station spacing ranged from 1 to 5 km for more distal 

stations (Figure 4.2). 
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For data from the first season, solid Earth tides were removed simultaneously 

with data collection with LaCoste-Romberg Palm software using the Longman tidal 

algorithm (J. MacQueen, personal communication, 2013).  For data from the second 

field season, solid Earth tides were removed from the data set in post-processing using 

the program SETIDE which uses the Tamura tidal potential of 1200 tidal waves 

(Crossley, 2008).   

All gravity data were corrected for free-air (using the standard free air anomaly of 

0.3086 mGal m-1), Bouguer (using 2560 kg m-3 for crustal density as reported in Carr, 

1984), Bullard, terrain effects (terrain density 2120 kg m-3, density of fill of Nicaraguan 

Depression as reported in Elming and Rasmussen, 1997) , and bathymetry  (assuming a 

sea water density of 1030 kg m-3).  Terrain data were sourced from 30 m resolution 

digital elevation models provided by the ASTER Global DEM (NASA Land Processes 

Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC), 2001), individual station elevations and 

locations were measured using our differential GPS, and bathymetry data were sourced 

from the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans at 90 m resolution (GEBCO) (Gebco 

Gridded Global Bathymetry Data, 2009).  Density values used for corrections are 

summarized in Table 4-1.   Gravity measurements at each station and their associated 

corrections can be found in Table E-2 and E-3 in Appendix E.  Although it is often 

standard procedure to estimate a suitable value for terrain density by minimizing the 

correlation between the gravity anomaly and height as in Nettleton (1939), this 

methodology was not employed here given the existence of a suitable published value 

for terrain density in Elming and Rasmussen (1997) and the wide variety of terrain 

densities expected to be covered in this survey that would yield terrain density results 

that would likely not be applicable to all areas of the survey. 

Table 4-1. Values of Gravity Corrections 

Correction Value Source 

Free Air Anomaly 0.3086 mGal m-1 Telford et al. (1990) 

Bouguer (Crustal) Density 2560 kg m-3 Carr (1984) 

Terrain Density 2120 kg m-3 Elming and Rasmussen (1997) 
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Possible errors in this data set arise from a combination of effects.  The precision 

of each measurement was generally within 5 Gal for both gravimeters, although the 

main measure of error comes from the closures (difference between start and ending 

readings at the base station) from each day of surveying.  These closures range from 20 

Gal (at best) and 185 Gal (at worst), and have an average of 50 Gal.  Large closures 

are likely the effect of transporting the gravimeters over rough terrain, and/or occasional 

high winds (inducing vibration related noise) at the base station.  Additional errors come 

from uncertainty in the GPS data used for free-air and Bouguer corrections – insufficient 

occupation times at some measurement locations caused errors up to 1 to 2 m for three 

stations (approximately 300 Gal using the free-air correction), although excluding these 

outliers the average error in GPS height measurements was 20 cm (or approximately 60 

Gal using the free-air correction).  In addition, near station terrain measurements (using 

an inclinometer) were not taken.  Errors from the lack of precise near terrain data could 

range from 10 Gal in areas of fairly level terrain up to 500 Gal in areas of high relief at 

the peaks of cinder cones (Nowell, 1999).  Taking into account these sources of 

uncertainty, a maximum error of 500 Gal was assumed for all stations. 

Owing to the irregular distribution of gravity measurement locations, the 

resolution of the measurement grid depends on location within the grid.  Neglecting 

noise, within the tight grid on the cone itself, the smallest wavelength structure that could 

be imaged without aliasing would be 500 to 1000 m, while to the regions northwest and 

southeast of the cone within 10 km, this value increases to 1500 to 2000 m (Figure 4.3).  

Outside of this region, resolution is much poorer, although as the more widely spaced 

distal stations were measured primarily to constrain regional trends this is not a concern 

for resolving structures of interest close to Cerro Negro.  The wide areal extent of the 

total network would theoretically permit structures to be resolved to a depth of 15 km, 

however, anything at that depth would have to be very large to be detected and would 

be very poorly constrained.  

Residual gravity after corrections (Figure 4.2) shows large negative anomalies to 

the southwest and northeast of Cerro Negro and large positive anomalies to the 

northwest and southeast of Cerro Negro, although it should be noted that these large 

anomalies are defined by only a few points with large (>3 km) spacing between 
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measurements.  In the more densely spaced grid close to Cerro Negro, there is are two  

small (approx. 500 m across) negative anomalies centered on the cone of Cerro Negro 

and one of the cones in the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complexx (Figure 4.2).  Positive 

anomalies in the vicinity of Cerro Negro (Figure 4.2) include a 2 km by 2 km anomaly to 

the east of Cerro Negro in the northern portion of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex, and a 

500 m by 500 m anomaly to the southeast of Cerro Negro (Figure 4.2).  The tight 

negative anomaly to the west of Cerro Negro is a spurious measurement that was 

removed prior to inversion (Figure 4.2). 

 

Figure 4.3. Calculation of Nyquist Resolution for the gravity survey grid used in 
this study. 

With an irregular distribution of stations the interpolation method and parameters 

chosen for display can affect the visibility of certain features.  Plotting the interpolated 

gravity field using a radial basis interpolation with an R2 value of less than 1000 causes 

the positive anomaly to the southeast of Cerro Negro to stand out sharply, while R2 

values greater than 1000 de-emphasize this feature to a bulge on the Las Pilas-El Hoyo 

anomaly.  However, in both cases the existence of a positive anomaly to the southeast 
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of Cerro Negro is consistent, it is merely the geometry and sharpness that changes.  The 

same is true for the negative anomalies spatially correlated with cinder cones – low R2 

values cause these features to stand out sharply, whereas with high R2 values these 

features are present as indentations on the positive anomalies.  The larger regional 

anomalies defined by fewer data points are unchanged when different R2 values are 

used for interpolation. 

4.6. Gravity Inversion 

4.6.1. Modeling method 

Based on a comparison study between GROWTH and UBCGIF’s program 

GRAV3D, the GROWTH inversion packaged was chosen to invert gravity data in this 

study for its superior handling of irregularly gridded data, automatic subtraction of a 

linear regional trend, and more easily accessed inversion statistics to aid in comparing 

models (Camacho et al., 2002; Camacho et al., 2011) (for an example of another 

application of this inversion program, see Del Potro et al., 2013).  GROWTH uses a non-

linear inversion method in which the geometry of the model is altered to fit within given 

density contrast bounds.  The inversion begins with a skeletal model, and then grows 

this model by selecting cells to add to the initial model according to a balance between 

model fit to data and model smoothness (minimization of anomalous mass).  The 

balance between model fit and model smoothness is chosen by the user with the 

“balance factor”, where a lower balance factor favors model fit and a higher balance 

factor favors model smoothness (Camacho et al., 2002; Camacho et al., 2011).  The 

GROWTH inversion also simultaneously inverts for and subtracts a linear regional trend 

and offset.  The user can also select a value for the homogeneity of the model 

(sharpness of the boundaries of density anomalies), incorporate stratified background 

density contrasts in the model, and optionally recalculate the terrain density (further 

explanation of the inversion methodology can be found in Camacho et al., 2002).   Model 

quality is primarily evaluated using the standard deviation of the residuals (a proxy for 

misfit values), the flatness of the autocorrelation function of the residuals, and the visual 
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aspect of the model, which includes the amount of noise or the presence of inflated 

anomalies.   

4.6.2. Inversion parameters 

A series of inversions was performed in which all available inversion parameters 

were perturbed to the point of model instability in order to investigate the range of 

parameters over which the final model was stable.  Model instability was defined as the 

point where the appearance of the model changed significantly (e.g., excessive noisy 

features, inflated anomalies), and/or the standard deviation of the residuals became 

overly large, and/or the autocorrelation function contained large amounts of noise.  Final 

model parameters used, with stability limits, are included in Table 4-2.  A balance factor 

of 13.5 was selected as the value yielding the flattest autocorrelation factor and lowest 

standard deviation of residuals while minimizing noisy features in the model.  Density 

contrast bounds of -500 kg m-3 and +500 kg m-3 yielded the most optimal model in terms 

of low standard deviation of residuals, flat autocorrelation function, and minimal model 

noise and inflated anomalies.  However, the model was stable over the positive density 

contrast bounds of 400 to 600 kg m-3 and negative density contrast bounds of -600 to     

-400 kg m-3.  A series of inversions performed with increasingly high background density 

contrast gradients created no change in the model until very high background density 

gradients (100 kg m-3 km-1 ) were used, suggesting that the model was insensitive to the 

presence or absence of a background density gradient.  Accordingly, a background 

density gradient was not used for the best fit model.  To determine whether the linear 

trend automatically calculated by the GROWTH inversion was necessary, inversions 

were performed in which the regional trend and offset were fixed at 0, forcing the 

program to invert the gravity data without accounting for a regional trend.  As it proved 

impossible to complete a successful inversion with this constraint without allowing 

unreasonable density contrast bounds and balance factors, the regional trend calculated 

by GROWTH was deemed necessary for a reasonable model.  Finally, a series of 

models produced using different homogeneity values were evaluated.  A homogeneity 

value of 0.5 (on a scale from 0 to 1, where higher values indicate more gradual anomaly 

boundaries) produced the model with the lowest residuals and flattest autocorrelation 

function.   
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Eight stations observed to have  anomalously high residuals (R10, SG11, SG27, 

SG10, LOST1, SG13, SG31, and SG32) in the first few inversions were removed for 

subsequent inversions.  Data were weighted uniformly for these inversions, as our lack 

of constraints on error due to near-terrain corrections, which could range from 10 Gal to 

500 Gal, makes any assumptions of differential error between stations hard to 

substantiate.  

Table 4-2. Inversion Stability Tests 

Parameter Optimal Value (Stable Range) 

Balance Factor 13.5 (10 to 20) 

Positive Density Contrast Bounds 500 kg m-3 (400 to 600 kg m-3) 

Negative Density Contrast Bounds -500 kg m-3 (-600 to -400 kg m-3) 

Homogeneity 0.5 (0.1 to 0.9) 

Downward Density Increase 0 kg m-3 km-1 (0 to 100) 

Regional Trend  (97357 + (579 X + 141 Y)) Gal 

X and Y relative to geographic center of dataset 

4.6.3. Model Characteristics 

The final best fit model, shown in depth slices in Figure 4.4 and in uniform 

density surfaces in Figure 4.5, reveals both broader regional density anomalies and 

tighter local density anomalies most likely related to volcanism at Cerro Negro and Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo.  In general agreement with the findings of Elming and Rasmussen (1997), 

the Nicaraguan depression is present as large regions of low density anomalies (2110 to 

2120 kg m-3) to the southwest and northeast of the Nicaraguan volcanic chain.  The 

Nicaraguan chain is underlain by a broad zone of high density material (~2600 to 2800 

kg m-3).  It should be noted that the positive density anomalies to the northwest and 

southeast of Cerro Negro and the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex are defined by relatively 

few measurement points, such that the exact dimensions and locations of these 

anomalies cannot be precisely determined.   
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Density anomalies in the vicinity of Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo include a 

large positive density anomaly beneath the northern portion of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo 

complex connected to a smaller positive density anomaly located just southeast of the 

Cerro Negro cone.  For reference, the base of Cerro Negro is at approximately 450 m 

a.s.l. As seen in Figure 4.4, the positive anomaly at Las Pilas-El Hoyo begins at sea 

level (Figure 4.4 F) and persists to -2000 m a.sl. (Figure 4.4 B).  The anomaly may 

continue higher into the volcanic edifice, but this is more difficult to constrain due to 

sparse station spacing in this area.  The Cerro Negro anomaly is first evident at -250 

meters a.s.l. (Figure 4.4 E) and persists as a separate entity until approximately -1500 m 

a.s.l. (Figure 4.4 D).  At shallower depths (0 m to -500 m a.s.l.) the distinction between 

the Cerro Negro anomaly and the Las Pilas-El Hoyo anomaly is sharper (Figure 4.4 D-

F), and at depth the two anomalies merge (Figure 4.4 B,C).  The connection between 

the Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo anomalies is relatively robust, persisting through 

the 2900 kg m-3 density cutoff, and pinching out in the middle at the 3000 kg m-3 density 

cutoff (Figure 4.5).  Small positive anomalies are also present to the northeast and 

southwest of Cerro La Mula, beginning at sea level on the northeast (Figure 4.4 F) and -

250 m a.s.l. (Figure 4.4 E) on the southwest.  These structures appear to tenuously 

connect to the Las Pilas-El Hoyo anomaly at -250 m a.s.l. (Figure 4.4 E), although this 

connection disappears at higher density cutoffs (2700 vs 2900 kg m-3) (Figure 4.5).   
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Figure 4.4. Depth slices through optimal GROWTH model 

Gravity measurement locations are marked with black dots.  Density values are relative to the 

Bouguer correction value of 2560 kg m-3. 
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Figure 4.5. 3-D uniform density surfaces of Cerro Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo 

gravity anomaly 

Isosurfaces of Cerro Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo positive density anomaly at 2700 (translucent 

gold), 2900 (translucent orange), and 3000 (solid red) kg m-3.  Gravity measurement locations are 

marked with black dots, and the location of Cerro Negro is marked with a red triangle.  The 

positive anomalies visible on the sides of the model should be considered as noise, as they are 

poorly constrained and did not appear consistently in the series of inversions performed to reach 

the final model. 

The Cerro Negro segment of the positive anomaly has a volume of 2 km3, the 

Cerro La Mula segment has a volume of 1 km3 and the Las Pilas-El Hoyo anomaly has a 

volume of 7 km3 when calculating volumes using a minimum density cut-off of           

2900 kg m-3 (average density for basalt; Telford et al. 1990) and data from the best fit 

inversion model (Table 4-3).  To obtain uncertainty bounds on anomaly volumes, 
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volumes were also calculated using inversions with the smallest (most inflated model) 

and largest (most skeletal model) stable ranges of density contrasts, and density cut-offs 

ranging from 2700 to 3000 kg m-3  (Table 4-3), where 2700 kg m-3 represents air-free  

basalt and 3000 kg m-3 represents olivine cumulate (Telford et al., 1990).  Model 

volumes obtained between the three different models were the same to the level of 

precision reported here – this suggest that the range in the stability zone for the model 

was small enough to negate large volume changes between models.  These calculations 

gave a range of possible volumes for the Cerro Negro anomaly of 2 to 3 km3, 1 to 2 km3 

for the Cerro La Mula anomaly,  and 6 to 10 km3 for the Las Pilas-El Hoyo anomaly 

(Table 4-3).  The total volume of shallow positive anomalies in the vicinity of Cerro Negro 

assuming a cut-off density of 2900 kg m-3 is 11 km3 (Table 4-3).  Considering the full 

range of densities and models as described above gives a range of volumes for proximal 

positive anomalies of 8 to 16 km3 where 8 km3 would correspond to a model only 

including olivine cumulate and 16 km3 would correspond to a model including all basalt 

in the most inflated stable model. 

4.6.4. Identity of Anomalies 

The densities of the positive anomalies range in the best fit model from 2700 to 

3060 kg m-3.  This implies that the positive anomalies in the vicinity of Cerro Negro 

represent basalt intrusions with some component of olivine cumulate.  Assuming a 

minimum olivine cumulate density of 3000 kg m-3, and a minimum basalt density for the 

positive anomalies of 2700 kg m-3, the basalt intrusions in the vicinity of Cerro Negro are 

composed of approximately 50% olivine cumulate (Table 4-3). 
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Table 4-3. Model volume calculations 

Optimal Model Volume Calculations Volumes (km3) 

Density Cut-off (kg m-3) CN LPEH CLM Total 

2700 3  11  2  16 

2900 2  7  1  11 

3000 2  6  1  8 

% olivine cumulate 48% 53% 52% 52% 

% average basalt 52% 47% 48% 48% 

Full Range Model Volumes Volumes (km3) 

Model Density Cutoff (kg m-3) CN LPEH CLM Total 

Optimal 2700  3  11  2  16 

Optimal 2900  2  7  1  11 

Optimal 3000  2  6  1  8 

Small Density Range 2700  3  11  2  16 

Small Density Range 2900  2  7  1  11 

Small Density Range 3000  2  6  1  8 

Large Density Range 2700  3  11  2  16 

Large Density Range 2900  2  7  1  11 

Large Density Range 3000  2  6  1  8 

Minimums  2  6  1  8 

Maximums  3  11  2  16 

“Optimal” refers to the model calculated with the optimal density contrast range of -500 to +500 kg m-3.   

“Small Density Range” refers to the model calculated with a density range of -400 to +400 kg m-3, and 

“Large Density Range”   refers to the model calculated with a density range of -600 to +600 kg m-3. 
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4.6.5. Error Sources and Limitations of Inversion Method 

The density model produced by the inversion has certain limitations and 

restrictions that should be kept in mind when interpreting the model.  First, resolution is 

variable – shallow structures (< 2 km) will be resolved more precisely than deeper 

structures (> 2 km).  Second, the model reveals density contrasts rather than absolute 

densities, such that the background density structure may be homogenous or stratified.  

To definitively distinguish between these end-members, surveying with a method 

sensitive to horizontal structures (such as seismic reflection surveys) would be 

necessary.  Third, noise in the model can distort the geometry and size of anomalies 

observed, such that detailed interpretation of fine-scale structures should be avoided. 

As a range of terrain densities could be expected to be encountered given the 

spatial extent of the survey, a model was also generated using a higher value of 2560 kg 

m-3 for the terrain density.  This model showed very similar characteristics to the final 

model analyzed in this study, with the exception that shallow (<-250 m a.s.l.) features 

were damped in comparison to the final model, in which the lower value of 2120 kg m -3 

was used for the terrain correction. 

An additional inversion was also performed in which stations were weighted 

according to their respective GPS and gravity closure errors to test the effects of 

assigning uniform weighting for all stations in the inversion.  Results for this inversion 

were nearly identical to the case of identically weighted stations, with a few slight 

exceptions.  First, the standard deviation of the residuals was higher (978 Gal vs. 664 

Gal for differential weighting and uniform weighting, respectively) and the 

autocorrelation value was lower (0.25 vs. 0.22 for differential weighting and uniform 

weighting, respectively).  The model produced has a slightly weaker expression of the 

bases of the anomalies proximal to Cerro Negro, and anomalies closer to Cerro Negro 

have a slightly higher amplitude than those farther away.  However, the lateral geometry 

of the anomalies is effectively identical.  Given the small effects produced by 

incorporating differential weighting of stations based on constrainable error sources, we 

consider our decision to apply uniform weighting reasonable. 
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4.7. Discussion 

4.7.1. The Relationship of Cerro Negro to Las Pilas El Hoyo 

Given that the range of densities obtained for the positive anomalies at Cerro 

Negro, Cerro La Mula, and Las Pilas-El Hoyo correspond to the density of basalt, it is 

likely that these structures represent shallow intrusive complexes associated with each 

volcanic center.  As the density anomalies are clearly connected (Figure 4.5), this 

suggests that the magma plumbing systems of Las Pilas-El Hoyo, Cerro La Mula, and 

Cerro Negro are also connected.  Over time, numerous dike intrusions from Las Pilas-El 

Hoyo to Cerro Negro and Cerro La Mula, exploiting the easy pathways afforded by the 

NNW trending extensional zone (La Femina et al., 2002), could have cooled and 

crystalized to form the connection between the positive anomalies.  The depth of the 

Cerro Negro anomaly is in agreement with storage depths for 1995 eruption magmas 

obtained from melt inclusion data (Roggensack et al., 1997), so this shallow anomaly 

may represent a zone of shallow magma storage, where un-erupted magma cools to 

form the intrusive complex.   

The lateral positioning of the Cerro Negro anomaly is also in agreement with 

published data on the regional stress regime.  La Femina et al. (2002) proposes east-

west extension within tectonic blocks along NNW trending features, which should 

provide a path of least resistance for rising magmas.  This is confirmed at depth by the 

density anomaly at Cerro Negro, as it falls along the local NNW alignment.  Thus the 

Cerro Negro anomaly appears to be an excellent example of intruding magmas taking 

advantage of regional tectonics in finding a mechanically easy way to the surface.   

Although the Las Pilas-El Hoyo anomaly extends both more shallowly and 

deeper than the Cerro Negro anomaly, its depth is also in general agreement with 

Roggensack et al. (1997), opening the possibility that the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex 

may also be a storage site for magmas eventually erupted at Cerro Negro.  The 

geometry of the shared anomaly, tapering down to a single distinguishable source at 

approximately        -2000 m a.s.l., may indicate that the primary pathway for magmas 

ascending to both Las Pilas-El Hoyo and Cerro Negro passes through this intrusive body 
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at depth before taking diverse paths at shallower depths.  It should be noted that the 

resolution of this data set does not rule out the possibility of a separate, smaller conduit 

feeding only the Cerro Negro plumbing system, but given that an established intrusive 

complex at Las Pilas-El Hoyo would present a more thermodynamically favorable path 

(Connor and Conway, 2000), the possibility of an entirely separate conduit forming 

seems less likely.   

The role of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo anomaly as a possible pathway for Cerro 

Negro magmas may be further explained by the concept of dike capture.  It is also not 

uncommon for basaltic vents to appear along alignments related to local faulting, where 

ascending magma is diverted from the direction of least principle stress along a fault as 

the fault offers a more mechanically favorable path (Connor and Conway, 2000).  

Gaffney et al. (2007) discusses the conditions necessary for fault capture of a dike.  

Fault capture is most favored when the fault in question has a steeper dip and the 

surrounding country rock has high fracture toughness (resistance to fracture).  A high-

angle normal fault running beneath the Cerro Negro-Cerro La Mula alignment (Figure 

4.1) would then present a lower energy pathway for incoming magmas, if rising magmas 

found their path blocked by the already-existing intrusive complex of Las Pilas-El Hoyo. 

Given that Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo are likely connected at depth, the 

two volcanoes should be more properly viewed as elements of the same complex, with 

Cerro Negro representing the newest active vent on that complex.  Viewed in this light, 

this complex can be considered as an intermediate member between the end-members 

of distributed volcanic fields (e.g., Michocoan, Mexico and Springerville, Arizona) and 

single-edifice stratovolcanoes (e.g., Concepción and San Cristóbal, Nicaragua).  The 

Cerro Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex (CNLPEH) has far fewer cones than classic 

cases of distributed volcanism in which a volcanic field may host hundreds of cones 

(Connor and Conway, 2000), and Cerro Negro (and likely also many of the cones in the 

Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex) is demonstrably polygenetic, unlike the smaller monogenetic 

cinder cones found in larger fields of distributed volcanism (i.e., Paricutin and Jorullo, 

Mexico).  However, there is no single dominant peak in the CNLPEH complex, and the 

distribution of cones is over a relatively large area (approximately 12 km x 13 km).  The 
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results of our Bouguer gravity survey display what may be a central magma chamber 

connecting to a similarly sized parasitic magma chamber feeding Cerro Negro volcano. 

Detailed field work on the Lemptégy cinder cones in France, considered to be 

similar to Cerro Negro in eruptive style, revealed distinct episodes of converging or 

diverging dike intrusions (Delcamp et al., 2012; Petronis et al., 2013).  Petronis et al. 

(2013) theorized that alternating between converging and diverging episodes could be 

controlled by subtle shifts in the local stress regime or blocking of the current central 

conduit.  Considering the branching structure of the CNLPEH anomaly, Cerro Negro’s 

tendency to form parasitic cones (Siebert and Simkin, 2002), the marked NNW 

delineation of cones, and the possible tectonic triggering of Cerro Negro’s 1999 eruption 

(La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005), it is plausible that similar episodes of diverging or 

converging dike intrusions may lead to the formation of new volcanic cones in the 

complex or the continued longevity of a given cone, respectively.   

4.7.2. Implications for Depth of Magmatic Intrusion 

Clift and Vannucchi (2004) calculated that the magmatic production of the 

Nicaraguan arc should be 108 km3 km-1 Myr-1, while Carr et al. (2007) calculated an 

extrusive flux for the volcanic chain in western Nicaragua of 4.7 km3 km-1 Myr-1.  Work by 

Sadofsky et al. (2007) on magmatic fluxes found a similar discrepancy between 

magmatic production and extrusive flux, calculating that volcanic products only 

accounted for approximately 13% of the magmatic productivity of the Central American 

Volcanic Arc.  The inversions performed in GROWTH for this study were able to resolve 

anomalies reliably to 8 km depth, and found no reliable magmatic intrusions with 

volumes greater than 16 km3 in this range.  This two-orders-of-magnitude discrepancy 

between input and output for the volcanic arc raises the obvious question – where has 

all the magma gone?   

If we apply these flux calculations to the 13 km stretch of arc dominated by the 

CNLPEH system, we can acquire some intriguing insights about the fate of magma 

produced at the Nicaraguan subduction zone (Table 4-4).  To calculate the probable 

amount of magma produced at CNLPEH over the lifespan of the system, we can multiply 
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the input magmatic flux from Clift and Vannucchi (2004) of 108 km3 km-1 Myr-1 by the 

lifespan of the system (0.33 Myr according to dating by Carr et al., 2007) and the length 

of the volcanic arc involved (13 km).  We obtain a total value of 450 km3.  We take the 

total volume of the CNLPEH complex (28 km3) as calculated by (Carr et al., 2007) as the 

total amount extruded over the lifespan of the system.  The largest possible total volume 

of intrusive material detected with this gravity survey at CNLPEH is 16 km3.  We then 

have a total of approximately 40 km3 of magmatic material accounted for in this system.  

Comparing the measured amounts of magmatic material with the projected amount of 

450 km3, we have a discrepancy of approximately 400 km3.  Put another way, the 

measured material at Cerro Negro only accounts for about 10% at most of the projected 

magmatic input to the system.  This then begs the question, where has all this intrusive 

material gone?  

To determine if the current survey grid should be able to resolve these volumes, 

we forward modeled a simple spherical source geometry (spherical intrusive complex) at 

shallow crustal depths (0 to 15 km) and noted whether these sources produced a 

measurable signal in the gravity network.  Modeling of spherical sources of various 

density contrasts suggests that a spherical positive density anomaly (simulating a 

spherical intrusive complex) with a minimum density contrast of 140 kg m-3 located in the 

upper crust (0 to 15 km) should be detectable by the survey if the volume of the intrusive 

complexes is greater than approximately 30 km3 (Figure 4.6).  Thus it is possible that the 

survey was unable to resolve spherical intrusive complexes deeper than the intrusive 

complexes observed at 2 km depth beneath the CNLPEH complex.  However, a 

considerable number of small spherical sources (over 10)  would be necessary to equal 

the missing volume of magma in a relatively small stretch of the arc.  This suggests that 

either this missing magma is being intruded at greater depth, or that it is present in a 

distributed fashion in the form of many small pockets of intruded material that the current 

survey is unable to resolve. 
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Table 4-4. Missing magma calculations 

Calculated magmatic input to CNLPEH section 
Measured magmatic output of CNLPEH 

section 

Variables for calculation Intrusive Component 

Arc start age (Myr) 

(Carr et al., 2007) 
0.33 LPEH intrusive body (km3) 11 

Magma input flux Nicaraguan Arc  

(km3 km-1 Myr-1) 

(Clift and Vannucchi, 2004) 

105 CN Intrusive body (km3) 3 

Length of section (km) 13 CLM intrusive body (km3) 2 

  Total intrusive (km3) 16 

  Extrusive Component 

  
LPEH extrusive volume (km3) 

(Carr et al., 2007) 
28 

Projected magmatic input (km3) 450 Total measured output (km3) 44 

Discrepancy (km3)  -406 
Percentage Discrepancy (km3) 

 
10% 
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Figure 4.6. Grid Sensitivity for Upper Crustal Spherical Source 

Grid sensitivity to a spherical source located between 0 and -15 km a.s.l., assuming a density 

contrast of 140 kg m-3 between the source and the surrounding crust.  Blue stars and red circles 

mark combinations of depth and volume for the source parameters that are not detectable  and 

detectable, respectively, for the gravity measurement grid used in this study. 

Seismic and magnetotelluric studies across the Nicaraguan arc have imaged 

possible melt storage areas at deeper depths beneath the Nicaraguan Arc.  Elming and 

Rasmussen (1997) imaged a small region of low resistivity at 20 km depth with 

magnetotelluric  data.  However, the profile measured in this study crossed the arc in the 

Managua region between Lakes Nicaragua and Managua, so those results may not 

accurately reflect structure at the CNLPEH complex.  Syracuse et al. (2008) detected a 

region of high Vp/Vs beneath the Las Pilas-El Hoyo/Momotombo region at approximately 

40 km depth, which they interpreted as related to the presence of melt.  Thus there is 

some evidence for significant melt storage at deep crustal or upper mantle depths along 

the Nicaraguan Arc. 
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Additionally, melt inclusion studies at Cerro Negro frequently show crystallization 

depths of > 10 km (Roggensack et al., 1997; Roggensack, 2001; Portnyagin et al., 2012) 

that imply greater depths for magma storage at Cerro Negro.  Given 1) the small volume 

of the density anomalies recovered at shallow depths at Cerro Negro, 2) the large 

amount of “missing magma”, 3) evidence for deeper melt zones (Elming and 

Rasmussen, 1997; Syracuse et al., 2008), and 4) the lack of deformation observed at 

Cerro Negro (Ebmeier et al., 2013), the intrusive complexes detected in this survey are 

likely not the main storage areas for magma, and more likely represent either secondary 

storage areas where magma temporarily stalls before eruption (as may have been the 

case in the 1999 eruption; La Femina et al., 2004; Díez, 2005), or a cumulative record of 

the directions of dike propagation over time. 

4.8. Conclusion 

The inversion of gravity data collected at Cerro Negro has revealed several 

interconnected intrusive basaltic bodies in the vicinity of the volcano.  These bodies most 

likely represent a combination of shallow intrusions where magma was temporarily 

stalled on its way to the surface and  a surrounding network of dikes.  The geometry of 

the bodies, with lobes beneath Cerro Negro, the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex, and Cerro 

La Mula, suggests that Cerro Negro is not a separate entity, but should be considered as 

sharing a plumbing system with a volcanic complex comprising the cones and volcanic 

features in the immediate proximity.  Volcanic activity at Cerro Negro may thus represent 

an intermediate style of edifice building between the end members of stratovolcano and 

distributed volcanism.  Discrepancies between the amount of magmatic productivity 

expected for this segment of the arc as predicted by Clift and Vannucchi (2004) as well 

as melt inclusion data from eruptions at Cerro Negro (Roggensack et al., 1997; 

Roggensack, 2001; Portnyagin et al., 2012) suggest that the main magma storage area 

at Cerro Negro must be deeper than 8 km, the maximum depth imaged by this survey.  

Future work at Cerro Negro should include a wider geological survey of the complex as  

a whole to better constrain eruption style and timing for the whole complex.  An 

expansion of the current gravity survey to better cover the southern and eastern parts of 

the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex would help to better image the whole plumbing structure 
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as well as better constrain volumes at the complex.  In addition, geophysical surveys, 

such as a wider-based land gravity survey (or satellite gravimetry), magnetotelluric or 

seismic surveys, with the ability to image the zone between 8 and 30 km in the crust 

should be conducted in order to image the main melt source at Cerro Negro. 
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5. General Conclusions 

5.1. Overview 

The main intent of this thesis was to expand knowledge of the magmatic 

plumbing system of Cerro Negro Volcano through potential field investigations.  Different 

inversion methodologies for inverting gravity data were also evaluated as part of this 

thesis.  The conclusions from this work are briefly summarized below: 

5.2. Gravity Inversion Program Comparison 

 In cases where a great deal of a priori data are available and a regular 

measurement grid is feasible, GRAV3D is the best choice of inversion 

program for its ability to relatively easily incorporate a priori data. 

 However, as gravity surveys in volcanic terrain often suffer from a 

significant lack of a priori data and regularly spaced measurement grids 

are often effectively impossible, GROWTH is a better choice for inverting 

these data sets for its superior ability to handle irregular grids 

 In addition, a greater number of automatically generated inversion 

statistics and a more geologically intuitive interface make GROWTH 

much more accessible to volcanologists without an extensive background 

in geophysical inversion. 

5.3. Bouguer Gravity Survey of Cerro Negro 

 Inversion of gravity data collected in even a highly irregular grid can still 

yield valuable information about subsurface structures in volcanic terrain 
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 A 2 km3 positive density anomaly (range with uncertainty 2 - 3 km3) 

located less than 1 km to the southeast of Cerro Negro volcano most 

likely represents an intrusive complex related to eruptions at Cerro Negro. 

 This intrusive complex proximal to Cerro Negro is connected to a similar 7 

km3 intrusive complex (range with uncertainty 6 - 10 km3) beneath the Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo volcanic complex and a 1 km3 intrusive complex (range with 

uncertainty 1 - 2 km3) beneath Cerro La Mula 

 The connection between these three bodies suggests that Cerro Negro, 

Cerro La Mula, and Las Pilas-El Hoyo share the same magma plumbing 

system, and should thus be considered part of the same volcanic 

complex. 

 Considering Cerro Negro as part of the same complex as Las Pilas-El 

Hoyo suggests that future hazards at Cerro Negro may be forecasted by 

studies of previous eruptions at Las Pilas-el Hoyo. 

 The proposed Cerro Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo (CNLPEH) complex may 

represent an intermediate between the end-members of distributed 

monogenetic volcanism and a single-edifice massive stratovolcano, due 

to its relatively limited geographic area and small number of eruptive 

centers combined with its lack of a single dominant peak. 

 The intrusive complex proximal to Cerro Negro is not located directly 

underneath the edifice, but rather displaced from the main edifice to the 

southeast along the Cerro Negro-Cerro La Mula alignment.  This 

suggests that regional NNW trending extensional stresses are a major 

component in the location of magma intrusion at the CNLPEH complex. 

 Comparisons of the volume of the intrusive complexes observed at Cerro 

Negro-Las Pilas-El Hoyo with expected volumes for magmatic intrusive 

volumes calculated by Clift and Vannucchi (2004) highlight the vastly 

smaller size of the observed volumes of intrusive material compared to 

the predicted volume.  This suggests that either this volume is somehow 
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uniformly distributed in the upper crust in a way that gravity surveys 

cannot detect or that significant lower crustal intrusion or magmatic 

underplating may be occurring along the Nicaraguan subduction zone. 

5.4. Total Magnetic Survey of Cerro Negro 

(See Appendix B for presentation and discussion of this data set.) 

 The total magnetic data collected at Cerro Negro was not useful for 

analysis of shallow sub-surface structures due to the sparcity of the data 

 Future total magnetic surveys at Cerro Negro should take advantage of 

new technologies in UAV-based surveying to achieve a greater density of 

coverage in difficult volcanic terrain 

5.5. Future Work 

The nature of Cerro Negro as one of the world’s youngest volcanic systems 

combined with its status as a significant hazard to nearby communities means that future 

studies at Cerro Negro, and by extension Las Pilas-El Hoyo, will be ongoing in the 

future.  With this in mind, I here present some suggestions for futher studies that can 

build upon the findings in this thesis. 

5.5.1. Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo 

If Cerro Negro and Las Pilas-El Hoyo are members of the same volcanic 

complex, this suggests that the key to Cerro Negro’s future may be the past of Las Pilas-

El Hoyo.  Very little work has been done on this volcano to date; therefore, future work 

should include basic geological studies on Las Pilas-El Hoyo to constrain the relative 

ages of the cones and build up a detailed history of volcanic activity on the complex to 

establish recurrence intervals of eruptions the range of eruptive activity. 

In addition to basic geological studies of the complex, geophysical surveys of the 

complex could be extended and improved to augment our knowledge of subsurface 
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structures.  The current Bouguer gravity survey at Cerro Negro could be extended and 

densified across the rest of the complex to investigate the presence of additional lobes 

of the intrusive complex and to resolve finer scaled shallow feeder systems to the cones.   

The limited areal extent and resolution, due to the extremely rugged terrain 

around the volcano, of the total magnetic data collected as part of this thesis was 

insufficient to allow effective interpretation.  Small miniUAV mounted airborne magnetic 

systems may provide an attractive way to implement an effective total magnetic survey 

at Cerro Negro.   

As discussed in the Chapter 4, potential fields are not ideal for resolving 

horizontal structures.  In light of this, seismic surveys, either active or passive, could 

potentially yield valuable structural information about horizontal structure (e.g., sills) in 

the magmatic plumbing system at the CNLPEH complex. 

5.5.2. Monitoring Cerro Negro 

Future monitoring efforts at Cerro Negro should include monitoring coverage of 

the Las Pilas-El Hoyo complex, as it is possible both that active magmatic pathways to 

Cerro Negro may exist in the intrusive complex observed beneath the Las Pilas-El Hoyo 

edifice and also that Las Pilas-El Hoyo could reactivate in the future. 

As part of this thesis work, benchmarks for a dynamic gravity network were 

installed at Cerro Negro in the 2013 field season.  Long term monitoring of this network 

may reveal longer-term precursory signals than have previously been observed through 

other monitoring techniques. Based on the magmatic plumbing systems imaged through 

inversion of the Bouguer gravity data, the existing network should be expanded to 

include some coverage of Las Pilas-El Hoyo.   

5.5.3. Distributed Volcanism 

The CNLPEH complex represents a unique case in a semi-distributed volcanic 

system in which geophysical knowledge of subsurface structures exists.  Ongoing 

research in mapping volcanic fields using probability density functions allows 
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researchers to draw conclusions about subsurface structures from the surface 

distribution of volcanic vents (Connor, 1987; Gaffney et al., 2007; Connor et al., 1992).  

Studies of this nature at the CNLPEH complex may yield insights on the validity of the 

conclusions about subsurface structure reached from vent-density mapping.  Paired with 

detailed ages of the different vents in the complex, these kinds of studies may also 

provide information on future eruption timing at the complex. 

5.5.4. Mass flux across the Nicaraguan Arc 

The great discrepancy between the cumulative volume of the shallow to mid-

crustal intrusive complexes observed in my study and the volumes of intrusive material 

predicted by Clift and Vannucchi (2004) suggests a scenario in which much of the 

material influx to the Nicaraguan arc is intruded at great depths as a complex of basaltic 

sills in the lower crust or at the base of the crust.  Future arc-wide magnetotelluric, 

gravity, or seismic studies may be able to image this accumulation of melt that robs 

Nicaraguan volcanoes of their edifice height. 
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Appendix A:  Magnetic Surveys in Volcanic Regions – A 
Guide to Best Field Practices 

Introduction 

The Earth’s Magnetic Field 

The magnetic field we measure in a magnetic survey is a vector quantity, 

containing both magnitude and direction.  Most instruments currently used measure the 

total field, recording amplitude but not direction of the field.  Magnetic surveys are ideal 

for surveying shallow (< 10 km deep) structures, as below a certain depth the 

magnetization of rocks is erased by temperatures above the Curie point (Telford et al., 

1990).   

The magnetic field recorded in a survey comes from two main sources.  First, 

there is a magnetic signal from the main field of the Earth which arises primarily from 

internal sources (i.e., the rotation of the Earth’s core) (Telford et al., 1990; Witten, 2006).  

Second, the smaller amplitude magnetic field outside the Earth – referred to as the 

“external field” – causes rapid changes in the measured field.  The external field shields 

us from solar winds and produces the magnetic storms visible as the Aurora Borealis 

(Telford et al., 1990).  When we conduct a magnetic survey we measure local variations 

in the main field, caused by subsurface structures and differences in the magnetic 

properties of the underlying rocks (Telford et al., 1990). 

The magnetic field has two directional components, known as inclination and 

declination (Figure A.1).  Inclination describes the angle of the field with respect to a 

horizontal plane, and is also called dip.  Declination is the angle of the field with respect 

to geographic north, defined as the axis of Earth’s rotation (Telford et al., 1990). 
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Figure A.1. Inclination (I) and Declination (D) of the magnetic field. 

When we conduct a magnetic survey, we are ultimately interested in the 

magnetic susceptibility of the rocks that creates the variations we measure in the local 

magnetic field.  The strength of the magnetic field is measured  in Teslas (T), where  1 T 

= 1 Newton/(ampere*meter); results are typically reported in nanoTeslas (nT) (Telford et 

al., 1990).   Magnetic susceptibility is a measure of how “susceptible” the rock is to being 

magnetized by the magnetic fields around it.  This property is an intrinsic property of the 

rock, similar to density, which can aid in the identification of the rock.  While a gravity 

survey aims to detect density difference, a magnetic survey aims to detect differences in 

magnetic susceptibility.  During data analysis, good quality total magnetic field data can 

be inverted to produce a model of subsurface distributions of magnetic susceptibility.  
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Magnetic susceptibility is typically measured in the lab, so when conducting a survey it is 

a good idea where possible to collect samples from rock outcrops in the survey area, so 

that the measurements of magnetic susceptibility from these samples can be  used to 

help constrain modeling and inversion of magnetic data. 

Types of Magnetometers 

The two magnetometers most in use today in the study of volcanoes are the 

proton-precession magnetometer and the optically pumped magnetometer.  The proton 

precession magnetometer is most often used for ground surveys and the optically 

pumped magnetometer is most often used for airborne magnetic surveys.  We will also 

cover the fluxgate magnetometer, although only briefly as this type of magnetometer is 

not often used in magnetic surveys in volcanic areas. 

Proton Precession Magnetometers 

The proton precession magnetometer works by applying and then removing a 

polarizing field on protons, causing them to precess in the magnetic field in the same 

way a child’s top precesses in Earth’s gravitational field.  At the beginning of each 

measurement cycle,  a current runs through a coil surrounding a bottle of proton rich 

liquid (usually water or a hydrogen-rich alcohol), providing a polarizing field.  When this 

field is subsequently removed, the precessing protons in the liquid create a small current 

in the surrounding coil (sometimes a separate additional coil is used for this 

measurement).  This current is then amplified and converted to a measurement of the 

total magnetic field (GEM Systems Inc.). 

A common enhancement on modern proton precession magnetometers is the 

Overhauser effect, which allows the magnetometer to acquire a stronger signal from 

smaller sensors.  In this configuration, a free radical is added to the proton-rich liquid, 

which increases the polarization of the liquid, which in turn increases the signal from the 

magnetometer (GEM Systems Inc.).   

Proton precession magnetometers are ideal for ground based magnetic surveys, 

as they are lightweight, take accurate measurements (possible precision <1 nT), and do 

not need to be leveled or oriented (Telford et al., 1990; Witten, 2006).  There is also very 
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little drift (GEM Systems Inc.).  However, the proton precession magnetometer cannot 

record continuously, so measurement spacing is determined by the cycling time of the 

meter in surveys in which is the operator is moving continuously (Telford et al., 1990).   

Also, this meter will measure only the total field, and not vector components of the field, 

so directional data is impossible to obtain with this instrument (Telford et al., 1990; 

Witten, 2006). 

Optically Pumped Magnetometers 

Optically pumped magnetometers use the principle of Zeeman splitting to 

measure the total magnetic field (Telford et al., 1990; Smith, 1997; GEM Systems Inc.).  

Zeeman splitting is a principle in quantum mechanics which determines that electrons 

can only take a certain finite number of orientations with respect to the magnetic field, 

and that the energy difference between these orientations will change according to the 

strength of the magnetic field present.   The two key points of Zeeman splitting that allow 

us to measure magnetic field strength are 1) the limited orientations of the electrons and 

2) that the changes in the energy difference between these orientations are proportional 

to the ambient magnetic field. 

An optically pumped magnetometer measures the magnetic field in two basic 

steps.  When an optically pumped magnetometer is recording, a lamp shines circularly 

polarized light into cesium gas, which propels the  electrons in the cesium gas up to a 

higher energy level.  The electrons then decay from this higher energy level to a lower 

one, falling with a random orientation.  Some of these orientations allow the electron to 

be propelled up to the higher energy level again by the light, but some will not, so this 

process of the electrons being propelled up to an energy level and then decaying will 

continue until all the electrons are oriented at the lower energy level such that the light 

cannot move them up to the higher energy level.  At this point, all the light from the lamp 

will reach an absorption cell on the other side of the gas, because none of the light is 

now being absorbed by electrons moving up to the higher energy cell (Telford et al., 

1990; GEM Systems Inc.). 

Lower radio frequency (RF) energy is then applied to the gas.  Many different 

frequencies of this energy are applied until one frequency succeeds in re-orienting the 

electrons back into an orientation where the circularly polarized light can propel them up 
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to the higher energy level, at which point the electrons will absorb the energy from the 

light, preventing the light from reaching the absorption cell on the other side of the gas.  

Because of the principle of Zeeman splitting, the RF frequency that succeeds in re-

orienting the electrons will be a well-defined frequency (i.e., only one frequency will 

work, not a range), and this frequency will be proportional to the strength of the ambient 

magnetic field (Telford et al., 1990; GEM Systems Inc.). 

Although optically pumped magnetometers can be more delicate to operate than 

proton precession magnetometers, they are better able to handle higher magnetic 

gradients that can cause spurious measurements on a proton precession magnetometer 

(Connor et al., 1997).  The relative delicacy of optically pumped magnetometers stems 

from the need for precision alignment within the apparatus – if the components within the 

magnetometers are knocked out of alignment by a jarring blow to the instrument, the 

frequency of the RF energy that propels the electrons back into alignment will be 

incorrect, as the alignment of the electrons will now be incorrect relative to the energy 

source (GEM Systems Inc.).  Repairs of this instrument can be costly and difficult (GEM 

Systems Inc.).  Thus proton precession magnetometers, as they are physically more 

robust, are more commonly used for ground surveys (e.g., Nishida and Miyajima, 1984; 

Connor et al., 1997; Gudmundsson and Milsom, 1997; Del Negro et al., 2002; Hurst et 

al., 2004; Napoli et al., 2007; Jutzeler et al., 2011), and optically pumped 

magnetometers are usually used for airborne surveys (e.g., Lenat and Aubert, 1982; 

García et al., 1997; Paoletti et al., 2004; Okubo et al., 2009) where there will be less 

chance of the optically pumped magnetometers meter being damaged. 

Fluxgate Magnetometers 

Fluxgate magnetometers are not commonly used in volcanological applications, 

so we will cover them only briefly here.  The primary distinction of a fluxgate 

magnetometer is that it can measure directional components of the magnetic field rather 

than only the magnitude of the field.  Each directional component of a fluxgate 

magnetometer consists of a coil of wire surrounding a ferromagnetic rod.  The external 

magnetic field in the measurement site will induce a dipole moment in the rod which in 

turn induces a current in the coil.  This current can then be measured and converted to a 

measure of magnetic field strength (Telford et al., 1990; Witten, 2006).  Typically, a 
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fluxgate magnetometer will contain three such rods arranged perpendicular to each 

other to measure three components.  If there are not three components, typically only 

the vertical component will be measured (Witten, 2006). 

Static Surveys 

Types of static surveys 

In magnetic surveying, static surveys (“static” referring to data without a time 

component) are performed with the objective of gaining information on subsurface 

structure.  Surveying can be done via aircraft, boat, or on the ground.  Here we present 

an overview of each type of survey. 

Airborne 

Magnetic surveys via aircraft (airborne sureys) can be a cost effective method to 

survey large amounts of terrain, but can have a prohibitive price tag  for smaller scale 

surveys on volcanoes.  Nonetheless, several studies (e.g., Lenat and Aubert, 1982; 

García et al., 2007; Paoletti et al., 2004; De Ritis et al., 2005; Okubo et al., 2009; Okuma 

et al., 2009) have used airborne surveys to investigate structure in volcanic areas.  In 

volcanic areas, where rough terrain may make a ground survey extremely difficult or 

impossible, airborne surveys may be the only option.  Airborne surveys can also be 

completed relatively quickly (days), eliminating some time varying effects.  However, at 

higher flight altitudes, these surveys may miss smaller, shallow features.  Also, because 

the aircraft will have its own magnetic field, it is necessary to have specialized 

equipment to tow the magnetometer behind the aircraft, or else a specially designed 

aircraft (Lenat and Aubert, 1982; Telford et al., 1990; García et al., 1997; Paoletti et al., 

2004; De Ritis et al., 2005; García et al., 2007; Okubo et al., 2009; Okuma et al., 2009). 

Marine 

Marine surveys offer similar advantages and disadvantages to airborne surveys.  

Depending on the cost of the ship, marine surveys can either be less expensive or just 

as expensive as airborne surveys (Telford et al., 1990).  The same restrictions regarding 

magnetometer positioning apply to marine surveys as for airborne – the magnetometer 
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must be towed behind the watercraft to avoid magnetic effects from the boat (Telford et 

al., 1990; Del Negro and Napoli, 2002).  

Ground 

Ground surveys have the lowest start-up cost, but are potentially the most 

difficult in terms of logistics and data post-processing.  For a ground survey, all that is 

necessary is the magnetometer itself, minimal equipment for carrying the magnetometer 

(usually a backpack frame of some sort), and a positioning device (usually a handheld 

GPS).  However, performing ground surveys over rough volcanic terrain can be highly 

time consuming, leaving the survey open to greater time varying effects.  Topographic 

effects are also much more pronounced in a ground based survey, where gorges and 

stream valleys will show up as prominent lows in data (Telford et al., 1990). 

Static Survey Design 

Proper planning of a magnetic survey can reduce processing and modeling 

difficulties, ensure that structures of interest are more likely to be imaged, and make the 

actual survey more efficient.  For easier inversion and reduction of gridding anomalies, 

magnetic surveys are usually done on a grid composed of survey lines and tie lines 

(Telford et al., 1990; Witten, 2006).  Ideally, survey lines should run perpendicular to any 

structural trends for maximum signal, but as long as these lines are not parallel to 

structure, the survey will be able to detect structures (Telford et al., 1990; Witten, 2006).   

Measurement Locations 

The size and depth of structures to be imaged with the survey are also an 

important consideration for survey design.  The spatial coverage and density of your 

survey grid will determine the resolution capabilities of your survey.  As with gravity 

surveys, the deeper you wish to image, the wider across your survey grid needs to be 

(see Figure A.2).  As a rule of thumb, the deepest point you can image a source will be 

half the width across of your survey grid.  Station density controls the minimum size of 

the structures you will detect with the survey.  Smaller sources will create spatially 

smaller signals, as will shallower sources.  The larger your grid spacing, the higher the 

chance your survey will miss these spatially smaller signals, and thus their smaller or 

shallower sources (Figure A.2).  
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Figure A.2. The importance of proper survey design 

Diagram illustrating the importance of grid design.  Profile 1 (blue dashed line) corresponds to the 
total magnetic field signal from dipole 1, the shallower blue-dashed dipole, and profile 2 (black 
dashed line) corresponds to the total magnetic field signal from the deeper black-dashed dipole.  
Profile 3 (red line) illustrates the importance of station density – if measurements of the magnetic 
field for the shallower source are only taken at the white dots, the signal is completely lost, and 
appears as a straight line.  The importance of grid extent for detecting deeper sources can be 
seen by comparing the difference in values at points A and B for profiles 1 and 2.  F, the 
difference between points A and B on profile 1 (shallow source), is much larger than f, the 
corresponding difference on profile 2 (deeper source).  In a real survey, it is possible that f would 
be smaller than the noise level of the instrument, making both measurements effectively the 
same, and erasing the signature from the deeper source.  In this case,  the deeper source could 
only be detected if more stations were measured on either side of A and B that would detect a 
greater difference in the magnetic signal.  Conversely, the larger value of F makes it much more 
likely that a difference in magnetic field, and hence a magnetic source, will be readily apparent for 
the shallower source. 
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Diurnal Corrections and Base Stations 

Fluctuations in Earth’s external field will cause variations in magnetic field with a 

24 hour period that corresponds to the changing intensity of the sun’s magnetic energy 

(Telford et al., 1990; Witten, 2006).  For precision work, or where diurnal variations are 

expected to be much larger than anomalies, it is advisable to monitor these variations 

with a continuously recording magnetic base station or through repeat occupations of a 

base station (Nishida and Miyajima, 1984; Telford et al., 1990; Gudmundsson and 

Milsom, 1997; Del Negro and Napoli, 2002; Hurst et al., 2004; Napoli et al., 2007; 

Jutzeler et al., 2011). 

Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements 

Magnetic susceptibility works in inversions of magnetic data the same way that 

density functions in inversion of gravity data.   Thus where possible, it is important to 

measure the magnetic susceptibility of samples from representative rock types in the 

survey area (Telford et al., 1990).  These measurements are typically done in the lab, 

but there also exist devices that will measure this property in the field.  Where it is not 

possible to obtain samples of relevant rock types in the study area, petrologically similar 

samples from the same region can be an acceptable substitute (Del Negro and Napoli, 

2002).  It is not necessary to get too specific with rock types for the purposes of 

modeling – typically, inversions will include units such as “lava flows”, “volcanoclastics”, 

or “sediments” rather than referring to specific geological units (Telford et al., 1990; Del 

Negro and Napoli, 2002). 

Airborne Survey Design 

The main variables in planning an airborne survey are measurement frequency, 

flight elevation, and flight line spacing and orientation.  Since the magnetometers used in 

modern surveys (typically optically pumped magnetometers for airborne surveys) cannot 

measure continuously, spacing of measurements is determined by the cycling speed of 

the magnetometer and the speed of the aircraft (Lenat and Aubert, 1982; Telford et al., 

1990; García et al., 1997; Paoletti et al., 2004; De Ritis et al., 2005; García et al., 2007; 

Okubo et al., 2009; Okuma et al., 2009).   
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As the signal from smaller features attenuates more rapidly with distance, survey 

elevations are chosen depending on the size and depth of expected subsurface 

structures – lower elevation surveys will pick up shallower structures, and higher 

elevation surveys will reveal deeper structures (Telford et al., 1990; Paoletti et al., 2004).  

Flight elevations for previous studies in volcanic regions range from 10s to 100s of 

meters (Paoletti et al., 2004; Okubo et al., 2009) to kilometers (Lenat and Aubert, 1982; 

García et al., 1997).  Topography is also a constraint on flight elevations – a constant 

flight elevation of 70 m will be impossible over the whole survey area if the survey area 

includes a 300 m high volcano.  To this end, draped surveys, in which a constant 

clearance (usually 100-150 m) is maintained, are a possible solution for resolving 

smaller features, although this method is more costly and difficult and of debatable 

benefit (Lenat and Aubert, 1982; Telford et al., 1990; De Ritis et al., 2005; Okuma et al., 

2009; García et al., 2007).  

 

Figure A.3.  An example of flight paths for an airborne magnetic survey 

From a magnetic survey of Sakurajima Volcano, Japan (reproduced with permission from Okubo 
et al., 2009). 
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Flight lines in an airborne survey are ideally oriented parallel to each other for 

ease of data processing and inversion (Telford et al., 1990).  For surveys over volcanic 

terrain, these lines are usually spaced 100-500 m apart.  Tie lines, with a larger spacing, 

are also flown perpendicular to flight lines to check measurements at the intersections of 

tie lines and survey lines (García et al., 1997; Paoletti et al., 2004; De Ritis et al., 2005; 

García et al., 2007; Okubo et al., 2009; Okuma et al., 2009).  See for Figure A.3 an 

example of a measurement grid for an airborne survey at Sakrurajima volcano, Japan by 

Okubo et al. (2009). 

Marine Survey Design 

The conditions affecting marine survey design are very similar to those affecting 

airborne surveys, so the principles covered in the previous section may also be applied 

to marine surveys. 

Ground Survey Design 

For a ground survey, rough volcanic terrain will make it very difficult or impossible 

to achieve a regular grid (Del Negro and Napoli, 2002; Napoli et al., 2007; Jutzeler et al., 

2011).  In this case the resolution of the survey will be dependent on the spacing of 

survey lines rather than the spacing of points along the line (Napoli et al., 2007).  When 

planning your survey, search out any areas of flat, accessible ground for areas where 

you can walk a regular grid, and in areas of rougher terrain search for paths that will 

allow profiles at convenient orientations and spacings.  In areas where neither of these 

options are available, some limited coverage may be achieved by taking punctual 

measurements at points rather than along profiles, although this is sub-optimal as lower 

station spacing will miss shorter wave-length features.  See for Figure A.4 an example of 

a measurement grid for a ground survey at El Chichón volcano, Mexico by Jutzeler et al. 

(2011). 
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Figure A.4. An example of the measurement grid for a ground-based magnetic 
survey 

From Jutzeler et al. (2011) (reproduced with permission).  White dots are measurement locations. 

Data Acquisition 

Each survey type has several elements that need to be taken into account in 

order to obtain the best data quality possible.  In general, it is imperative to ensure that 

the influence of anthropogenic magnetic fields or small magnetic fields caused by the 

proximity of ferro-magnetic material is minimized as much as possible (Telford et al., 

1990; Witten, 2006).  Magnetic surveys should not be conducted during magnetic 

storms, as the much greater strength of the external field during such storms may 

obscure smaller magnetic signals in the survey area (Telford et al., 1990).  Accurate 

position data is also of paramount importance, since if the location of the measurements 

is not known the measurement is useless, and the accuracy of any models produced is 

dependent not only on the quality of the magnetic data but also on the quality of the 
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positions (Telford et al., 1990; Witten, 2006).  Here we present method-specific 

guidelines for conducting a successful magnetic survey. 

Airborne Data Acquisition 

For airborne surveys, the positioning of the magnetometer relative to the aircraft 

is important to minimize effects from the magnetic field of the aircraft.  Typically, the 

magnetometer is towed behind the aircraft in a special housing called a “bird”.  

Alternatively, the magnetometer can be mounted on the edge of the plane (on the tail or 

a wingtip), but this is done less frequently as this method requires damping designed 

specifically for each aircraft, essentially requiring aircraft specifically engineered to 

conduct magnetic surveys (Telford et al., 1990).   

Accurate positioning of the magnetometer is also of paramount importance in 

these types of surveys. Typically the aircraft itself will have GPS (Global Positioning 

System) navigation (Paoletti et al., 2004; De Ritis et al., 2005; García et al., 2007; Okubo 

et al., 2009; Okuma et al., 2009) and sometimes the bird housing the magnetometer 

may also carry a GPS positioning device (Okubo et al., 2009).  Ideally, this GPS data 

should be corrected with data from a continuously recording GPS station for maximum 

accuracy (García et al., 2007). 

Marine Data Acquisition 

As with survey design, field operations for a marine magnetic survey are very 

similar to an airborne survey.  Again, the magnetometer must be towed behind the boat 

in a “fish” to minimize effects from the boat’s  magnetic field, typically 150 to 300 m 

behind and 15 m below the surface (Telford et al., 1990), although if the boat contains 

less ferromagnetic material, as for a rubber dinghy, this towing distance may be 

decreased (Del Negro and Napoli, 2002).  GPS position is either recorded from the boat 

or the fish (Del Negro and Napoli, 2002).  For better data spacing and quality, the boat 

should be driven at slower speeds (Witten, 2006). 
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Ground Data Acquisition 

Ground surveys are performed using two different methods – here referred to as 

“walk mag” and “station mag”.  In walk mag, the magnetometer is mounted on an 

aluminum backpack frame, and the magnetometer records continuously as the operator 

walks the survey lines, much like an airborne survey (GEM Systems Inc.).  To obtain the 

best quality data, the operator should strive to maintain a slow and steady pace to 

maintain a uniform spacing of data points along the line (Witten, 2006).  Positioning is 

usually done with a handheld GPS unit, giving an accuracy of about 5 m (e.g., Zurek and 

Williams-Jones, 2013).  In an interesting alternative to walking, a ground magnetic 

survey of Etna volcano by Del Negro and Napoli (2002) mounted the magnetometer on 

an aluminum bike frame.   

Station mag is a slower way of performing ground magnetic surveys, in which the 

operator stops at certain intervals along survey lines to take measurements.  This 

method may be preferable in very rough terrain where it is impossible for the operator to 

walk easily and keep the sensor pole vertical.  In this configuration, the magnetometer is 

mounted on top of an aluminum pole and held stationary and as vertical as possible over 

the measurement site while recording (GEM Systems Inc.). 

Avoiding unwanted magnetic signals is much more of a concern with ground 

magnetic surveys as the operator will likely encounter ferromagnetic materials at much 

closer range than in an airborne or marine survey (Telford et al., 1990).  To this end, the 

operator should take care to avoid metal objects and any electrical lines, as well as 

removing as much ferromagnetic material from his or her person as possible (GEM 

Systems Inc.; Telford et al., 1990). 

Errors in ground surveys will primarily come from the precision of the 

magnetometer, environmental noise, the movement of the sensor in walk mag, and 

imprecise location data.  The precision of the magnetometer itself will generally be in the 

single nT range, as an example, the GEM Systems Overhauser Meter has an absolute 

accuracy of 0.2 nT (GEM Systems Inc.).  Environmental noise can vary widely in 

magnitude from a few nT to enough noise to render a survey impossible (Witten, 2006).   
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Movement of the sensor while surveying can create noise - the magnitude greatly 

depends on the sensor.   Because a proton precession magnetometer measures total 

field, theoretically a change in the angle of the sensor should not have an effect on the 

measurement as the measurement is always a sum of the directional components of the 

field (GEM Systems Inc.; Telford et al., 1990), although the orientation of the sensor 

should still be within about 45 degrees of the Earth’s field (Witten, 2006).    

For a fluxgate magnetometer in which the different directional components of the 

field are measured separately, orientation becomes much more important.  If the meter 

is not vertical, the measurement will not represent the true magnitude of the various 

components.  In this case the errors from improperly orienting the sensor can potentially 

be in the range of 100s of nT (Witten, 2006), although this is the upper end for these 

errors. 

Data processing 

After a magnetic survey is completed, the magnetic data is typically processed in 

order to clean up data, remove unwanted signals, and clarify and emphasize anomalies 

for further analysis.   

Basics 

The data processing steps in these sections should be considered the standard 

for processing magnetic data to a state where it is fit for presentation or analysis.  Later 

on, we will cover more advanced processing steps that can enhance certain features of 

the data if desired. 

Error Removal 

The first step, as with any data set, is to manually check the data for errors – 

unreasonable spikes or gaps in the data, or data points with bad signal quality.  This can 

be easily done by plotting the data as a time series (Paoletti et al., 2004).  The next step, 

if data are available, is to remove diurnal variations, typically recorded by a continuously 

running magnetometer or via repeat measurements at a base station (Telford et al., 

1990; García et al., 1997; Del Negro and Napoli, 2002; Paoletti et al., 2004; De Ritis et 

al., 2005; García et al., 2007; Okubo et al., 2009; Okuma et al., 2009).  However, if 
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diurnal variations are considerably smaller than the detected anomalies, this step can be 

neglected if desired (Lenat and Aubert, 1982; Nishida and Miyajima, 1984; Jutzeler et 

al., 2011).   

IGRF Removal 

The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF), which represents the 

slowly changing value of the main magnetic field of the Earth, is also commonly removed 

from the data to emphasize local anomalies in the magnetic field (Telford et al., 1990).  

However, if the variation in the IGRF over the survey area is small enough (10s of nT) 

this step can be neglected (Lenat and Aubert, 1982; Nishida and Miyajima, 1984; Napoli 

et al., 2007).  The IGRF is analogous to the geoid in gravity – where the geoid 

represents an idealized equipotential surface, the IGRF represents the idealized 

calculation of the Earth’s magnetic field (Finlay et al., 2010; Lowes, 2010).  Each IGRF 

model is calculated in 5 year epochs (Lowes, 2010).  New generations of the IGRF are 

calculated every few years, the most recent generation having been published in 2010 

(see Finlay et al. 2010 for a discussion of the most recent model).   

Airborne Specific 

Data from airborne surveys requires some additional corrections specific to this 

type of survey.  Corrections typically include data leveling – minimizing differences in  

measurements at the intersections of survey lines and tie lines (Telford et al., 1990; 

Paoletti et al., 2004).  Airborne data also must be corrected for heading errors and 

directional anomalies (errors resulting from the orientation of the aircraft) (Telford et al., 

1990; Paoletti et al., 2004).  

Advanced Data Processing 

In this section we present some more advanced methods for processing 

magnetic data beyond simply cleaning the data and removing unwanted magnetic 

signals.  The following sections describe techniques that can be applied to highlight 

anomalies and aid interpretation of magnetic data.   
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Regional Trends and Thresholds 

If regional data are available, it may sometimes be possible to remove regional 

trends to highlight more local anomalies (Jutzeler et al., 2011).  It is also customary to 

choose a threshold value to serve as a comparison level for anomalies.  The purpose of 

this threshold is to determine which anomalies are negative and which are positive 

relative to the magnetic field in the survey area.  This can either be an average value 

derived from regional trends, or a slightly more computationally complex least squares 

fitted curve derived from upward continuation (explained below) of data (Nishida and 

Miyajima, 1984; Napoli et al., 2007).   

Data Continuation 

Upward continuation is a technique often applied to magnetic data in order to 

simplify complex signals.  Because of the way magnetic fields function mathematically, if 

the field on the surface is known (in this case, the surface on which the data was 

acquired, either the ground, the water, or the elevation in the air), it is possible to 

calculate the field on another surface above the measurement surface, assuming there 

are no magnetic bodies in between these two surfaces (Telford et al., 1990).  Upward 

continuation has the effect of suppressing small scale features, making it easier to 

discern deeper anomalies (Telford et al., 1990).  As most calculation methods for  

upward continuation require data to be a on a grid, problems may arise with data that is 

not on a grid, as is often the case for ground based surveys where rough terrain will 

preclude the possibility of a gridded survey.  To address this issue, Napoli et al. (2007) 

suggests first upward continuing the data using methods for scattered data from Fedi et 

al. (1999) and then interpolating the data to a grid for continued analysis. 

Downward continuation is also possible using the same mathematical principles 

as upward continuation.  The effect in this case is to sharpen shallow anomalies rather 

than suppressing them (Telford et al., 1990).  

Reduction to the Pole 

Because magnetic surveys are often done in areas where magnetic field lines 

are not vertical (i.e., anywhere between the North or South magnetic poles), anomalies 

in the resultant maps are often shifted horizontally away from their sources.  The 
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correction for this is called “reduction to the pole”, in which the magnetic map is 

recalculated to represent the map that would result if the survey had been done in an 

area of a vertical magnetic field (García et al., 1997).  The end result is anomalies that 

lie directly above their sources (Del Negro and Napoli, 2002).  The method for this is 

described in detail by Bhattacharyya (1964).   

Topography Corrections 

The rough terrain in volcanic areas can sometimes cause false anomalies in 

magnetic data if not corrected (Napoli et al., 2007).  The basic idea of a terrain correction 

is to calculate the magnetic effect of the shape of the terrain, down to a certain depth, 

and then subtract this effect from your magnetic data.  An example of a very simple 

terrain correction is found in Nishida and Miyajima (1984), in which the authors 

approximate the shape of the volcanic edifice with two cones of uniform magnetization, 

calculate the pattern of magnetic anomalies from these two cones, and then compare 

this anomaly pattern with the anomaly patterns they observe in their data to ascertain 

which anomalies are real and which are simply terrain effects. 

With the advent of more advanced computing, a common method is to use 

detailed topographic maps or digital elevation models to model the terrain as several 

prisms of a certain area, vertical extent, and magnetization.  The magnetic anomalies 

resulting from this simulated terrain are then calculated and subtracted from the original 

magnetic data (García et al., 1997; De Ritis et al., 2005; Okubo et al., 2009; Okuma et 

al., 2009).  The average magnetization used in the terrain modeling can be taken from 

magnetic susceptibility measurements on samples from the survey area (García et al., 

1997; Del Negro and Napoli, 2002), or the average magnetization can be calculated 

from measured magnetic data following the methods of Okuma et al. (2009) and Okubo 

et al. (2009).  

Modeling of Magnetic Data 

As modeling magnetic data is a field unto itself, we will only briefly outline the 

options available.  With advances in modeling methodology and software, 3-D inversions 

of magnetic data are feasible in most cases.  UBCGIF’s MAG3D is an excellent software 

package available for free under educational (limited numbers of data points and model 
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cells) and academic licenses (unlimited numbers of data points and model cells, 

affiliation with an institution required) (UBC Geophysical Inversion Facility, 2006b; UBC 

Geophysical Inversion Facility, 2013).  If for some reason a 3-D inversion is not feasible, 

2.5-D inversion programs are also available.  2.5-D programs invert magnetic data for a 

solution assuming variation in magnetic properties along two axes (e.g., the  x and z 

axes) while holding one axis uniform (e.g., the y axis).  

Time Lapse Surveys 

Apart from static surveys that aim to investigate the subsurface structure of a 

volcano, magnetic surveys can also be used for time lapse studies that study magnetic 

changes related to volcanic activity.  These studies can be accomplished with a network 

of continuously recording magnetometers – continuous studies – or by repeatedly 

surveying a constant network of benchmarks – dynamic studies. 

Types of sources 

Where static surveys look for structures, time lapse surveys look for changes in 

the magnetic field due to thermomagnetic, piezomagnetic, and electrokinetic effects.  

These magnetic field changes can be roughly grouped according to process rate.  Hurst 

et al. (2004) state that slow magnetic changes (over months to years)  are nearly always 

due to the thermomagnetic effect of rocks being heated past the Curie point, which 

causes them to lose their magnetization.  These can be very large (100s of nT) or small 

(10s of nT) (Rikitake and Yokoyama, 1955; Hurst and Christoffel, 1973; Hurst et al., 

2004).  Rapid changes (hours to days), usually of small amplitude (10s of nT) are 

typically from piezomagnetic  or electrokinetic effects (Johnston and Stacey, 1969; 

Zlotnicki and Bof, 1998).  Piezomagnetic changes are magnetic changes resulting from 

stress changes altering the direction of magnetization in rocks (Johnston and Stacey, 

1969), and electrokinetic changes arise from the magnetic effects of groundwater flow 

(Zlotnicki and Mouël, 1988).   
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Dynamic Surveys 

Data Acquisition 

In a dynamic magnetic survey, a constant network of benchmarks is surveyed 

periodically every few months to a year.  Long term dynamic surveys are best in systems 

where large magnetic changes are observed – otherwise the effort of surveying is hard 

to justify (Hurst et al., 2004).  This method is attractive as a long term, relatively 

inexpensive monitoring method for an active system as the only equipment it requires is 

a magnetometer and supplies for creating benchmarks.  In many volcanic systems (i.e. , 

Kilauea, Johnson et al., 2010) networks of benchmarks already exist for leveling 

surveys, so it is a relatively simple matter to add magnetic surveying to already existing 

monitoring programs.   

For modeling purposes, it is ideal if the monitoring network is on a grid, but this is 

usually nearly impossible in volcanic terrain, where benchmark location is determined 

with consideration to  accessibility and stability as much as to location.  These survey 

locations may also change due to changing locations of volcanic activity.    

As with static surveys, diurnal variations should be removed from magnetic data 

if possible.   The best method for this is to use records from a continuously recording 

magnetic base station if available (Tanaka, 1993).  Alternatively, during dynamic surveys 

carried out on White Island, New Zealand, by Hurst et al. (2004), each survey of the 

network included reoccupations of the base station every 30 to 60 minutes to record 

these diurnal variations.    All station measurements should be normalized to this stable 

base station (Tanaka, 1993). 

Data Processing 

When processing dynamic magnetic data, the base station is assumed to be 

stable and all other measurements are compared to this base station.  This is done for 

each day of surveying such that all the readings completed in one day will be compared 

to the base station reading for that day only to minimize time-varying effects (Tanaka, 

1993; Hurst et al., 2004).  To check that the base is in fact stable,  readings or 

continuous measurements should be compared with the  IGRF  to ensure that the 
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readings at the base station reflect the regional field only, and not local changes from the 

volcano (Hurst et al., 2004).     

Given the temporal resolution of dynamic surveys (weeks to years), changes in 

the magnetic field are typically best explained as the signal from the demagnetization of 

a body of rock, as all other processes happen too quickly to be captured by a dynamic 

survey.  In general, the demagnetization of a body will produce a decrease in magnetic 

field above and to the north of the source, and an increase in the magnetic field to the 

south of a source (Hurst et al., 2004).  The scale of this signal will depend on the depth 

and size of the source.  Large sources will have stronger signals than smaller sources, 

and shallow sources will have spatially tightly constrained, high amplitude signals while 

deeper sources will have more spread out, lower amplitude signals (see earlier section 

on measurement grid design for static surveys). 

Continuous Surveys 

Data Acquisition 

Continuous magnetic surveys are ideal for monitoring rapidly changing magnetic 

effects (such as electro-kinetic or piezomagnetic effects) that dynamic surveys would 

miss.  However,  the additional infrastructure needed to install these continuously 

recording stations usually limits their geographic range.  At a bare minimum, two stations 

are necessary to separate local signals from external signals by comparing data form the 

two stations to see which signals are common to both (Davis et al., 1984; Tanaka, 

1993).  As with a dynamic survey, there should be a base station outside of the area 

affected by volcanic activity to which all other stations should be normalized when 

viewing data (Tanaka, 1993; Del Negro et al., 1997).  To ensure that the base station is 

stable, data from this base station should be compared with a more distal geomagnetic 

observatory (Tanaka, 1993).  To better detect NS directed anomalies and partially 

cancel the effects of terrain, stations on the volcano should form N-S and E-W profiles, 

symmetric with respect to volcanic features (Tanaka, 1993; Del Negro et al., 1997).  
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Figure A.5. An example setup for a continuously monitoring magnetic station 

(reproduced from Del Negro et al. (2002) under a Creative Commons License). 

Del Negro et al. (2002) describe in detail an example of a continuous magnetic 

monitoring system at Mt. Etna.  Figure A.5  shows the components of a continuously 

recording magnetic station.  These stations should be sited in areas of low cultural noise 

(telephone poles, cell antennae, etc.) and in areas of low magnetic gradients (Tanaka, 

1993; Del Negro et al., 2002).  In a continuous magnetic survey on Aso Volcano, Japan, 

magnetic sensors were covered with a triangular shield to partially prevent the buildup of 

ash on the sensor, even so, ashfall around the site could cause magnetic signals of 5 to 

10 nT in amplitude (Tanaka, 1993).  Tanaka (1993) also noted that errors of 5-10 nT 

resulted when the pole upon which the sensor was mounted was not at vertical.  
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Data Processing 

With continuous magnetic data, the most difficult part is teasing out a reliable 

signal that is not swamped by noise.  Del Negro et al. (1997) observed that it was often 

easier to see a reliable signal when data from each station were compared to the base 

station (Figure A.6).  In high-noise situations, taking a daily or hourly average can better 

reveal trends otherwise obscured by noise (Davis et al., 1984; Del Negro et al., 1997).  

In addition, cross-correlating signals between stations can help establish which signals 

are real and which are artifacts or local noise (Del Negro et al., 2002). 

 

Figure A.6. Continuous magnetic data from an eruption of Mt. Etna  

(reproduced with permission from Del Negro et al. 1997).  The top profile is the difference in 
readings from two stations, the bottom profile is one station alone.  Note how much clearer the 
signals associated with volcanic activity are on the difference profile vs. the single station profile. 
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Useful Information and Examples 

IGRF models for performing corrections may be found here: 

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html 

To aid the reader, we have included a set of references sorted by method that 

may be of use as examples of survey practice and data handling. 

 

 

Table A-1. Useful sources for magnetic surveys sorted by method 

Airborne Static Surveys 

De Ritis, R., Blanco-Montenegro, I., Ventura, G., and Chiappini, M., 2005, Aeromagnetic data provide new 
insights on the volcanism and tectonics of Vulcano Island and offshore areas (southern Tyrrhenian Sea, 
Italy): Geophysical Research Letters, v. 32, no. 15, p. L15305, doi: 10.1029/2005GL023465. 

García, A., Blanco, I., Torta, J.M., and Socías, I., 1997, High-resolution aeromagnetic survey of the Teide 
volcano (Canary Islands): a preliminary analysis: Annals of Geophysics, v. 40, no. 2, p. 329–359. 

García, A., Chiappini, M., Blanco-Montenegro, I., Carluccio, R., Caracciolo, F.D.A., Ritis, R. De, Nicolosi, I., 
Pignatelli, A., Sánchez, N., and Boschi, E., 2007, High resolution aeromagnetic anomaly map of Tenerife, 
Canary Islands: Annals of Geophysics, v. 50, no. 5, p. 689–697. 

Lenat, J., and Aubert, M., 1982, Structure of Piton de la Fournaise volcano (La Reunion Island, Indian 
Ocean) from magnetic investigations. An illustration of the analysis of magnetic data in a volcanic: Journal 
of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 12, no. 3-4, p. 361–392. 

Okubo, A., Kanda, W., Tanaka, Y., Ishihara, K., Miki, D., Utsugi, M., Takayama, T., and Fukushima, M., 
2009, Apparent magnetization intensity map on Sakurajima Volcano, Kyushu, Japan, inferred from low-
altitude, high-density helicopter-borne aeromagnetic surveys: Tectonophysics, v. 478, no. 1-2, p. 34–42, 
doi: 10.1016/j.tecto.2008.07.020. 

Okuma, S., Stotter, C., Supper, R., Nakatsuka, T., Furukawa, R., and Motschka, K., 2009, Aeromagnetic 
constraints on the subsurface structure of Stromboli Volcano, Aeolian Islands, Italy: Tectonophysics, v. 
478, no. 1-2, p. 19–33, doi: 10.1016/j.tecto.2009.02.035. 

Paoletti, V., Fedi, M., Florio, G., Supper, R., and Rapolla, A., 2004, The new integrated aeromagnetic map 
of the Phlegrean Fields volcano and surrounding areas: Annals of Geophysics, v. 47, no. 5, p. 1569–1580. 

Marine Static Surveys 

Del Negro, C., and Napoli, R., 2002, Ground and marine magnetic surveys of the lower eastern flank of Etna 
volcano (Italy): Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 114, no. 3-4, p. 357–372. 
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Lenat, J., and Aubert, M., 1982, Structure of Piton de la Fournaise volcano (La Reunion Island, Indian 
Ocean) from magnetic investigations. An illustration of the analysis of magnetic data in a volcanic: Journal 
of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 12, no. 3-4, p. 361–392. 

Ground Static Surveys 

Connor, C.B., Lane-Magsino, S., Stamatakos, J.A., Martin, R.H., La Femina, P.C., Hill, B.E., and Lieber, S., 
1997, Magnetic Surveys Help Reassess Volcanic Hazards at Yucca Mountain, Nevada: Eos, v. 78, no. 73, 
77-78. 

Del Negro, C., and Napoli, R., 2002, Ground and marine magnetic surveys of the lower eastern flank of Etna 
volcano (Italy): Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 114, no. 3-4, p. 357–372. 

Gudmundsson, M., and Milsom, J., 1997, Gravity and magnetic studies of the subglacial Grímsvötn volcano, 
Iceland: implications for crustal and thermal structure: Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 102, no. B4, p. 
7691–7704. 

Jutzeler, M., Varley, N., and Roach, M., 2011, Geophysical characterization of hydrothermal systems and 
intrusive bodies, El Chichón volcano (Mexico): Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 116, no. B4, p. 1–13, 
doi: 10.1029/2010JB007992. 

Napoli, R., Currenti, G., and Del Negro, C., 2007, Internal structure of Ustica volcanic complex (Italy) based 
on a 3D inversion of magnetic data: Bulletin of Volcanology, v. 69, no. 8, p. 869–879, doi: 10.1007/s00445-
007-0115-8. 

Nishida, Y., and Miyajima, E., 1984, Subsurface structure of Usu volcano, Japan as revealed by detailed 
magnetic survey: Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 22, no. 3-4, p. 271–285. 

Dynamic Time-Lapse Surveys 

Hurst, A.W., and Christoffel, D.A., 1973, Surveillance of White Island Volcano, 1968–1972: New Zealand 
Journal of Geology and Geophysics, v. 16, no. 4, p. 965–972, doi: 10.1080/00288306.1973.10555236. 

Hurst, A.W., Rickerby, P.C., Scott, B.J., and Hashimoto, T., 2004, Magnetic field changes on White Island, 
New Zealand, and the value of magnetic changes for eruption forecasting: Journal of Volcanology and 
Geothermal Research, v. 136, no. 1-2, p. 53–70, doi: 10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2004.03.017. 

Tanaka, Y., 1993, Eruption mechanism as inferred from geomagnetic changes with special attention to the 
1989–1990 activity of Aso volcano: Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 56, p. 319–338, 
doi: 10.1016/0377-0273(93)90024-L. 

Continuous Time-Lapse Surveys 

Davis, P.M., Pierce, D.R., McPherron, R.L., Dzurisin, D., Murray, T., Johnston, M.J.S., and Mueller, R., 
1984, A volcanomagnetic observation on Mount St. Helens, Washington: Geophysical Research Letters, v. 
11, no. 3, p. 233–236. 

Del Negro, C., Ferrucci, F., and Napoli, R., 1997, Retrieval of large volcanomagnetic effects observed 
during the 1981 eruption of Mt. Etna: Annali Di Geofisica, v. 40, no. 2, p. 547–562. 

Del Negro, C., Napoli, R., and Sicali, A., 2002, Automated system for magnetic monitoring of active 
volcanoes: Bulletin of Volcanology, v. 64, no. 2, p. 94–99, doi: 10.1007/s00445-001-0186-x. 

Tanaka, Y., 1993, Eruption mechanism as inferred from geomagnetic changes with special attention to the 
1989–1990 activity of Aso volcano: Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 56, no. 3, p. 319–
338, doi: 10.1016/0377-0273(93)90024-L. 
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Appendix B:  Total Magnetic Field Measurements of Cerro 
Negro 

Introduction and Overview 

During our two field seasons in 2012 and 2013, we collected total magnetic field 

data in hopes of imaging shallow subsurface structures that would not be detectable with 

the gravity survey.  However, the data we collected did not display sufficient signal to 

merit intensive interpretation or inversion, due largely to limited spatial coverage in rough 

terrain around the volcano and partially to a lack of good quality, strong anomalies 

detected in areas with sufficient coverage.  For the sake  of completeness, the magnetic 

data is included here, although we will refrain from extensive analysis. 

Methodology 

Please see Appendix A for detailed coverage of the background theory, field 

practices, and corrections involved in total magnetic field surveys.  A GEM Systems 

Overhauser Magnetometer was used to measure the total magnetic field at Cerro Negro.  

Measurements from the first season included a grid of measurement lines in the ash 

plain to the southwest of Cerro Negro measured in “walk mag” mode (A and B in Figure 

B.1) and along the road leading to the interpretation center in “station” mode (BOUG to 

CNG2 in Figure B.1).  During the second field season profiles along paths to the 

northwest, south, and east of Cerro Negro’s cone and one profile on the cone itself were 

completed in “walk mag” mode (C,D,E,F and G in Figure B.1).  Measurement locations 

were limited by extremely rugged ‘a’a flows to the north of the cone and dense 

vegetation elsewhere.   

Magnetic data were not corrected for diurnal variations as we lacked an 

additional magnetometer to act as a continuous base station or access to continuous 

magnetic data from an observatory.  To minimize the effects of these diurnal variations 

surveys were not performed on days in which magnetic storms occurred.  Data was 

quality checked and spurious data points were removed. 
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Figure B.1. Krigged map of total magnetic field measurements at Cerro Negro.   

Anomalies marked with capital letters are discussed in the text.  Because of the sparseness of 
the measurements, apparent anomalies not located close to measurements points should not be 
regarded as valid. 

 

Results 

The total magnetic field showed few changes or high-amplitude anomalies 

across the profiles we measured at Cerro Negro (Figure B.1).  The strongest anomalies 

measured in the survey were two pairs of positive and negative anomalies in the ash 

plain grid (A and B in Figure B.1), paired positive and negative anomalies along the rim 

of the 1992 crater (C in Figure B.1), strong negative anomalies along the southern and 

central portions of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo profile (D in Figure B.1), and a strong 

positive/negative anomaly pair in the far northern portion of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo Profile 

(E in Figure B.1).  A few weak positive/negative pair anomalies were detected along the 

southern profile (F in Figure B.1) and a few weak negative anomalies were measured in 

the Rota profiles (G in Figure B.1). 
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Discussion 

Although the sparseness and weakness of the total magnetic field anomalies in 

this data set makes inferences about deeper volcanic structures effectively impossible, it 

is possible to make educated guesses about the origin of some individual anomalies.  As 

the negative anomalies along the southern portion of the Las Pilas-El Hoyo profile (D in 

Figure B.1) are co-located with an area of active hydrothermal activity, it is likely that 

these magnetic lows reflect the demagnetization of volcanic rocks through hydrothermal 

alteration.  Given the regional stress regime that favours north-south extensional faults 

(La Femina et al., 2002), the series of weak paired negative/positive anomalies along the 

southern profile (F in Figure B.1), and the paired negative/positive anomalies on Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo (E in Figure B.1) could represent north-south trending fractures or faults 

(La Femina et al., 2002; La Femina et al., 2004).  The southeastern pair of 

negative/positive anomalies in the ash plain (B in Figure B.1) overlies the exposed edge 

of the 1968 lava flow (Figure B.1) (McKnight, 1995; McKnight and Williams, 1997).  

Given that the ash plain covers other lava flows in this region (Figure B.1) (McKnight, 

1995; McKnight and Williams, 1997), it is likely that the anomaly pair in the northwest of 

the ash plain is related to a branch of the same flow or a different flow from Cerro Negro.  

The positive/negative anomaly pair on the rim of the 1992 crater at Cerro Negro (C in 

Figure B.1) could reflect a dike or small lava dome in the summit area.  As no obvious 

hydrothermal alteration was observed along the Rota profiles (G in Figure B.1) and there 

are no mapped faults in the area, it is unclear what creates the negative anomaly in this 

area. 

There are two problems with this data set that make it of little use to 

understanding structure at Cerro Negro.  First, there are simply insufficient data.  Given 

that the gravity data were more likely to yield information missing in the literature about 

deeper ( >1 km) structure at Cerro Negro, less priority was given to the magnetic data, 

which would yield information about shallower structures that is to some extent already 

covered in the existing literature (e.g., Connor et al., 1996; Salazar et al., 2001; 

Courtland et al., 2012).  With these priorities, profiles were chosen in easily accessible 

areas, i.e. paths or open fields, and our data coverage was accordingly limited.   
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Second, the measured anomalies were very few and generally of rather low 

amplitude.   It is possible that the limited coverage of the survey simply missed features 

that would have produced stronger or numerically more anomalies.  It may also be that 

there is simply not much there – significant accumulations of tephra (Courtland et al., 

2012) with randomly oriented magnetic polarities may be sufficient to obscure signals 

from deeper, more consistently magnetized feature such as dikes, faults, or fractures. 

It is possible that a more extensive total magnetic survey of higher resolution 

could reveal features of more interest.  This would require either a long and arduous 

ground-based magnetic survey or an airborne survey method.  At present, our research 

group is developing a magnetic surveying system in which a fluxgate magnetometer is 

mounted on a mini-UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle). This may prove to be a cost- and 

time-effective method for surveys in rough volcanic terrain.  Future surveys of this 

manner would be able to survey the flanks of the cone, the northern lava fields, and 

surrounding heavily forested areas with much greater ease than a traditional ground-

based survey. 

Conclusion 

We measured the total magnetic field across several profiles at Cerro Negro 

volcano over two field seasons in 2012 and 2013.  In general, the data were not found to 

be very useful due to the sparseness of the profiles and small number of anomalies.  

The survey did detect anomalies possibly related to faulting and hydrothermal alteration 

on Las Pilas-El Hoyo, a possible dike on Cerro Negro’s edifice, and faulting or fracturing 

south of Cerro Negro.  Much better knowledge of shallow subsurface structures could be 

obtained in future surveys through either much more intensive ground surveys of total 

magnetic field or by measuring the total magnetic field through an airborne 

measurement system using miniUAVs. 
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Appendix C:  Dynamic Gravity Measurements at Cerro 
Negro 

Introduction 

In addition to the Bouguer gravity survey completed at Cerro Negro and Las 

Pilas-El Hoyo, we also installed and measured a small network of benchmarks that will 

be a dynamic gravity network to monitor subsurface mass changes at Cerro Negro.  A 

map of all the stations and a data sheet for each station in the network follows to serve 

as an aid for those will measure this network in the future. 

 

Figure C.1. Map of dynamic station locations. 

Station locations marked with black dots. 
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Station Descriptions 

Pillar 

Table C-1. Pillar Site Location and Description 

Location 

Latitude/Longitude 12° 29' 28.57908" N 86° 43' 05.87883" W 

UTM (Easting/Nothing) 530609 1380895 

Elevation (m) 354.678  

Site Description 

A yellow pillar (boundary marker) along the southern road to Cerro Negro, approximately 2 km from the 
interpretation center at Cerro Negro, in front of a sign marking the boundary of the Area Protegida Las Pilas-
El Hoyo.  Gravity and the GPS should be measured on top of the pillar as shown in the photos. 

 

Figure C.2. Gravity measurement with gravimeter on top of pillar 

 

Figure C.3. Measuring GPS location from top of pillar.   
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1999 Vent 

Table C-2 1999 Vent Site Location and Description 

Location 

Latitude/Longitude 12° 30' 00.46275" N   86° 42' 06.26740" W 

UTM (Easting/Nothing) 532407 1381876 

Elevation (m) 486.495  

Site Description 

120 m southwest of the final parking area before the trail up to the top of Cerro Negro’s at the base of the 
1999 fissure in among small trees.  The actual benchmark is a small nail in a flat rock that should be marked 
with a while circle and X.  This benchmark could be difficult to find as it is not immediately next to a very 
recognizable landmark, so rely on the GPS to get you close and then compare with pictures. 

 

Figure C.4. Looking towards the site from alongside the 1999 vent. 

Photo taken just to the west of the parking area, facing south-south-west.  GPS tripod is just 
visible inside red circle marking the location of the site. 
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Figure C.5. Site marked with white paint circle,  located in small grove of trees     

 

Figure C.6. Photograph of survey pin, next to boot. 

This photo was taken before the white paint was applied. 
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BOUG-Casa 

Table C-3. BOUG-Casa Site Location and Description 

Location 

Latitude/Longitude 12° 29' 39.62704" N   86° 42' 09.70581" W 

UTM (Easting/Nothing) 532304 1381236 

Elevation (m) 476.491  

Site Description 

This site is a metal pin in a cement slab partially covered by scoria and dirt just to the south of the 
interpretation center, near the sign.   

 

Figure C.7. Jeffrey Zurek indicates location of BOUG-Casa outside of the Cerro 
Negro interpretation center.   

Photo taken facing roughly northeast. 

 

Figure C.8. Close-up of steel pin marking station location, hammer for scale. 
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Boulder 
Table C-4 Boulder Site Location and Description 

Location 

Latitude/Longitude 12° 30' 14.54245" N   86° 41' 59.24031" W 

UTM (Easting/Nothing) 532619 1382309 

Elevation (m) 532.399  

Site Description 

This site is a metal pin in a large boulder just off the eastern side of the trail up Cerro Negro, on the lava 
flows before the trail climbs the cone itself.  The pin is on the northern half of the boulder, near the highest 
point. 

 

Figure C.9. Jeffrey Zurek and Matilde indicate location of Boulder.   

Photo taken going up the path to Cerro Negro’s summit, facing roughly northwest. 

 

Figure C.10. White paint marking location of Boulder on the boulder. 
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Crater 

Table C-5. Crater Site Location and Description 

Location 

Latitude/Longitude 12° 30' 28.56561" N   86° 42' 02.77675" W 

UTM (Easting/Nothing) 532512 1382739 

Elevation (m) 616.083  

Site Description 

This site is a metal pin in a rounded red rock in the northern part of the 1992 crater, about 5 meters off the 
trail going into the crater on the western side.  It may be visible from the trail up to the rim of the 1992 crater, 
as it is marked with an X and circle in white paint.  

 

Figure C.11. Jeffrey Zurek and Matilde indicate location of Crater on a medium-
sized red boulder in the 1992 crater. 

Photo taken going into the crater on the path into the crater from the eastern side of Cerro Negro, 
facing roughly south. 
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Rim 

Table C-6. Rim Site Location and Description 

Location 

Latitude/Longitude 12° 30' 21.18075" N   86° 42' 06.79316" W 

UTM (Easting/Nothing) 532391 1382513 

Elevation (m) 669.397  

Site Description 

This site is a metal pin in an angular flat grey rock on the southern rim of the 1992 crater, close to the metal 
shed, before the point on the rim where the volcano boarders typically go down the slope.  This site is also 
marked with an X and circled in white paint.  

 

Figure C.12. Jeffrey Zurek and Matilde indicate location of Rim on the southern 
rim of the 1992 crater.  

Photo taken facing southeast. 

 

Figure C.13. Location of Rim marked in white paint on a reddish boulder.   

Photo taken facing southeast. 
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Europa 

Table C-7. Europa Site Location and Description 

Location 

Latitude/Longitude 12° 26' 19.28" N 86° 52' 23.45" W 

UTM (Easting/Nothing) 513783 1375067 

Elevation (m) 112.1  

Site Description 

This site is located on the corner of the wall of Hotel Europa in León, at the base of a raised flower bed.  The 
raised flower bed has three segments that form two corners.  This site is not marked by a pin or paint, but 
the location can be re-established by placing the base plate in the right corner formed by the second and 
third segments of the raised flower bed. 

 

Figure C.14. Photo showing proper location of gravimeter for measurements at 
Europa. 

 

Figure C.15. Diagram of location of Europa Station  
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Appendix D:  Matlab Codes 

Introduction 

In the course of this thesis I wrote several Matlab scripts and functions which 

may prove of use to others working with gravity data.  Each of the codes is presented 

below with a brief introduction.  The codes included in this appendix can be used by 

simply copying the text and pasting it into a new Matlab script. 

Gravity Measurement Grid Planning 

basicgrav.m 

This is a simple routine to calculate the gravitation effect of a spherical source 

with a given depth, volume, and density contrast.  The program prints a text string with 

the maximum gravity change from the source to the screen, and creates a plot of gravity 

versus distance. 

 

function [maxgrav,delgr,r]=basicgrav(delV,rhocon,d,rmax,dynswitch) 
%A basic program for testing simple mogi source gravity changes or 
gravity 
%from a spherical source 
%The Mogi source assumes a Poisson's ratio of 2.5 
%Inputs: delV=volume change in m cubed 
%        rhocon=density contrast between source and crust (kg/m^3) 
%        d=depth center of source 
%        r=maximum distance from source at which to calculate gravity.  
Make this 
%        bigger for larger/deeper sources to be able to see the whole 
signal 
%        dynswitch= 1 for dynamic gravity, 2 for static gravity 
(instead of 
%        change in volume is simply the volume of a spherical source) 
%Outputs: maxgrav=maximum gravity change (ie, gravity change directly 
above 
%         soure in mGal 
%         delgr=vector containing gravity change values (for certain 
%         distances from source) in mGal 
%         r=vector containing distances from source in m 
  
%Constants 
G=6.67e-11;%gravitational constant 
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rhoc=2600;%density of basaltic crust 
nu=.25;%Poisson's ratio 
  
r=linspace(1,10000,rmax);%vector containing distances from source at 
which to calculate gravity change. 
  
switch dynswitch 
    case 1 
        % calculate gravity change (After Dzurisin and Mori 2007) 
        %gravity change due to addition of mass 
        gmass=(G*(rhocon)*delV*(d./(r.^2+d^2).^(3/2)))*1e5;%in mGal 
         
        %gravity change due to uplift from inflating point source 
        ginflate=(2*G*rhoc*(1-nu)*delV*(d./(r.^2+d^2).^(3/2)))*1e5; 
         
        %gravity change due to elastic expansion of crust changing 
density 
        gelastic=(-G*rhoc*(1-2*nu)*delV*(d./(r.^2+d^2).^(3/2)))*1e5; 
         
        %calculate total gravity change in m/s^2 
        delgr=gmass+ginflate+gelastic; 
         
        maxgrav=max(delgr); 
         
        % graph of gravity change (from different contributing factors) 
vs. distance to source 
        figure('name','Gravity Change vs Distance from Source') 
        hold on 
        plot(r,delgr,'k-','LineWidth',2); 
        plot(r,gmass,'r-'); 
        plot(r,ginflate,'b-'); 
        plot(r,gelastic,'g-'); 
        legend('total gravity change','gravity change from mass 
addition','gravity change from uplift','gravity change from elastic 
expansion of crust','Location','SouthOutside'); 
        title({'Gravity Change vs Distance from Source';['Volume 
Change=' num2str(delV) ', Density Contrast=' num2str(rhocon)];[', Depth 
to source=' num2str(d)]}); 
        xlabel('Distance from source (m)'); 
        ylabel('Gravity Change (mGal)') 
         
    case 2 
        %calculate gravity along points in r 
        delgr=((G*rhocon*d*delV)./(r.^2+d^2).^(1.5)).*1e5;%calculate 
gravity signal due to source in mGal 
        maxgrav=max(delgr); 
        figure('name','Gravity vs Distance from Source') 
        hold on 
        %gravity of gravity vs distance to source 
        plot(r,delgr,'k-','LineWidth',2); 
        legend('gravity','Location','SouthOutside'); 
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        title({'Gravity Change vs Distance from Source';['Volume 
Change=' num2str(delV) ', Density Contrast=' num2str(rhocon)];[', Depth 
to source=' num2str(d)]}); 
        xlabel('Distance from source (m)'); 
        ylabel('Gravity Change (mGal)') 
end 
         

CNDikeGridSensitivity.m 

This code calculates whether or not a dike at a given location will be detected 

with the user supplied measurement grid over a range of parameter combinations.  For 

examples of the plots produced using this code, see section 2.2.2.  The parameters 

varied are depth to top of dike, dike depth extent, dike width, and density contrast.  

Ranges of these parameters are defined in the variable “Param” as described in the help 

section of this function.  The output is a set of six plots that show which combinations of 

parameters are detectable or not.  In each plot, one parameter is plotted against 

another, and detectable combinations of parameters are indicated with blue stars and 

non-detectable combinations are indicated by red circles.  If in a plot a parameter 

combination is plotted with a blue star, this means that that parameter combination will 

always be detectable by the measurement grid independent of the third parameter.  If 

the parameter combination is plotted with a  red circle, that parameter combination will 

never be detectable by the measurement grid, also independent of the third parameter.  

If a parameter combination is plotted with both a blue star and a red circle, whether or 

not that parameter combination will be detectable is dependent on the third parameter 

that is not displayed in that plot. 

function CNDikeGridSensitivity(Param,scxy,tolerance,noise,ggridxy) 
% A function that shows how sensitive the grid is to the different 
% parameters for a dike intrusion 
% inputs: Param = Data structure with model parameters. 
%                 Elements should be: 
%                 Param.t = dike thicknesses 
%                 Param.h = dike heights 
%                 Param.l = vertical extents of dike 
%                 Param.rhos = density contrasts for dike 
%                  example parameters 
%                   Param.t=(.5:.5:5);  
%                   Param.h=(500:500:6000); 
%                   Param.l=(500:500:5000); 
%                   Param.rhos=(100:100:1000); 
%         scxy=UTM coordinates of the end points of the dike, 
%                      N first, S second 
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%         tolerance=number of stations necessary so that the source is 
%                   considered "detected" 
%         noise=noise of the meter, .1 mGal for Bouguer, .015 for 
dynamic 
%         ggrid=UTM coordinates of the gravity grid 
  
%%%variables%%% 
t=Param.t; %dike thickness 
h=Param.h;%depth to top of dike 
l=Param.l;%vertical extent of dike 
rhos=Param.rhos; %density contrasts 
G=6.67e-11;%gravitational constant 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%Preallocate N 
NCN=zeros(length(t)*length(h)*length(l)*length(rhos),4); 
counterind=0;%counter variable to keep track of rows. 
goodcountind=0;%holds row locations of detectable parameter 
combinations 
badcountind=0;%holds row locations of undetectable parameter 
combinations 
fullind=zeros(length(t)*length(h)*length(l)*length(rhos),1);%Matrix 
that will hold detectable combinations of parameters 
zeroind=zeros(length(t)*length(h)*length(l)*length(rhos),1);%Matrix 
that will hold undetectable combinations of parameters 
  
  
  
%Do stuff to turn an infinite dike into one that's at least calculated 
finitely  
%Basically, this make it so the code will only calculate gravity 
signals 
%for stations that fall directly on either side of the dike, and not 
past 
%the endpoints.  Because past the endpoints is not easy math, you see. 
  
%find line equation for end points of dike 
pdike=polyfit(scxy(:,1),scxy(:,2),1); 
%define lines that define the exclusion zone 
mexline=-1/pdike(1);%slope of exclusion line 
bx1=scxy(1,2)-(mexline*scxy(1,1));%y intercept to define north 
exclusion line 
bx2=scxy(2,2)-(mexline*scxy(2,1));%y intercept to define south 
exclusion line 
%north exclusion line: y=mexline*x+bx1 
%south exclusion line: y=mexline*x+bx2 
  
%take only stations within exclusion zone for calculations 
%actual stations 
clear i j 
counterindggrid=0; 
ggridinind=zeros(length(ggridxy),1); 
for i=1:length(ggridxy) 
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    counterindggrid=counterindggrid+1; 
    if 
(ggridxy(i,2)<(mexline*ggridxy(i,1)+bx1))&&(ggridxy(i,2)>(mexline*ggrid
xy(i,1)+bx2)) 
        ggridinind(i)=counterindggrid; 
    end 
end 
ggridinind=ggridinind(ggridinind~=0);%take out zeros from indexing 
vector. 
ggridxyin=ggridxy(ggridinind,:);%vector containing coordinates of 
stations within exclusion zone 
  
  
%calculate distance from stations in calculation zone to dike line 
%actual stations 
clear i j 
rgrid=zeros(length(ggridxyin),1); 
for i=1:length(ggridxyin) 
    rgrid(i)=abs((scxy(2,1)-scxy(1,1))*(scxy(1,2)-ggridxyin(i,2))-
(scxy(1,1)-ggridxyin(i,1))*(scxy(2,2)-scxy(1,2)))/sqrt((scxy(2,1)-
scxy(1,1))^2+(scxy(2,2)-scxy(1,2))^2); 
end 
  
%Find which stations are above noise level for all depth/volume/rho 
%combinations 
for i=1:length(t) 
    for j=1:length(h) 
        for k=1:length(l) 
            for squid=1:length(rhos) 
                
delgr=2*G*rhos(squid)*t(i).*log(((h(j)+l(k))^2+rgrid.^2)./(rgrid.^2+h(j
)^2))*1e5; %calculate gravity at each station in mGal 
                goodstat=delgr(delgr>noise);%create a vector containing 
only gravity values above noise 
                counterind=counterind+1; 
                NCN(counterind,1:4)=[t(i) h(j) l(k) rhos(squid)]; 
                  if length(goodstat)>=tolerance %if there are more 
than (tolerance) stations above noise then keep those values, if not, 
put zeros 
                      goodcountind=goodcountind+1;   
                      fullind(goodcountind)=counterind; %INDEXING IS 
YOUR FRIEND 
                  elseif length(goodstat)<tolerance 
                        badcountind=badcountind+1; 
                        zeroind(badcountind)=counterind; 
                  end 
             end 
         end 
     end 
end 
%pare down fullind and zeroind to get rid of un-necessary zeros 
fullind=fullind(fullind~=0);%indices of good combinations 
zeroind=zeroind(zeroind~=0);%indices of bad combinations 
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%plot results 
figure('name','Sensitivity of Grid') 
%thickness vs depth to dike 
subplot(2,3,1) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,2),NCN(fullind,1),'b*')%plot detectable combinations 
plot(NCN(zeroind,2),NCN(zeroind,1),'or')%plot non-detectable 
combinations 
title('Thickness vs Depth to Dike') 
xlabel('Depth to Dike (m)') 
ylabel('Thickness (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 
%thickness vs vertical extent of dike 
subplot(2,3,2) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,3),NCN(fullind,1),'b*')%plot detectable combinations 
plot(NCN(zeroind,3),NCN(zeroind,1),'or')%plot non-detectable 
combinations 
title({['Tolerance= ' num2str(tolerance) ',noise= ' num2str(noise) ', 
source= (' num2str(scxy(1,1)) ',' num2str(scxy(1,2)) ') to (' 
num2str(scxy(2,1)) ',' num2str(scxy(2,2)) ')'];'Thickness vs Vertical 
Extent of Dike'}) 
xlabel('Vertical Extent of Dike (m)') 
ylabel('Thickness (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 
%thickness vs density contrast 
subplot(2,3,3) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,4),NCN(fullind,1),'b*')%plot detectable combinations 
plot(NCN(zeroind,4),NCN(zeroind,1),'or')%plot non-detectable 
combinations 
title('Thickness vs Density Contrast') 
xlabel('Density Contrast (kg/m\^3)') 
ylabel('Thickness (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 
%Depth to Dike vs Vertical Extent of Dike 
subplot(2,3,4) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,3),NCN(fullind,2),'b*')%plot detectable combinations 
plot(NCN(zeroind,3),NCN(zeroind,2),'or')%plot non-detectable 
combinations 
title('Depth to Dike vs Vertical Extent of Dike') 
xlabel('Vertical Extent of Dike (m)') 
ylabel('Depth to Dike (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 
%Depth to Dike vs Density Contrast 
subplot(2,3,5) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,4),NCN(fullind,2),'b*')%plot detectable combinations 
plot(NCN(zeroind,4),NCN(zeroind,2),'or')%plot non-detectable 
combinations 
title('Depth to Dike vs Density Contrast') 
xlabel('Density Contrast (kg/m\^3)') 
ylabel('Depth to Dike (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 
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%Vertical Extent of Dike vs Density Contrast 
subplot(2,3,6) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,4),NCN(fullind,3),'b*')%plot detectable combinations 
plot(NCN(zeroind,4),NCN(zeroind,3),'or')%plot non-detectable 
combinations 
title('Vertical Extent of Dike vs Density Contrast') 
xlabel('Density Contrast (kg/m\^3)') 
ylabel('Vertical Extent of Dike (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 

CNGridSensitivity.m 

This code calculates whether or not a spherical source at a given location will be 

detectable for a given measurement grid over a range of parameters.  For examples of 

plots produced using this code see sections 2.2.2 and 4.7.2.  A parameter combination 

is considered detectable when a source with those parameters causes a gravity signal 

over the noise level at a number of stations at or above the tolerance level.  The noise 

level and tolerance lever are specified by the user.  The source parameters varied 

include depth, volume, and density contrast.  The ranges of these parameters (e.g., 100 

to 500 kg m-3 for density contrast) are supplied in the variable “Param” as described in 

the help section of the function.  The primary output is a set of three plots that indicate 

whether or not the source is detectable for certain parameter combinations.  In each plot, 

one parameter is plotted against another, and detectable combinations of parameters 

are indicated with blue stars and non-detectable combinations are indicated by red 

circles.  If in a plot a parameter combination is plotted with a blue star, this means that 

that parameter combination will always be detectable by the measurement grid 

independent of the third parameter.  If the parameter combination is plotted with a  red 

circle, that parameter combination will never be detectable by the measurement grid, 

also independent of the third parameter.  If a parameter combination is plotted with both 

a blue star and a red circle, whether or not that parameter combination will be detectable 

is dependent on the third parameter that is not displayed in that plot. 

function 
[NCN,fullind,zeroind]=CNGridSensitivity(Param,source,tolerance,xy,noise
) 
% Makes a graph of parameters combinations for a spherical source that 
will  
% and will not be detectable by the user-specified gravity network  
% inputs:Param = structure with three elements named 
"Depths","Volumes", 
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%                 and "Rhos". 
%                   Param.Depths = a column vector with each of the 
source depths to 
%                       be investigated 
%                   Param.Volumes = a column vector with each of the 
source 
%                       volumes to be investigated 
%                   Param.Rhos = a column vector with each of the 
source 
%                       density contrast to be investigated. 
%        source=UTM coordinates for source 
%        tolerance=minimum number of stations for source to be 
considered 
%        "detected" 
%        xy=list of station locations in UTM coords, column vector 
%        noise=noise level of instrument/survey in mGal 
% output:NCN=a matrix containing all combinations used 
%        fullind=indices for combinations in NCN that are detectable 
%        zeroind=indices for combinations in NCN that are not 
detectable 
  
%%%variables%%% 
Depths=Param.Depths;%depths 
Volumes=Param.Volumes;%volumes 
rhos=Param.Rhos; %density contrasts 
G=6.67e-11;%gravitational constant 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Cerro Negro (CN) Source%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Preallocate N 
NCN=zeros(length(Depths)*length(Volumes)*length(rhos),3); 
counterind=0;%counter variable to keep track of rows.   
goodcountind=0;%holds row locations of detectable parameter 
combinations 
badcountind=0;%holds row locations of undetectable parameter 
combinations 
fullind=zeros(length(Depths)*length(Volumes)*length(rhos),1);%Matrix 
that will hold detectable combinations of parameters 
zeroind=zeros(length(Depths)*length(Volumes)*length(rhos),1);%Matrix 
that will hold undetectable combinations of parameters 
  
%If you REALLY want to do it in lat long, be my guest.... 
% %convert lat/lon to local coordinate system with CN as 0,0 
% xy(1:length(ggrid),1:2)=0; 
% for i=1:length(ggrid) 
% xy(i,1:2)=llh2local([ggrid(i,1); ggrid(i,2)],[-86.703339; 
12.506016]); 
% end 
% xy=xy*1000;%convert km to m 
  
  
%calculate distance to source from each station 
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r(1:length(xy))=0;  
for i=1:length(xy) 
    r(i)=sqrt((xy(i,1)-source(1))^2+(xy(i,2)-source(2))^2); 
end 
  
%Find which stations are above noise level for all depth/volume/rho 
%combinations 
for i=1:length(Depths) 
    for j=1:length(Volumes) 
        for k=1:length(rhos) 
            
delgr=((G*rhos(k)*Depths(i)*Volumes(j))./(r.^2+Depths(i)^2).^(1.5)).*1e
5; %calculate gravity at each station in mGal 
            goodstat=delgr(delgr>noise);%creat a vector containing only 
gravity values above noise 
            counterind=counterind+1; 
            NCN(counterind,1:3)=[Depths(i) Volumes(j) rhos(k)]; 
              if length(goodstat)>=tolerance %if there are more than 
(tolerance) stations above noise then keep those values, if not, put 
zeros 
                  goodcountind=goodcountind+1;   
                  fullind(goodcountind)=counterind; %INDEXING IS YOUR 
FRIEND 
              elseif length(goodstat)<tolerance 
                    badcountind=badcountind+1; 
                    zeroind(badcountind)=counterind; 
              end 
         end 
     end 
end 
%pare down fullind and zeroind to get rid of unnecessary zeros 
fullind=fullind(fullind~=0);%indices of good combinations 
zeroind=zeroind(zeroind~=0);%indices of bad combinations 
  
%plot results 
figure('name','Sensitivity of Grid') 
%depth vs volume 
subplot(1,3,1) 
hold on 
plot(log10(NCN(fullind,2)),NCN(fullind,1),'*')%Plot detectable 
combinations 
plot(log10(NCN(zeroind,2)),NCN(zeroind,1),'ro')%Plot non-detectable 
combinations 
set(gca,'Ydir','Reverse'); 
title('Depth vs Volume') 
xlabel('Log(Volume (m\^3))') 
ylabel('Depth (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 
%depth vs density 
subplot(1,3,2) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,3),NCN(fullind,1),'*') 
plot(NCN(zeroind,3),NCN(zeroind,1),'ro') 
set(gca,'Ydir','Reverse'); 
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title({['Tolerance= ' num2str(tolerance) ', source= ' num2str(source) 
',noise= ' num2str(noise)],'Depth vs Density Contrast';}) 
xlabel('Density Contrast (kg/m\^3)') 
ylabel('Depth (m)') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 
%volume vs density 
subplot(1,3,3) 
hold on 
plot(NCN(fullind,3),log10(NCN(fullind,2)),'*') 
plot(NCN(zeroind,3),log10(NCN(zeroind,2)),'ro') 
title('Volume vs Density Contrast') 
xlabel('Density Contrast (kg/m\^3)') 
ylabel('Log(Volume (m\^3))') 
legend('Detectable','Not Detectable','Location','SouthOutside'); 

SensitivityMap.m 

The SensitivityMap.m code provides a visual determination of what resolution 

capabilities would be lost by choosing points for a gravity measurement grid only in 

accessible areas versus measuring on a regularly spaced grid with smaller station 

intervals.  The code performs the same calculations as in the GridSensitivity codes, but 

at a network of source locations specified by the user rather than one source location.  

The user provides the coordinates for the proposed survey grid, an regular ideal grid (a 

high density grid with regularly spaced stations), and a regular grid of source locations, 

and as for the GridSensitivity codes, a specified tolerance and noise level.  The user 

also provides a matrix containing combinations of the parameters of density contrast, 

depth, and volume for the forward modeling sources.  These parameters should 

encompass the dimensions of source you might hope to image in the survey area. 

With these inputs, the code calculates at each source location and for each set of 

the three modeling parameters whether a source at that location with those parameters 

is detectable using the survey grid and the ideal grid.  For each source location point, the 

number of parameter sets determined detectable by the survey grid and the number of 

parameters sets determined detectable by the ideal grid detected is counted (Figure 

D.1).  A score is then determined for that source location point by dividing the number of 

parameter sets detected by the survey grid by the number of parameter sets detected by 

the ideal grid (Figure D.1).  At the completion of the code, each source location 

coordinate has an assigned score indicating how well the survey grid fared relative to the 

ideal grid (Figure D.1).  These results can then be gridded and mapped using programs 
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like Surfer or the capabilities within Matlab to generate a map of areas of good and poor 

coverage (Figure D.2). 

 

 

Figure D.1. Flowchart of the SensitivityMap algorithm 

The process begins at the top step, and repeats for each source location. 
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Figure D.2. Results of SensitivityMap analysis of proposed station sites on Las 
Pilas-El Hoyo, for different source sizes and depths.   

Proposed station locations are marked with filled squares, ideal station locations are open 
squares, and source locations are black dots.  Here 1 x 108 m3  is the volume cutoff between 
“small” and “large” source volumes.  Depths less than 3 km are “shallow”, between 3 and 6 km 
are “intermediate”, and greater than  6 km are “deep”.  Small sources were not detectable below 
3 km for either grid. 

function [sensitivity]=SensitivityMap(NCN,tolerance,xy,ixy,sxy,noise) 
%creates a variable that records how sensitive the user's planned 
gravity grid is in different 
%places in comparison to an "ideal" grid of uniformly spaced stations. 
%This code produces an xyz matrix of source locations and corresponding 
%sensitivities that can be gridded and displayed as a countour plot in 
%Matlab or Surfer. 
%inputs: NCN=a gigantic vector generated by GridSensitivity of all the 
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%         possible combinations of depth, volume, and density contrast 
%         parameters 
%        tolerance = how many stations that need to have a gravity 
signal above the noise level  
%        to consider something "detectable" 
%        ggrid = UTM coordinates for real station locations ([Northing 
%        Easting]) 
%        idealgrid = an ideal grid (UTM) of uniformly and densley 
spaced stations 
%        that covers the whole survey area with an ideal distribution 
of stations 
%        sgrid = a grid of source locations to investigate (UTM) 
%        noise = noise level below which data is not considered 
reliable 
%        (in mGal) 
%output: sensitivity= Easting, Northing, sensitivity of grid at that 
point.  This 
%value is a comparison of how often "real grid" detects sources at this 
point, 
%and how often the "ideal grid" detects them. 
  
  
%If you seriously HAVE to do this in lat long, be my guest.... 
% %convert lat/lon to local coordinate system with center of grid as 
0,0 
% xy(1:length(ggrid),1:2)=0; 
% gridcenter=[mean(ggrid(:,2)) mean(ggrid(:,1))]; 
% for i=1:length(ggrid) 
% xy(i,1:2)=llh2local([ggrid(i,2); ggrid(i,1)],gridcenter); 
% end 
% xy=xy*1000;%convert km to m 
%  
% %convert ideal lat/lon to local coordinate system with center of grid 
as 0,0 
% ixy(1:length(idealgrid),1:2)=0; 
% for i=1:length(idealgrid) 
% ixy(i,1:2)=llh2local([idealgrid(i,2); idealgrid(i,1)],gridcenter); 
% end 
% ixy=ixy*1000;%convert km to m 
%  
% %convert source grid lat/lon to local coordinate system with center 
of grid as 0,0 
% sxy(1:length(sgrid),1:2)=0; 
% for i=1:length(sgrid) 
% sxy(i,1:2)=llh2local([sgrid(i,2); sgrid(i,1)],gridcenter); 
% end 
% sxy=sxy*1000;%convert km to m 
  
tic%times how long the code takes 
realsens=0;%starting counter value for the number of stations detected 
by the real grid 
idealsens=0;%starting counter value for the number of stations detected 
by the ideal grid 
G=6.67e-11;%gravitational constant 
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sensitivity=zeros(length(sgrid),3);%preallocate matrix for sensitivity 
values 
Fred=waitbar(0,'Ready to WAIT???');%generates a waitbar to let the user 
know how much longer they have to train for the world championship in 
thumb-twiddling. 
for i=1:length(sxy) 
    source=sxy(i,:); 
    %distances to "source" 
    %real grid 
    r(1:length(xy))=0; 
    for j=1:length(xy) 
        r(j)=sqrt((xy(j,1)-source(1))^2+(xy(j,2)-source(2))^2); 
    end 
    clear j 
    %ideal grid 
    ir(1:length(ixy))=0; 
    for j=1:length(ixy) 
        ir(j)=sqrt((ixy(j,1)-source(1))^2+(ixy(j,2)-source(2))^2); 
    end 
    clear j 
    %real gravity calculations 
    for m=1:length(NCN) 
        %real grid gravity 
        %calculate the gravity signal at the ith source using the mth 
set 
        %of parameters and the real grid. 
        
delgr=((G*NCN(m,3)*NCN(m,1)*NCN(m,2))./(r.^2+NCN(m,1)^2).^(1.5)).*1e5; 
        %ideal grid gravity 
        %calculate the gravity signal at the ith source using the mth 
set 
        %of parameters and the ideal grid. 
        
idelgr=((G*NCN(m,3)*NCN(m,1)*NCN(m,2))./(ir.^2+NCN(m,1)^2).^(1.5)).*1e5
; 
        %if the number of stations in the real grid with a gravity 
signal above the noise 
        %level is above tolerance, the real grid at that source 
location 
        %gets a "point" 
        if length(delgr(delgr>noise))>=tolerance 
            realsens=realsens+1; 
        end 
        %if the number of stations in the ideal grid with a gravity 
signal above the noise 
        %level is above tolerance, the ideal grid at that source 
location 
        %gets a "point" 
        if length(idelgr(idelgr>noise))>=tolerance 
            idealsens=idealsens+1; 
        end 
    end 
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    %assign a sensitivity value for that source locaiton in the 
sensitivity 
    %matrix 
    sensitivity(i,1:3)=[sgrid(i,1) sgrid(i,2) 
(realsens/idealsens)*100]; 
    %update the wait bar 
    waitbar(i/length(sgrid),Fred,'You have to wait THIS much more!! 
XD'); 
    %reset the counter values for realsens and idealsens to prepare for 
the 
    %next source location 
    realsens=0; 
    idealsens=0; 
end 
close(Fred)%closes the waitbar. 
toc%stops timing the code and outputs a time value to the screen 

 

 

rescalc.m 

This code creates a visual representation of the resolution capabilities of an 

irregular grid by calculating the Nyquist limit for different areas covered by the survey 

grid.  For each point in the grid, the code finds the nearest other point in the grid, 

calculates the distance between those two points and multiples by two to find the 

Nyquist limit at the midpoint between those points.  The code generates a set of 

coordinates for all these midpoints with their corresponding midpoints that can then be 

mapped using either contouring tools in Matlab or in mapping programs like Surfer 

(Figure D.3). 
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Figure D.3. Calculation of Nyquist Resolution for the gravity survey grid used in 
this study. 

function [resolution]=rescalc(loc) 
%Calculates spatial changes in Nyquist limit resolution for an 
irregular gravity 
%measurement grid.  Produces a matrix with UTM coordinates for the 
midpoints  
%between closest stations and corresponding Nyquist limit that can also 
be  
% gridded and displayed in Surfer. 
% 
%inputs: 
%loc = Locations of measurement sites in UTM coordinates, column vector 
%   with easting first column, northing second column 
% 
%outputs: 
%resolution = midpoints between closest measurement points and 
corresponding 
%   resolution 
% 
%figures: 
%'Calculated Resolution' = Map of resolution, red is high resolution 
%   (smaller targets detectable), blue is low resolution 
  
%calculates the distances between all the points in the grid 
distances=pdist(loc,'euclidean'); 
%reshapes into a more usefully shaped matrix  
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distances=squareform(distances); 
%turns all the 0 values into nan so they aren't included when looking 
for a 
%minimum 
distances(~distances)=nan; 
%finds the minimum distance away from each station to the next nearest 
%station and the corresponding closest station 
[mindist,minind]=min(distances); 
%multiplies these minimum values by 2 to get the Nyquist limit 
resdist=mindist.*2; 
  
%finds midpoints for plotting  
mdpts=zeros(length(loc),2); 
for i=1:length(loc) 
    mdpts(i,1)=(loc(i,1)+loc(minind(i),1))/2; 
    mdpts(i,2)=(loc(i,2)+loc(minind(i),2))/2; 
end 
  
%builds output "resolution" matrix with UTM coordinates for midpoints 
and 
%corresponding Nyquist resolution 
resolution=mdpts; 
resolution(:,3)=resdist'; 
  
%Plots the Nyquist resolution 
  
%interpolates the Nyquist resolution 
eastreg=linspace(min(loc(:,1)),max(loc(:,1)),300); 
northreg=linspace(min(loc(:,2)),max(loc(:,2)),300); 
[X,Y]=meshgrid(eastreg,northreg); 
RESFUN=TriScatteredInterp(resolution(:,1),resolution(:,2),resolution(:,
3)); 
RES=RESFUN(X,Y); 
%plots the interpolated Nyquist resolution 
figure('name','Calculated Resolution');mesh(X,Y,RES);view(2); 
colormap(flipud(colormap))%flips the colormap so red is high and blue 
is low resolution 
maxheight(1:length(loc))=max(resdist);%creates a height variable to 
plot visible station locations 
hold on;plot3(resolution(:,1),resolution(:,2),maxheight,'*')%plot 
station locations 
colorbar()%plots a colorbar 

Codes for Use With GROWTH 

growthformat.m 

This code inputs a csv file and exports it in the correct file format for use in the 

GROWTH inversion program.  The user supplies the name of a .csv file without headers 

with the following data in columns: eastings of gravity stations, northings of gravity 
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stations, elevations of gravity stations (in m), gravity anomaly (in mGal and already 

corrected for Bouguer etc.), gravity error (in mGal), and the value of the terrain 

correction (in mGal) (Please see the documentation included with GROWTH for an 

explanation of these last two fields).  The Matlab code will read in the data from the csv 

file and output a .dat file with the name specified by the user that is formatted for use in 

GROWTH. 

function growthformat(infile,outfile) 
%converts my data from variables in Matlab to something GROWTH can 
read. 
% 
%Exports a file "outfile.dat" in format GROWTH likes 
% 
% inputs:infile = string of input filename, e.g. 'filename.csv'.  File 
should be 
%           in .csv format, with no headers, and column order 
%           x,y,z,grav,graverror,terrain 
%        outfile = string of output filename, 'filename.dat' (include 
.dat in filename)  
%        x = x coordinates of gravity stations (assumes coordinates in 
UTM) 
%        y = y coordinates of gravity stations 
%        z = altitudes of gravity stations (negative below sea level) 
%        grav = gravity anomaly values in microgal (ie, after free air 
etc corrections) 
%               for each station 
%        graverror = estimation of error at east station in mgal 
%                    (optional for program, can be bogus values unless 
desired) 
%        terrain = value of terrain correction in microgal at each 
station 
%                  (also optional) 
  
%load data from .csv file 
gdata=csvread(infile); 
%split up data file into variables 
x=gdata(:,1); 
y=gdata(:,2); 
z=gdata(:,3); 
grav=gdata(:,4); 
graverror=gdata(:,5); 
terrain=gdata(:,6); 
  
% reformat and write to file 
squid=fopen(outfile,'wt'); %open output file writing to 
%write things to file in the proper format 
for i=1:length(x) 
    fprintf(squid,'%#-7.0f %#-9.0f %#-8.2f %#-9.0f %#-5.1f %#-
8.3f\r\n',x(i),y(i),z(i),grav(i)*1000,graverror(i)*1000,terrain(i)); 
end 
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fprintf(squid,'0 0 0 0 0 0');%Growth requires the file to end with 0s 
fclose(squid);%close file. 

GROWTHread.m 

This is a script originally written by Joachim Gottsman (personal communication, 

2013) designed to read in a modified form of the volume data (MAT.DAT) generated by 

GROWTH and display isosurfaces of uniform density contrasts.  The script can also plot 

topography, fault locations, and volcano locations if this data is known.  Instructions for 

proper file formatting of input files can be found in the script. 

% m-file to read volume matrix of anomalous subsurface density 
structure 
% as output by GROWTH2.0 
%code creates a 3D representation of the subsurface density anomaly 
%structure 
  
%%%%%%% 
%J. Gottsmann, Univ. Bristol, November 2010 
%renamed and modified by P. MacQueen April 2013 to better fight 
%with matlab. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
%% Define parameters 
  
clear all 
% close all 
  
%Define the matrix geometry with headers files from Growth Mat.dat file 
  
mtx=[60 60 31]; %read from MAT.dat file [rows, columns, pages] 
  
Emin= 512196;      % define minimum Easting 
Emax= 543938;      % define maximum Easting 
  
Nmin= 1364788;      % define minimum Northing 
Nmax= 1396530;      % define maximum Northing 
  
Dmin= -15963;      % define minimum Depth 
Dmax= 177;      % define maximim Depth 
  
% define axis separation  
dE=(Emax-Emin)/(mtx(1)-1); 
dN=(Nmax-Nmin)/(mtx(2)-1); 
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dD=(Dmax-Dmin)/(mtx(3)-1); 
  
%Define axes 
x=Emin:dE:Emax; 
y=Nmin:dN:Nmax; 
z=Dmin:dD:Dmax; 
  
[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(x,y,z); 
  
  
%% Load Density structure 
% Density structure needs to be saved in a .txt file with the header 
lines 
% provided in the original .dat file by Growth removed 
  
Vall=load('ThMATAll.txt'); %text file with data 
  
  
V=Vall; 
  
A=zeros(mtx(2),mtx(1),mtx(3)); 
  
%turn data into volume data 
for  j=1:mtx(3); 
    xcounter=(j-1)*mtx(2)+1:j*mtx(2); 
    ycounter=1:mtx(1); 
    res=V((j-1)*mtx(2)+1:j*mtx(2),1:mtx(1)); 
    A(:,:,j)=res; 
end 
     
A(A>=999)=NaN; %turns all those pesky 9999 values into NaN so 
isosurfaces work properly 
  
  
%% Load topography data 
  
%load gridded topgraphic data from xyz file 
  
topog=load('MatlabAllDEM.xyz'); %xyz file with topo data 
topogx=min(topog(:,1)):15:max(topog(:,1)); 
topogy=min(topog(:,2)):15:max(topog(:,2)); 
topogz=min(topog(:,3)):15:max(topog(:,3)); 
[TX,TY]=meshgrid(topogx,topogy); 
TZfun=TriScatteredInterp(topog(:,1),topog(:,2),topog(:,3)); 
TZ=TZfun(TX,TY); 
  
  
%% Plot positive anomalies  
  
posdes=140; %positive density cutoff 
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figure('name','Density Anomalies') 
  
fvpos=isosurface(X,Y,Z,A,posdes);hold on %define isosurface for given 
density contrast in kg/m3 
light 
p=patch(fvpos); 
set(p,'Facecolor', [.8,.5,.0], 'Edgecolor', 'none'); 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
%orange 1 0.5 0.2 
%goldenrod .8,.5,.0 
fvpc=isocaps(X,Y,Z,A,posdes);hold on %define caps on the isosurface for 
given density contrast in kg/m3 
light 
p=patch(fvpc); 
set(p,'Facecolor', [.8,.5,.0], 'Edgecolor', 'none'); 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
  
  
grid on 
%% Figure labels 
xlabel('Easting, m','FontSize',20) 
ylabel('Northing, m','FontSize',20) 
zlabel('Elevation, m','FontSize',20) 
title({'Cerro Negro Density Anomalies';'Isosurfaces at -2120, and 2700 
kg m^{-3}'},'FontSize',20); 
  
%% plot negative anomalies 
  
negdes=-440; %negative density cutoff 
  
fvneg=isosurface(X,Y,Z,A,negdes);hold on %define isosurface for given 
density contrast in kg/m3 
light 
p=patch(fvneg); 
set(p,'Facecolor', [.25,.4,.6], 'Edgecolor', 'none'); 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
  
  
  
%% Plot topography 
  
contour3(TX,TY,TZ,30,'k');hold on 
topoh = findobj('Type','patch'); 
set(topoh,'LineWidth',1) 
dar=[1 cos(19.5*pi/180) 1]; 
daspect(dar); 
  
%% constrain axis to match topography 
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axis([min(topog(:,1)) max(topog(:,1)), min(topog(:,2)) max(topog(:,2)), 
-8000 max(topog(:,3))]) %use for entire survey area 
%axis([Emin+50000 Emax-60000, Nmin+60000 Nmax-50000, Dmin Dmax+6000]) 
  
%% Plot Faults 
%Plots faults.  Faults are specified in a matrix where column 1 is the 
%fault number, column 2 is the number of the point in its fault, column 
3 
%is the easting of the individual fault point, and column 4 is the 
northing 
%of the individual fault point 
load CNF %load fault data 
%plot faults as indiviual lines 
for i=1:max(CNF(:,1)) 
    faultind=find(CNF(:,1)==i); %find all the coordinates corresponding 
to fault i 
    heights(1:length(faultind),1)=max(topog(:,3)); 
    plot3(CNF(faultind,3),CNF(faultind,4),heights,'k','LineWidth',2) 
    clear heights 
end 
%% Plot other things 
  
plot3(532378,1382525,800,'^r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',15)%Lo
cation of CN 
  
%plot station locations 
load('GravLoc.mat'); 
UTMstat=GravLoc; 
instat=UTMstat(find(UTMstat(:,1)>=min(topog(:,1))&UTMstat(:,1)<=max(top
og(:,1))&UTMstat(:,2)>=min(topog(:,2))&UTMstat(:,2)<=max(topog(:,2))),:
); 
plot3(instat(:,1),instat(:,2),instat(:,3),'k.','MarkerSize',20) 
  
view(3) 
%% Transparent other levels 
%Plots additional surfaces as transparent isosurfaces after the first 
isosurface has been plotted 
alpha(0.75) 
  
posdes2=340; 
posdes3=440; 
%surface2 
fvpos2=isosurface(X,Y,Z,A,posdes2);hold on %define isosurface for given 
density contrast in kg/m3 
light 
p=patch(fvpos2); 
set(p,'Facecolor', [1 0.5 0.2], 'Edgecolor', 'none');%makes it orange 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
  
fvpc2=isocaps(X,Y,Z,A,posdes2);hold on %define caps on the isosurface 
for given density contrast in kg/m3 
light 
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p=patch(fvpc2); 
set(p,'Facecolor', [1 0.5 0.2], 'Edgecolor', 'none'); 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
  
alpha(0.5) 
  
%surface3 
fvpos3=isosurface(X,Y,Z,A,posdes3);hold on %define isosurface for given 
density contrast in kg/m3 
light 
p=patch(fvpos3); 
set(p,'Facecolor', 'red', 'Edgecolor', 'none'); 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
  
fvpc3=isocaps(X,Y,Z,A,posdes3);hold on %define caps on the isosurface 
for given density contrast in kg/m3 
light 
p=patch(fvpc3); 
set(p,'Facecolor', 'red', 'Edgecolor', 'none'); 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
  
  
%%  animation 
  
%make an 3D animation of the sub-surface structure 
  
  
  
mov=avifile('UTU','compression','none'); 
  
  
for i=1:100; 
     
  view(-37.5+4*(i-1),6); grid on 
   F(i)=getframe(gcf);  
     
end 
mov=addframe(mov,F); 
  
mov=close(mov); 
  
movie(F) 
movie2avi(F,'UTU.avi','compression','none'); 
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GROWTHVolume.m 

This script reads a user-modified .csv file of the MOD.DAT file that contains the 

model generated by GROWTH and calculates volumes of anomalous mass of a given 

density cutoff in a given area.  The cell parameters in the MOD.DAT file needs to first be 

rescaled as explained in the GROWTH help file.  This script is currently written for 

anomaly locations specific to the Cerro Negro data, but could easily be rewritten for a 

different data set using the same structure in the script. 

%GrowthVolume.m 
%For calculating volumes from the Growth mod file 
%requires csv file of model with all values rescaled and cell volumes 
%calculated and bounds of anomalies of interest 
  
%% Load Data 
%load data reformatted from mod.dat file.  See Growth help file 
(GROWTH.txt) for how to 
%rescale data 
%data should be in a .csv file with one header line.  Columns are x,y,z 
side, y side, top z, bot z, density, cell volume 
filename='OptiModScaled.csv'; 
FM=csvread(filename,2,1);%reads data beginning after one header line 
%% Selection Calculation Area Segments 
%carve out xy areas of interest 
  
%CN anomaly 
CNn=1.3826e+006; %northern extent of anomaly (UTM) 
CNs=1.3801e+006; %southern extent of anomaly (UTM) 
CNw=5.3115e+005; %western extent of anomaly (UTM) 
CNe= 5.3397e+005; %eastern extent of anomaly (UTM) 
  
%LPEH anomaly 
LPHn=1.3846e+006; 
LPHs=1.3801e+006; 
LPHw=5.3397e+005; 
LPHe=5.3665e+005; 
  
%CLM anomaly 
CLMn=1.3858e+006; 
CLMs=1.3835e+006; 
CLMw=5.3115e+005; 
CLMe=5.3397e+005; 
  
%create new variable with cells around CN anomaly only 
CNcells=FM(FM(:,1)<=CNe&FM(:,1)>=CNw&FM(:,2)<=CNn&FM(:,2)>=CNs,:); 
  
%create new variable with cells around LPEH anomaly only 
LPHcells=FM(FM(:,1)<=LPHe&FM(:,1)>=LPHw&FM(:,2)<=LPHn&FM(:,2)>=LPHs,:); 
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%create new variable with cells around CLM anomaly only 
CLMcells=FM(FM(:,1)<=CLMe&FM(:,1)>=CLMw&FM(:,2)<=CLMn&FM(:,2)>=CLMs,:); 
  
%% Calculate Volumes 
%calculate volumes 
cutoff=440; %minimum density for positive anomaly 
VolCN=sum(CNcells(CNcells(:,7)>cutoff,8)); 
VolLPH=sum(LPHcells(LPHcells(:,7)>cutoff,8)); 
VolCLM=sum(CLMcells(CLMcells(:,7)>cutoff,8)); 
  
  
%% Check Calculation Ranges 
%find out what you actually calculated the volume of 
%plots x,y,average of ztop and zbot for each cell used in volume 
%calculation 
figure('name','CN Anomaly') 
plot3(CNcells(CNcells(:,7)>cutoff,1),CNcells(CNcells(:,7)>cutoff,2),mea
n([CNcells(CNcells(:,7)>cutoff,5) 
CNcells(CNcells(:,7)>cutoff,6)],2),'*'); 
  
figure('name','LPEH Anomaly') 
plot3(LPHcells(LPHcells(:,7)>cutoff,1),LPHcells(LPHcells(:,7)>cutoff,2)
,mean([LPHcells(LPHcells(:,7)>cutoff,5) 
LPHcells(LPHcells(:,7)>cutoff,6)],2),'*'); 
  
figure('name','CLM Anomaly') 
plot3(CLMcells(CLMcells(:,7)>cutoff,1),CLMcells(CLMcells(:,7)>cutoff,2)
,mean([CLMcells(CLMcells(:,7)>cutoff,5) 
CLMcells(CLMcells(:,7)>cutoff,6)],2),'*'); 

 

Miscellaneous Codes 

MapPunch.m 

This code cuts a hole out of a DEM with dimensions specified by the user for use 

in far terrain gravity corrections. 

function MapPunch(infile,outfile,emin,emax,nmin,nmax) 
%MapPunch.m 
%script that punches a hole in the dem file and write a new .xyz 
%without coordinates in the specified hole 
% 
% infile=string containing name of input file, ex: 'terrain.xyz' 
% outfile=string containg name of output file, ex: 'holeterrain.xyz' 
% emin,emax,nmin,nmax=UTM eastings and northings for boundaries of area 
to 
%  be punched out 
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terrainwhole=load(infile,'-ascii');%load inital xyz file 
squid=fopen(outfile,'w+');%create the output file 
%preallocate the variable containing the coordinates inside the hole 
holyterrain=zeros(size(terrainwhole)); 
%go through the xyz file and find the coordinates inside the hole 
for i=1:length(terrainwhole) 
    if 
(terrainwhole(i,1)<=emax)&&(terrainwhole(i,1)>=emin)&&(terrainwhole(i,2
)<=nmax)&&(terrainwhole(i,2)>=nmin&&terrainwhole(i,3)~=0) 
          holyterrain(i,1:3)=nan; %turn coordinates in the hole into 
nans           
    else 
        holyterrain(i,1:3)=terrainwhole(i,1:3); %if coordinates are not 
in the hole, don't turn them into nans        
    end 
end 
  
%print only the coordinates that are not nans to the new file 
for j=1:length(holyterrain) 
if (isfinite(holyterrain(j,1))&&holyterrain(j,3)~=0) 
    fprintf(squid,'%.1f %.1f 
%.1f\r\n',holyterrain(j,1),holyterrain(j,2),holyterrain(j,3)); 
end 
end 
fclose(squid); 
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Appendix E:  Complete Data Tables 

Introduction 

This section contains all of the data and corrections used for this thesis.  In 

addition the model files produced in GROWTH as well as the total magnetic field 

measurements will be available in electronic format. 

GPS Data from Gravity Surveys from Cerro Negro 

Table E-1. GPS data 

Name Easting Northing Height 
Posn. 

Quality 
Height 
Quality 

Posn. + 
Height 
Quality Date 

Ambi
guity Type 

Solut
ion 

Type Frequency 

1999 S 532407 1381876 486.495 0.0374 0.0416 0.056 
03/02/2013 
10:50 no Static Float L1 + L2 

BOULD
ER 532619 1382309 532.3992 0.0016 0.0025 0.003 

03/02/2013 
11:15 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

BOUG 532304 1381236 476.4912 0.0015 0.0036 0.0039 
03/02/2013 
10:08 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

CN1    531740 1381077 416.4119 0.0018 0.0031 0.0036 
02/27/2012 
11:43:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

CN2    530608 1380895 354.9356 0.0022 0.0031 0.0038 
02/27/2012 
12:05:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

CN3    529107 1381170 310.1548 0.0285 0.0302 0.0415 
02/27/2012 
12:35:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

CN4    527647 1381013 281.7405 0.0509 0.0402 0.0648 
02/27/2012 
12:52:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

CN5    526169 1381117 265.9696 0.0028 0.0058 0.0064 
02/27/2012 
13:10:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

CN6    524683 1381120 241.0315 0.0449 0.0305 0.0543 
02/27/2012 
13:25:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

CN7    523396 1380311 219.0008 0.176 0.102 0.2035 
02/27/2012 
13:42:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

CN8    525721 1381907 252.2481 0.0529 0.023 0.0577 
02/28/2012 
10:07:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

CN9    527465 1383501 269.6416 0.0028 0.0099 0.0103 
02/28/2012 
10:39:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

CRATE
R 532512 1382739 616.0829 0.0018 0.0037 0.0042 

03/02/2013 
11:45 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LE1    519185 1374211 133.1045 0.3599 0.1681 0.3972 
03/03/2013 
8:46 no Static Float 

Iono free 
(L3) 

LE2    522917 1374292 168.9902 0.0249 0.0143 0.0287 
03/03/2013 
9:07 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LHP1   533190 1381217 697.66 0.0014 0.0032 0.0035 02/29/2012 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 
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Name Easting Northing Height 
Posn. 

Quality 
Height 
Quality 

Posn. + 
Height 
Quality Date 

Ambi
guity Type 

Solut
ion 

Type Frequency 

10:12:30 

LHP13  532438 1380425 479.114 0.0387 0.0233 0.0452 
02/21/2013 
09:59:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LHP2   533756 1381085 811.0519 0.002 0.0068 0.0071 
02/29/2012 
10:55:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LHP3   534224 1381100 823.5116 0.0028 0.0055 0.0061 
02/29/2012 
11:30:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LHP4   534780 1381093 813.8206 0.0229 0.0258 0.0345 
02/29/2012 
11:56:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ1    535466 1390134 140.0821 0.0019 0.0038 0.0042 
02/24/2013 
09:24:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LJ1A   535513 1389622 129.1096 0.0705 0.0571 0.0907 
02/24/2013 
09:41:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ2    535804 1389496 161.3896 0.0399 0.0177 0.0437 
02/24/2013 
10:02:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ3    535773 1388623 167.7283 0.0385 0.0241 0.0454 
02/24/2013 
10:20:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ4    535745 1388109 173.8429 0.0441 0.0351 0.0564 
02/24/2013 
10:35:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ5    535926 1387481 193.7609 0.0303 0.0275 0.0409 
02/24/2013 
10:53:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ6    535602 1386435 243.9679 0.037 0.0491 0.0615 
02/25/2013 
11:21:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ7    535224 1385309 290.0145 0.0518 0.0393 0.065 
02/25/2013 
12:10:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LJ8    534952 1384343 351.4914 0.0027 0.0088 0.0092 
02/25/2013 
12:39:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LM1    527092 1374652 218.6831 0.0437 0.0355 0.0563 
03/02/2012 
12:43 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LM2    528635 1375120 238.2588 0.0021 0.0052 0.0056 
03/02/2012 
13:02 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LM3    530437 1375738 276.2384 0.1651 0.7722 0.7897 
03/02/2012 
13:25 no Static Code L1 + L2 

LM4    532721 1375323 253.65 0.002 0.0062 0.0065 
03/02/2012 
13:55 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LM5    526710 1378919 253.92 0.0234 0.0199 0.0307 
03/02/2012 
11:42 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LM6    530942 1377421 312.9295 0.0034 0.009 0.0097 
03/08/2012 
13:38 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LM7    531498 1379085 396.1973 0.0027 0.0053 0.0059 
03/08/2012 
14:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LM8    532002 1379955 409.8976 0.0029 0.0049 0.0057 
03/08/2012 
14:17 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LM9    530511 1379649 358.9262 0.0025 0.0041 0.0047 
03/08/2012 
14:45 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LOST1  533114 1380752 805.2529 0.0015 0.004 0.0042 
02/21/2013 
13:39:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 
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Name Easting Northing Height 
Posn. 

Quality 
Height 
Quality 

Posn. + 
Height 
Quality Date 

Ambi
guity Type 

Solut
ion 

Type Frequency 

LHP12  532643 1380245 477.9108 0.0448 0.0216 0.0497 
02/21/2013 
11:05:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LHP14  536016 1380159 941.7545 0.0022 0.0041 0.0047 
02/23/2013 
10:42:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LHP5   535593 1381011 907.3657 0.0021 0.0026 0.0034 
02/23/2013 
08:36:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LHP6   536188 1381570 813.6253 0.0022 0.0039 0.0044 
02/23/2013 
09:19:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LHP7   535813 1380438 1018.8208 0.0133 0.0157 0.0206 
02/23/2013 
11:12:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LHP8   535445 1380309 914.1893 0.0142 0.0082 0.0164 
02/23/2013 
10:11:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

LHP9   534716 1380495 864.2086 0.0015 0.0022 0.0027 
02/23/2013 
07:52:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LHP10  534110 1380418 782.2999 0.0018 0.0066 0.0069 
02/23/2013 
13:10:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

LHP11  533738 1380259 690.3373 0.0279 0.0267 0.0386 
02/23/2013 
13:39:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP1    534180 1391821 118.6648 0.0278 0.0216 0.0352 
03/05/2012 
12:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP2    532409 1392622 119.3446 0.002 0.0076 0.0079 
03/05/2012 
13:03 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

MP3    530159 1392145 116.177 0.0431 0.0233 0.049 
03/05/2012 
13:20 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP4    536418 1391771 120.2873 0.0454 0.0235 0.0511 
02/20/2013 
09:09:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP5    538657 1391428 108.6791 0.035 0.02 0.0403 
02/20/2013 
09:25:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP6    540555 1390742 95.9004 0.048 0.03 0.0566 
02/20/2013 
09:44:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP7    540848 1389253 97.8415 0.059 0.0298 0.0661 
02/20/2013 
09:58:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP8    541072 1387792 99.4948 0.0575 0.0344 0.067 
02/20/2013 
10:11:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

MP9    542247 1386356 95.7172 0.0324 0.0199 0.038 
02/20/2013 
10:24:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

NE1    536518 1388196 178.3697 0.0696 0.0816 0.1073 
02/24/2013 
11:47:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

PILLAR 530609 1380895 354.678 0.0017 0.0052 0.0055 
03/02/2013 
9:39 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

R1     528482 1384262 269.4841 0.0977 0.0381 0.1048 
02/28/2012 
11:05:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R10    529027 1383224 288.9281 0.1818 0.5504 0.5797 
02/19/2013 
10:13:00 no Static Code L1 + L2 

R11    529698 1383402 300.4844 0.1377 0.3898 0.4134 
02/19/2013 
10:28:00 no Static Code L1 + L2 

R12    530177 1383055 314.4191 0.118 0.2722 0.2966 02/19/2013 no Static Code L1 + L2 
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Name Easting Northing Height 
Posn. 

Quality 
Height 
Quality 

Posn. + 
Height 
Quality Date 

Ambi
guity Type 

Solut
ion 

Type Frequency 

10:45:00 

R13    530638 1383467 324.5215 0.035 0.0293 0.0456 
02/19/2013 
11:06:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R14    530564 1383887 297.1538 0.0395 0.0463 0.0608 
02/19/2013 
11:30:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R15    530242 1384205 260.8354 1.1653 1.9795 2.297 
02/19/2013 
11:55:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R2     529608 1385497 247.1063 0.0438 0.0267 0.0513 
02/28/2012 
11:24:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R3     530730 1386184 224.2441 0.0302 0.024 0.0385 
02/28/2012 
11:47:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R4     531776 1387089 191.881 0.0416 0.0421 0.0591 
02/28/2012 
12:05:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R5     532438 1388449 169.9245 0.0517 0.0547 0.0753 
02/28/2012 
12:32:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R6     533028 1389364 153.1328 0.0438 0.0338 0.0553 
02/28/2012 
12:50:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R7     533689 1390663 136.171 0.0301 0.0191 0.0357 
02/28/2012 
13:13:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R8     528598 1382857 283.4838 0.0673 0.0397 0.0782 
02/19/2013 
13:10:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

R9     528987 1383619 296.7222 0.4913 1.04 1.1502 
02/19/2013 
09:50:00 no Static Code L1 + L2 

RIM    532391 1382513 669.397 0.0021 0.0054 0.0057 
03/02/2013 
12:10 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

ROT1   536451 1386628 195.8418 0.0348 0.0524 0.063 
02/24/2013 
11:13:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SG10   532945 1381605 563.768 0.0015 0.0077 0.0079 
02/29/2012 
13:38:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG11   531274 1383366 359.5062 0.0601 0.0269 0.0659 
03/04/2012 
10:41 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SG12   531808 1383057 424.0295 0.0016 0.0054 0.0056 
03/04/2012 
10:10 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG13   532350 1382663 643.9346 0.0017 0.003 0.0035 
03/06/2012 
9:39 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG14   532820 1382411 540.8813 0.002 0.0029 0.0036 
03/01/2012 
9:48 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG15   533325 1382085 603.7373 0.0022 0.0033 0.004 
03/04/2012 
15:06 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG16   531714 1383835 457.8249 0.0021 0.0104 0.0106 
03/03/2012 
13:24 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG17   532184 1383504 459.8346 0.0015 0.0053 0.0055 
03/03/2012 
10:48 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG18   532756 1383184 474.0341 0.0021 0.0029 0.0036 
03/01/2012 
12:01 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG19   533095 1382809 501.3051 0.0014 0.004 0.0043 
03/01/2012 
11:01 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 
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Name Easting Northing Height 
Posn. 

Quality 
Height 
Quality 

Posn. + 
Height 
Quality Date 

Ambi
guity Type 

Solut
ion 

Type Frequency 

SG2    530975 1382159 390.2201 0.0011 0.0024 0.0026 
03/04/2012 
12:40 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG20   533627 1382578 596.1202 0.002 0.0061 0.0065 
03/06/2012 
13:44 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG21   532124 1384257 487.7635 0.0333 0.0371 0.0499 
03/03/2012 
12:22 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SG22   532688 1383933 403.9553 0.0027 0.0045 0.0053 
03/01/2012 
15:01 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG24   533587 1382959 528.6115 0.0023 0.0038 0.0044 
03/06/2012 
14:50 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG26   531675 1383441 371.5098 0.0026 0.0049 0.0056 
03/03/2012 
14:17 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG27   532344 1382965 596.3952 0.0016 0.0054 0.0056 
03/06/2012 
10:35 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG28   532190 1383875 470.6346 0.0305 0.0224 0.0378 
03/03/2012 
11:26 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SG29   532682 1383586 441.8395 0.002 0.008 0.0083 
03/01/2012 
13:51 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG3    531512 1381822 432.4705 0.0027 0.004 0.0048 
02/29/2012 
15:40:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG30   531967 1381885 456.6998 0.002 0.0034 0.0039 
02/29/2012 
15:06:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG31   532507 1381553 502.8438 0.0015 0.0044 0.0047 
02/29/2012 
14:07:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG32   532166 1382559 703.6513 0.0022 0.0034 0.004 
03/06/2012 
11:22 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG33   532883 1382012 531.9468 0.0014 0.0023 0.0027 
03/04/2012 
14:35 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG4    532019 1381499 454.4341 0.0031 0.0062 0.0069 
02/29/2012 
16:13:00 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG5    532529 1381166 511.2252 0.0022 0.0029 0.0036 
02/29/2012 
09:19:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG6    530910 1382953 354.1819 0.0264 0.0215 0.034 
03/04/2012 
11:28 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SG7    531390 1382609 412.2157 0.0018 0.0027 0.0032 
03/04/2012 
9:40 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG8    531889 1382226 462.9336 0.0015 0.0065 0.0066 
03/04/2012 
13:34 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SG9    532438 1381921 488.2471 0.0018 0.0032 0.0036 
02/29/2012 
14:39:30 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SJ1    514427 1377546 114.8602 0.3818 1.418 1.4685 
02/18/2013 
13:38:30 no Static Code 

Iono free 
(L3) 

SJ2    514959 1379619 121.3961 0.4948 0.7712 0.9162 
02/18/2013 
14:08:00 no Static Code 

Iono free 
(L3) 

SJ3    515177 1382679 127.2433 0.5334 0.7396 0.9119 
02/18/2013 
14:30:30 no Static Code 

Iono free 
(L3) 

SJ4    513678 1384520 119.1579 0.3607 0.4761 0.5973 02/18/2013 no Static Code Iono free 
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Name Easting Northing Height 
Posn. 

Quality 
Height 
Quality 

Posn. + 
Height 
Quality Date 

Ambi
guity Type 

Solut
ion 

Type Frequency 

14:51:00 (L3) 

SJ5    517573 1386250 162.0507 0.4212 0.4972 0.6516 
02/18/2013 
15:15:00 no Static Code 

Iono free 
(L3) 

SJ6    519953 1387715 194.2807 0.1601 0.2476 0.2948 
02/18/2013 
15:35:00 no Static Code L1 + L2 

SJ7    522742 1389487 232.5455 0.1196 0.2095 0.2413 
02/18/2013 
16:01:00 no Static Code L1 + L2 

SJ8    526212 1391072 168.1111 0.1605 0.2289 0.2796 
02/18/2013 
16:26:00 no Static Code L1 + L2 

SR1    543344 1384621 94.1773 0.0308 0.0335 0.0454 
03/05/2012 
14:09 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SR10   534422 1374186 197.2117 0.1422 0.2949 0.3273 
02/20/2013 
12:36:30 no Static Code L1 + L2 

SR2    543095 1382883 98.035 0.0285 0.0303 0.0416 
03/05/2012 
14:27 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SR3    542273 1381170 104.7553 0.004 0.0066 0.0077 
03/05/2012 
14:46 yes Static Phase L1 + L2 

SR4    541814 1379328 91.1489 0.0474 0.0376 0.0605 
03/05/2012 
15:06 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SR5    541368 1377126 68.6692 0.0229 0.017 0.0285 
02/20/2013 
10:56:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SR6    540494 1375078 77.0628 0.0324 0.0314 0.0452 
02/20/2013 
11:12:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SR7    538514 1372832 104.8539 0.0599 0.0753 0.0962 
02/20/2013 
11:30:00 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SR8    536642 1369586 126.3676 0.0352 0.0464 0.0583 
02/20/2013 
11:48:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 

SR9    536271 1372365 140.6104 0.0473 0.0497 0.0686 
02/20/2013 
12:16:30 no Static Float L1 + L2 
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Bouguer Gravity Survey of Cerro Negro 

Table E-2. Bouguer Gravity Data, Tide Corrected and normalized to BOUG1 
with associated daily closures 

Station Name Gravity Value Closure Error 

BOUG1  0  0 

CN1  11.4162  0.02 

CN2  20.92025  0.02 

CN3  26.51225  0.02 

CN4  29.365  0.02 

CN5  29.56355  0.02 

CN6  33.57158  0.02 

CN7  35.99775  0.02 

CN8  34.4672  0.06 

CN9  41.1392  0.06 

LM1  34.3624  0.09 

LM2  32.50887  0.09 

LM3  27.9267  0.09 

LM4  35.97441  0.09 

LM5  28.50861  0.09 

LM6  22.29933  0.01 

LM7  9.051083  0.01 

LM8  9.923667  0.01 

LM9  18.45883  0.01 

LHP1  ‐48.7877  0.09 

LHP2  ‐71.5429  0.09 

LHP3  ‐71.2764  0.09 

LHP4  ‐65.6249  0.09 

MP1  76.95451  0.05 

MP2  77.77475  0.05 

MP3  80.3621  0.05 

R1  44.6558  0.06 
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Station Name Gravity Value Closure Error 

R2  52.09753  0.06 

R3  56.964  0.06 

R4  61.45645  0.06 

R5  68.6572  0.06 

R6  72.08445  0.06 

R7  77.172  0.06 

SG2  15.10275  0.04 

SG3  8.561321  0.09 

SG4  5.330821  0.09 

SG5  ‐8.63186  0.09 

SG6  26.28245  0.04 

SG7  12.545  0.04 

SG8  1.98825  0.04 

SG9  ‐0.12963  0.09 

SG10  ‐14.1684  0.09 

SG11  26.34725  0.04 

SG12  11.14125  0.04 

SG13  ‐40.92  0.03 

SG14  ‐10.7558  0.185 

SG15  ‐24.9573  0.04 

SG16  3.4185  0.165 

SG17  4.244429  0.165 

SG18  2.774583  0.185 

SG19  ‐1.89847  0.185 

SG20  ‐20.6267  0.03 

SG21  ‐1.2772  0.165 

SG22  19.1311  0.185 

SG24  ‐6.408  0.03 

SG26  23.394  0.165 

SG27  ‐29.4945  0.03 
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Station Name Gravity Value Closure Error 

SG28  3.79244  0.165 

SG29  10.73108  0.185 

SG30  5.079794  0.09 

SG31  ‐0.37763  0.09 

SG32  ‐59.594  0.03 

SG33  ‐8.89911  0.04 

SR1  82.95275  0.05 

SR2  81.94342  0.05 

SR3  83.04692  0.05 

SR4  85.35775  0.05 

SJ1  62.49256  0.06026 

SJ2  61.05398  0.06026 

SJ3  59.7099  0.06026 

SJ4  63.42096  0.06026 

SJ5  58.05274  0.06026 

SJ6  58.82879  0.06026 

SJ7  61.03464  0.06026 

SJ8  77.71087  0.06026 

R9  35.69238  0.024264 

R10  17.96577  0.024264 

R11  34.27427  0.024264 

R12  32.32619  0.024264 

R13  31.70657  0.024264 

R14  36.72967  0.024264 

R15  43.62385  0.024264 

R8  36.49204  0.024264 

MP4  70.45089  0.02188 

MP5  67.31409  0.02188 

MP6  67.52822  0.02188 

MP7  68.68922  0.02188 
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Station Name Gravity Value Closure Error 

MP8  71.64635  0.02188 

MP9  78.14257  0.02188 

SR5  90.52956  0.02188 

SR6  82.93185  0.02188 

SR7  74.3587  0.02188 

SR8  70.12433  0.02188 

SR9  70.49761  0.02188 

SR10  50.24296  0.02188 

LHP13  ‐4.25102  0.022593 

LHP12  ‐2.50942  0.022593 

LOST1  ‐83.3506  0.022593 

LHP9  ‐83.0689  0.039973 

LHP5  ‐92.6692  0.039973 

LHP6  ‐70.9332  0.039973 

LHP8  ‐97.4972  0.039973 

LHP14  ‐105.488  0.039973 

LHP7  ‐126.273  0.039973 

LHP10  ‐68.3979  0.039973 

LHP11  ‐45.8538  0.039973 

LJ1  71.95861  0.011132 

LJ1A  74.02015  0.011132 

LJ2  65.40413  0.011132 

LJ3  63.81019  0.011132 

LJ4  62.33789  0.011132 

LJ5  58.46145  0.011132 

ROT1  59.46752  0.011132 

NE1  60.69754  0.011132 

LJ6  48.61616  0.018137 

LJ7  39.8588  0.018137 

LJ8  30.24383  0.018137 
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Station Name Gravity Value Closure Error 

LE1  57.1157  0.051417 

LE2  44.19489  0.051417 

 

Table E-3. Secondary Bouguer Gravity Data Corrections 

Name Gravity Latitude 
Free 
Air 

Bouguer 
Bull-

B 
DTM1-
Inner 

DTM2-
Outer 

Bathymetry Final 

BOUG1 0 0.54 147.05 -51.135 0.592 2.093 0.388 0.284 99.807 

CN1 11.416 0.594 128.51 -44.687 0.525 1.302 0.295 0.267 98.217 

CN2 20.92 0.656 109.53 -38.09 0.454 0.644 0.219 0.252 94.588 

CN3 26.512 0.561 95.714 -33.284 0.402 0.41 0.175 0.243 90.733 

CN4 29.365 0.614 86.945 -30.235 0.368 0.261 0.154 0.24 87.712 

CN5 29.564 0.577 82.078 -28.543 0.348 0.211 0.144 0.24 84.619 

CN6 33.572 0.575 74.382 -25.866 0.318 0.17 0.131 0.238 83.52 

CN7 35.998 0.852 67.584 -23.502 0.291 0.146 0.121 0.238 81.728 

CN8 34.467 0.306 77.844 -27.07 0.332 0.208 0.136 0.235 86.458 

CN9 41.139 -0.24 83.211 -28.937 0.353 0.424 0.148 0.229 96.327 

LE1 57.116 2.942 41.076 -14.284 0.18 0.137 0.092 0.249 87.508 

LE2 44.195 2.916 52.15 -18.135 0.227 0.168 0.103 0.247 81.871 

LHP1 -48.788 0.547 215.3 -74.87 0.815 5.274 0.887 0.366 99.529 

LHP10 -68.398 0.822 241.42 -83.953 0.89 5.44 1.171 0.404 97.794 

LHP11 -45.854 0.876 213.04 -74.084 0.808 4.42 0.884 0.366 100.454 

LHP12 -2.509 0.88 147.48 -51.287 0.593 2.737 0.395 0.287 98.579 

LHP13 -4.251 0.818 147.86 -51.416 0.594 2.949 0.395 0.288 97.232 

LHP14 -105.488 0.912 290.63 -101.065 1.021 12.151 1.886 0.471 100.513 

LHP2 -71.543 0.593 250.29 -87.038 0.915 6.192 1.251 0.416 101.077 

LHP3 -71.276 0.588 254.14 -88.375 0.926 5.823 1.309 0.418 103.549 

LHP4 -65.625 0.591 251.15 -87.335 0.918 5.136 1.297 0.41 106.537 

LHP5 -92.669 0.619 280.01 -97.374 0.995 8.545 1.697 0.45 102.276 

LHP6 -70.933 0.428 251.09 -87.314 0.917 6.582 1.367 0.397 102.529 

LHP7 -126.273 0.816 314.41 -109.335 1.078 13.448 2.216 0.512 96.87 

LHP8 -97.497 0.86 282.12 -98.106 1 8.536 1.723 0.46 99.095 
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Name Gravity Latitude 
Free 
Air 

Bouguer 
Bull-

B 
DTM1-
Inner 

DTM2-
Outer 

Bathymetry Final 

LHP9 -83.069 0.796 266.7 -92.743 0.96 6.45 1.482 0.439 101.01 

LJ1 71.959 -2.51 43.229 -15.033 0.189 0.26 0.132 0.168 98.394 

LJ1A 74.02 -2.335 39.843 -13.855 0.175 0.415 0.129 0.167 98.559 

LJ2 65.404 -2.291 49.805 -17.32 0.217 0.365 0.132 0.172 96.484 

LJ3 63.81 -1.992 51.761 -18 0.225 0.527 0.129 0.175 96.635 

LJ4 62.338 -1.815 53.648 -18.656 0.233 0.812 0.128 0.177 96.865 

LJ5 58.461 -1.6 59.795 -20.793 0.259 0.677 0.132 0.181 97.112 

LJ6 48.616 -1.241 75.288 -26.181 0.321 0.909 0.151 0.194 98.057 

LJ7 39.859 -0.855 89.498 -31.123 0.378 0.883 0.178 0.208 99.026 

LJ8 30.244 -0.524 108.47 -37.72 0.45 1.506 0.234 0.226 102.886 

LM1 34.362 2.795 67.486 -23.468 0.29 0.213 0.127 0.246 82.051 

LM2 32.509 2.636 73.527 -25.569 0.314 0.228 0.138 0.245 84.028 

LM3 27.927 2.425 85.247 -29.645 0.361 0.465 0.165 0.248 87.193 

LM4 35.974 2.568 78.276 -27.221 0.333 0.478 0.151 0.235 90.794 

LM5 28.509 1.331 78.36 -27.249 0.334 0.205 0.137 0.243 81.87 

LM6 22.299 1.848 96.57 -33.582 0.405 0.509 0.189 0.251 88.489 

LM7 9.051 1.277 122.27 -42.518 0.503 0.875 0.275 0.269 91.998 

LM8 9.924 0.979 126.49 -43.988 0.518 1.198 0.29 0.268 95.683 

LM9 18.459 1.083 110.77 -38.518 0.459 0.603 0.226 0.259 93.336 

LOST1 -83.351 0.706 248.5 -86.416 0.91 11.706 1.216 0.42 93.692 

MP1 76.955 -3.09 36.62 -12.735 0.161 0.189 0.139 0.164 98.403 

MP2 77.775 -3.365 36.83 -12.807 0.162 0.295 0.144 0.165 99.199 

MP3 80.362 -3.203 35.852 -12.468 0.158 0.324 0.141 0.17 101.336 

MP4 70.451 -3.071 37.121 -12.909 0.164 0.222 0.142 0.16 92.28 

MP5 67.314 -2.952 33.538 -11.663 0.148 0.224 0.147 0.155 86.911 

MP6 67.528 -2.716 29.595 -10.292 0.131 0.182 0.151 0.152 84.731 

MP7 68.689 -2.205 30.194 -10.5 0.134 0.267 0.145 0.154 86.878 

MP8 71.646 -1.703 30.704 -10.677 0.136 0.368 0.14 0.156 90.77 

MP9 78.143 -1.21 29.538 -10.272 0.131 0.353 0.143 0.156 96.982 

NE1 60.698 -1.845 55.045 -19.142 0.239 0.361 0.131 0.176 95.663 
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Name Gravity Latitude 
Free 
Air 

Bouguer 
Bull-

B 
DTM1-
Inner 

DTM2-
Outer 

Bathymetry Final 

R1 44.656 -0.5 83.163 -28.92 0.353 0.441 0.149 0.224 99.566 

R10 17.966 -0.144 89.163 -31.006 0.377 0.396 0.16 0.231 77.143 

R11 34.274 -0.205 92.729 -32.247 0.391 0.482 0.17 0.231 95.825 

R12 32.326 -0.085 97.03 -33.742 0.407 0.608 0.181 0.235 96.96 

R13 31.707 -0.226 100.15 -34.826 0.419 0.777 0.191 0.235 98.424 

R14 36.73 -0.37 91.702 -31.889 0.387 0.7 0.169 0.226 97.655 

R15 43.624 -0.48 80.494 -27.992 0.342 0.661 0.144 0.217 97.01 

R2 52.098 -0.923 76.257 -26.518 0.325 0.61 0.14 0.212 102.201 

R3 56.964 -1.158 69.202 -24.065 0.297 0.629 0.132 0.202 102.203 

R4 61.456 -1.468 59.214 -20.592 0.257 0.585 0.124 0.191 99.767 

R5 68.657 -1.934 52.439 -18.235 0.228 0.434 0.125 0.182 101.896 

R6 72.084 -2.247 47.257 -16.433 0.206 0.43 0.127 0.176 101.6 

R7 77.172 -2.693 42.022 -14.613 0.184 0.285 0.132 0.169 102.658 

R8 36.492 -0.018 87.483 -30.422 0.37 0.388 0.156 0.232 94.681 

R9 35.692 -0.279 91.568 -31.843 0.386 0.6 0.167 0.232 96.523 

ROT1 59.468 -1.307 60.437 -21.017 0.262 0.589 0.131 0.183 98.746 

SG10 -14.168 0.414 173.98 -60.501 0.683 3.318 0.556 0.311 104.592 

SG11 26.347 -0.191 110.94 -38.58 0.46 1.12 0.226 0.243 100.569 

SG12 11.141 -0.085 130.86 -45.505 0.534 2.393 0.307 0.261 99.902 

SG13 -40.92 0.051 198.72 -69.104 0.763 5.29 0.736 0.34 95.874 

SG14 -10.756 0.137 166.92 -58.045 0.659 2.566 0.509 0.299 102.285 

SG15 -24.957 0.249 186.31 -64.79 0.724 3.988 0.649 0.322 102.498 

SG16 3.418 -0.352 141.29 -49.132 0.571 2.807 0.36 0.269 99.226 

SG17 4.244 -0.238 141.91 -49.347 0.573 1.64 0.364 0.269 99.41 

SG18 2.775 -0.128 146.29 -50.871 0.589 1.829 0.388 0.273 101.142 

SG19 -1.898 0.001 154.7 -53.798 0.619 2.057 0.437 0.282 102.403 

SG2 15.103 0.223 120.42 -41.877 0.496 1.205 0.259 0.257 96.088 

SG20 -20.627 0.08 183.96 -63.973 0.716 3.368 0.637 0.315 104.479 

SG21 -1.277 -0.496 150.52 -52.344 0.604 3.49 0.415 0.276 101.192 

SG22 19.131 -0.385 124.66 -43.351 0.512 1.31 0.286 0.249 102.413 
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Name Gravity Latitude 
Free 
Air 

Bouguer 
Bull-

B 
DTM1-
Inner 

DTM2-
Outer 

Bathymetry Final 

SG24 -6.408 -0.05 163.13 -56.728 0.647 2.445 0.494 0.289 103.819 

SG26 23.394 -0.217 114.65 -39.869 0.474 1.863 0.241 0.245 100.779 

SG27 -29.494 -0.053 184.05 -64.002 0.716 5.244 0.625 0.319 97.403 

SG28 3.792 -0.365 145.24 -50.506 0.585 2.218 0.384 0.271 101.617 

SG29 10.731 -0.266 136.35 -47.416 0.553 1.463 0.339 0.261 102.017 

SG3 8.561 0.338 133.46 -46.411 0.543 1.341 0.316 0.27 98.418 

SG30 5.08 0.317 140.94 -49.011 0.57 1.62 0.354 0.276 100.144 

SG31 -0.378 0.431 155.18 -53.963 0.62 2.252 0.434 0.291 104.865 

SG32 -59.594 0.086 217.15 -75.512 0.82 10.24 0.889 0.366 94.442 

SG33 -8.899 0.274 164.16 -57.086 0.65 2.526 0.491 0.297 102.412 

SG4 5.331 0.45 140.24 -48.768 0.567 1.527 0.351 0.276 99.972 

SG5 -8.632 0.564 157.76 -54.862 0.629 2.998 0.45 0.296 99.207 

SG6 26.282 -0.05 109.3 -38.009 0.454 0.917 0.219 0.244 99.358 

SG7 12.545 0.068 127.21 -44.237 0.521 1.575 0.288 0.261 98.231 

SG8 1.988 0.2 142.86 -49.68 0.577 2.374 0.363 0.277 98.96 

SG9 -0.13 0.305 150.67 -52.396 0.605 1.9 0.408 0.284 101.649 

SJ1 62.493 1.795 35.446 -12.326 0.156 0.071 0.1 0.247 87.982 

SJ2 61.054 1.084 37.463 -13.028 0.165 0.09 0.104 0.239 87.171 

SJ3 59.71 0.035 39.267 -13.655 0.173 0.196 0.115 0.23 86.071 

SJ4 63.421 -0.598 36.772 -12.787 0.162 0.232 0.13 0.226 87.558 

SJ5 58.053 -1.189 50.009 -17.391 0.218 0.312 0.133 0.221 90.366 

SJ6 58.829 -1.69 59.955 -20.849 0.26 0.518 0.143 0.218 97.384 

SJ7 61.035 -2.296 71.764 -24.956 0.307 0.625 0.167 0.215 106.861 

SJ8 77.711 -2.837 51.879 -18.041 0.226 0.938 0.15 0.189 110.215 

SR1 82.953 -0.614 29.063 -10.107 0.129 0.318 0.149 0.157 102.048 

SR10 50.243 2.959 60.86 -21.164 0.264 0.462 0.121 0.219 93.964 

SR2 81.943 -0.018 30.254 -10.521 0.134 0.363 0.149 0.161 102.465 

SR3 83.047 0.569 32.327 -11.242 0.143 0.501 0.144 0.167 105.656 

SR4 85.358 1.2 28.129 -9.782 0.125 0.616 0.152 0.169 105.967 

SR5 90.53 1.955 21.191 -7.369 0.094 0.599 0.165 0.171 107.336 
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Name Gravity Latitude 
Free 
Air 

Bouguer 
Bull-

B 
DTM1-
Inner 

DTM2-
Outer 

Bathymetry Final 

SR6 82.932 2.657 23.782 -8.27 0.106 0.386 0.146 0.178 101.917 

SR7 74.359 3.426 32.358 -11.252 0.143 0.301 0.115 0.192 99.642 

SR8 70.124 4.539 38.997 -13.561 0.171 0.12 0.109 0.209 100.708 

SR9 70.498 3.585 43.392 -15.09 0.19 0.279 0.107 0.206 103.167 

Corrections include Latitude, Free Air, Bouguer, Bullard-B, inner and outer terrain corrections, and 
bathymetry corrections 

Baseline Dynamic Gravity Survey at Cerro Negro 

Table E-4 Gravity values from baseline dynamic gravity survey at Cerro Negro 

Station Final Relative Gravity Closure Error Averages 

EUROPA 49.94966028 0.01132278  

PILLAR 0 0.01132278  

BOUG1 -20.60006903 0.01132278 -20.5957 

1999 STATION -20.63685877 0.01132278 -20.635 

BOULDER -29.79309877 0.01132278 -29.7947 

CRATER -53.52225633 0.01132278 -53.5165 

RIM -70.29783807 0.01132278 -70.2978 

CRATER -53.51066074 0.01132278  

BOULDER -29.7962492 0.01132278  

1999 STATION -20.63309127 0.01132278  

BOUG1 -20.5913371 0.01132278  

EUROPA 0 0.01132278  

PILLAR 49.9383375 0.01132278  

Gravity values are tide corrected and normalized to PILLAR.  EUROPA and PILLAR are not included in 
station averages as they are considered reference and base stations, respectively. 


